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Castro blames exodus on embargo 
By Marc Chase 
Senior Reporter 
=,:::nr.!l-==c:z=mcm::1'1111J:::m1::&:0zaaz;i::>.-.s,am=eaz::"JE11:z; •.,.;ni1ZD:i:a11m==-,aa:a;u:z:m.S!llll:mll1JD:s:EKZ11J1121mma1 culprit for problems in Cuba:• 
While Cuban President Fidel 
Castro continues to promote citi-
zens of his country lo infiltrate 
United Stales borders. an SIUC 
political scientist -says Castro is 
using the United States as a scape-
goat for problems his administra-
tion caused. 
Downpour temporarily stalls Cuban refugees ~i:ei/~~1i~c~b~~;hg~~~:g !i,~ 
Europe, Venezuela and Canada. If 
anything. the U.S. is the loser from 
th,: embargo because we could be 
making money there loo." 
,\ United Stales-run refugee 
camp in Guantanamo Bay. Cuba is 
expected to swell with more than 
40,000 Cuban refugees. according 
to U.S. officials. while the camp 
currently has the capacity for only 
23,000. 
The Washington Post 
HAVANA, Cuba-A torrential 
downpour and strong winds sudden-
1 y interrupted the departure of 
Cuban rafters Thursday, but both 
the would-be refugees and President 
Fidel Castro argued that the exodus 
William Gamer. SIUC a~sociate 
professor in political science, said 
Castro justifies his encouragement 
for Cubans to flock to this country 
by claiming a trade embargo the 
Teens ignore 
bar entry age 
By Stephanie Molett! 
Senior Reporter 
With the Carbund;ilc Citv Council's recent 
~tcps to help reduce underage drinking. many 
may wonder how it ha~ affected the problem. 
The bar entrv acc. which wa.~ raised to 19. took 
effect from Jul}~ I and a city ordinance was 
passed J unc 21 raising the minimum fine for 
underage consumption and possession of alcohol 
to S250 also from July. 
llowc\'cr. when undcragcd students hit the 
~trccts looking for alcohol, it docs not seem hard 
to find. 
Victoria. I l!, a freshman in education from 
Nonhbrook. said getting into the bars on the strip 
is '"not really a problem.'" 
'11te only real problem is we're restricted in 
where we can get in:· Victoria said. '"I think more 
freshman will go to panics 10 drink."' 
Tim Shirk. 17. a freshman in marketing from 
Carol Springs said he docs not think the S250 
minimum fine wa~ a deterrent to IS-year-olds. 
'"Who's not drinking?'" Shirk said. "1ltis girl 
who lives down the hall from us got a ticket two 
night~ ago and called us Ia~t night to sec if we 
wanted to go the bars.'' 
is far from over. 
During a two-hour appearance on 
state television ending after mid-
night, Castro insisted that only 
negotiations leading to changes in 
U.S. policy will stem illegal emigra-
tion from this island. Bui desp:le his 
defiant words, the storm aecom-
United States has on Cuba has 
made it impossible for his counuy 
to economically support all of its 
people. 
• Garner said Castro's claim is a 
Shirk said he docs not think the new ordinance 
will stop younger student~ from going to the bars. Money up front 
plished. if only temporarily. what 
the Clinton administration ha~ been 
uying lo do for more than a week-
it pen;uaded Cubans to stay a~hore. 
Thun;day morning. in fact. the net 
now of rafts seemed inbound as 
see RAFTERS, page 5 
way for the communist leader to 
blame mistakes of his own admin-
islr.ition on another counuy. 
"I have no sympathy for the 
argument that the embargo is the 
Gamer said Castro has done a 
poor job managing the economic 
structure of his counuy and that is 
the reason for the economic prob-
lems in Cuba. 
Officials from the Cuban and 
United States governments are cur-
rently facing off over the threat of 
the 40.000 refugees. U.S. officials 
see CUBA, page 5 
Staff Photo by Chris Gauthier 
•11tey"II find ways to get in.'' Shirk said. "I just 
hope they don't change it to 21. I wa~ debating on 
going to Ea~tern. but they just changed the age to Jim Sklersch, director of the University Bookstore, refunds a student's money Thursday for books not need-
ed for classes. Students can get money back for books until Sept. 9. 
see DRINKING, page 16 
Alumni volunteers pr9vide friendly faces 
Gre~ters notice 
SIUC changes 
By Kellie Huttes 
Senior Reporter 
It may look like a scene from 
Wal-Mart or McDonald's, but the 
retired grceten; welcoming students 
to SIUC's University Bookstore 
provide more than just a hearty 
hello. 
D. L. and Wilma Lampman, both 
SIUC alumni and retired Uni\'en;ity 
Veterans make use 
of education at SIUC 
with mlllh;lry benefits 
-Story on page 3 
employees. welcomed students 
Thun;day morning in the bookstore 
as a part of the Emeritus 
Association's volunteer program. 
Jim Skiersch. director or the 
bookstore, said this is the fin;t year 
for the volunteer grccten; and if the 
association wants to, the store will 
have the grccten; back next year. 
"This (the greeters) gives the 
store a positive image," he said. 
'11tey have been very helpful when 
students, moms and dads ask ques-
tions because they have been here 
and know where things are when 
student employees may noL"' 
Alzheimer's costs . 
emphasize necessity 
of developing cure 
. . . -;-:-~t?ry pn page3 
Skiersch said the .volunteers 
began working last week and will 
end their duties today. They 
worked two-and-a-half hour shifts 
during the day. 
Mn;. Lampman said although she 
and 47 other association memben; 
have volunteered their time, the 
bookstore is donating $500 to the 
group in which they will set up a 
new scholarship. 
Both Lampmans said they 
enjoyed greeting students and see-
ing how everything has changed. 
•11te students have such casual, 
comfortable clothes,"' Mrs. 
Opinion 
-Seepage4 
Comic• 
-See page 25 
c1 ... lfled 
-See page 22 [I nny 
90 
Lampman said. "I've also been 
impressed with how friendly they 
all are." 
Stacey Kash, a junior from Mt. 
Vernon studying to be a physical 
therapist's assistant, said the 
greeters were nice and reminded 
her a lot of the older Wal-Mart wel-
comen;. . 
Jamie Dick, a senior in advertis-
ing from Cobden and bookstore 
employee, said the vo!unteen; have 
been helpful and thinks they have 
eojoyed working at the store. 
"They have added a nice effect to 
the store, especially when the par-
~r 
-Seepage& 
ents were here," Dick said. '"I think 
they've had a good time and are 
probably amazed at all of the 
changes in the store and student 
life."' 
Gus Bode 
~ 
Gus says, YNh, but can they 
h91p me flncf•a parking place? 
Injuries force Dawgs 
on unexpected break 
from football practk:e 
-Story on page 28 
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Hekn Naulls 
HAIRSTYLISTS 
549-6037 
B!owO.-,&.Cml H,1,w., • ., 
l',.u &. Q,,J Body Wavn (NOUYHu) 
Re-Tow.P,nn&.Cu: 
Vi!JinPum&.Cut 
c,~., 
Rimt-orTuri 
&..OmtrP.uucy 
S...lcn 
Siyl,sloclude: 
Ft.=-.FtmchRollo 
Splnl,,Wrap, 
l'lnCurl, 
Fiesh Foods 
Daily Egypdan 
~ 
Get a FREE BBQ Beef 
Sandwich with a 22 oz. 
lite Ice Bottle for 
$2.75 
, Ott;r@ood Thru Aua. 31 
• 201h~ ~P,.e!~~~ . 
Rent New Zenith 
Color Stereo TV's 
with Remote $25/month 
Also, VCR's with remote 
$25/month 
FREEDEUVERY 
ABLE ELECTRONICS 
4';,7-7767 
Meet the small, 
QjuJ{i.ty fruits & vegetaEks 
WATERMELON .. ~.~~~~~.~:ea )~ 
Bananas 29"/lb .......... Broccoli..69"/bunch. , 
And much more ..• Effective date: 8/23 - 8/27 
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 • 6:00 Sat. 9:00 - 5:00 
100 E. Walnut (Intersection of E. 13 & Railroad) 529-2534 
un~ilent type. 
Presenting lhe ELEITTfrcxn Quorum. 
The~ IIJOOCll deta:u:rthat blasts 
J03dB (minimum) vme.De't'el'moved. 
, It operates simply 
on balleries. 
mlyoucan 
attach it to e\'ery 
ingfromyour 
.'skistoywrper-
sonal COOJ!lllet Only 
; QLxrum prodocts SMOKERS 
Be PaidFor 
1. Research Participation or 
2. Quit Smoking Research 
1' gi1·e you that kind of 
. ,,· ta:hnology&,im,r 
· aixlsecurity. ~
•a-::tJO""q,..,,,,,.~Dt,tril,r,lr-
Call SIUC Smoking Cessation Program between 10 am & 5 pm Terrace Fence Company 
Ask for Greg Russel 
997-6333 .... 
. 1 
i 
453-3561 453-3527 
1,164,999 
Th_at's how many graduates ·you'll 
· be competing with this ye_ar. 
Get the news, insight & analysis __ that ,viii put you ahead. 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL. 
FOR SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS CALL TODAY 
(800).543-1026 
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Ne\VsWrap 
world 
FIRMS NEW FRONT IN HUMAN RIGHTS BATTLE -
BEIJING- In the wake of President Clinton's renewal of most-favored-
nation trading status for China, a corporate "code of conduct" has become 
the main batlleground between human rights groups and U.S. business. 
Clinton endorsed a set of "voluntary" principles for U.S. firms in China 
when he renewed China's trading status in late May. Human rights groups 
want American companies in China to adopt a code similar to the 
Sullivan Principles that pushed U.S. companies in South Africa to 
undermine racial segregation laws at the workplace and to improve 
housing and education. 
U.S. COMMITMENT IN RWANDA QUESTIONABLE -
KIGALI, Rwanda- Amid signs of returning normalcy in the capital, the 
U.S. military's humanitarian task force has begun a gradual, quiet pull-
out-just a month after President Clinton promised a "massive" 
American relief effon for this small country and its troubled people. 
· Whether the commitment by the United States has lived up to the 
president's promise is likely to remain a question of debate and 
perspective. 
nation 
FEDERAL PAY RAISE EXPECTED NEXT YEAR -
WASHINGTON--Senate-House conferees are expected to approve a 
199S pay raise early next month. Insiders expect the Senate to accept the 
2.6 percent base-pay figure approved by the House. In return House 
conferees will okay a Senate proJXlsal to guarantee that the 25-percent 
differential- which most eligible law enforcement officers already 
get-will be extended to others in the 1811 job series and not be reduced 
or taken away from those who get it now. 
GEORGIA CONTINUES FLOOD CLEAN-UP -
ALBANY, Ga. - A Georgia State University economist estimated last 
week that the flood would have a Si billion impact in the state overall, 
including SSOO million in damage to uninsured property and S200 million 
in agricultural losses. Throughout the region, a number of small towns 
that already were struggling to survive were nearly wiped off the map. In 
Montezuma, for example, virtually the entire downtown-68 
businesses-was under IO feet of water at one JX)inL Town officials there 
optimistically predict all but one or two businesses will reopen . 
LOCKHEED DENIED AIRCRAFT EXPORT RIGHTS-
WASHINGTON-The State Department has decided to deny one of 
Lockheed Corp.'s divisions the right to sell its military aircraft abroad, 
pending resolution of allegations that the firm bribed an Egyptian official. 
The depanment's move comes at a delicate time, because the Georgia-
based division is competing to sell billions of dollars worth of transpon 
planes to Britain, Australia and other nations. 
GOVERNMENT STRUGGLES TO MEET MANDATE -
WASHINGTON - The Office of Federal Financial Management has 
produced an update on how the government tracks cash flow and assets. 
Among the repon's findings: -Departments and major agencies are still 
struggling to comply with a four-year-old law that mandates audited 
financial statements. -Too many different kinds of computer systems 
handle financial data, making it difficult to analyze or compare. 
information. -A substantial number of these computer systems are old 
and need to be r<!placcd. 
STUDY ANDS DISPARITY OF RACE NEAR DUMPS-
WASHING10N-Dcspite recent efforts by the Clinton administration to 
address the issue of"environrnental racism," non-whites are more lilcely 
to live in communities with commercial hazardous-waste facilities than 
they were a decade ago, a new study has concluded. Updating a landmark 
environmental demography reJXln issued in 1987, the study, based on 
1990 census data, found that the percentage of non-whites in the United 
States who live near toxic-waste dumps increased from 25 percent to 
almost 31 percent, despite widespread publicity given to the racial 
. disparities in the intervening decade . 
. - from Dally ~gyptlan wire services 
Accuracy Desk 
If readers-spot an error in~ a news article, they can contact the Daily 
Egyptian Acc~y Desk at S36-33 I l, extension 233 or 228. 
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Illinois veterans find educational opportunities 
Slaff Photo by Chris Gauthier 
Charlie Crews, SIUC Veterans Affairs coordinator, manages 
all the military benefits that prior service and current 
reserve personnel can receive. · 
Costs of Alzheimer's 
drains family, finance 
By Diane Dove 
Staff Reporter 
A recenl report on 1hc financial 
impact of Alzheimer's disease adds 
emphasis lo lhc urgency 10 find a 
cure for the illness, according lo 
officials at the SIU Center for 
Alzheimer Disease and Related 
Disorders in Springfield. 
A report published in 1hc recent 
issue of American Journal of Public 
Health said care for Americans 
diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease 
will cost more than $213,000 for 
each individual and $82.7 billion 
ovcrnll annually. 
Rosemary Harris, a coordinator 
al the center, said 1hc findings 
illustrale the financial situations 
faced by many of the patients 
receiving services from the center. 
"1l1erc's a lot of concern (among 
lhe patients and their families)," she 
said. 
"They saved all their lives for 
their retirement period and 
suddenly their financial resources 
are depicted." 
Such financial problems among 
Alzheimer's patients and their 
families led to the Spousal 
lmpoverishmenl Act, Harris said. 
The act sets up a spend down 
program allowing spouses 10 keep 
their home and some of their 
savings. 
However, in spite of the 
legislation, Medicaid, and other 
resources available to Alzheimer's 
patients and their families, Harris 
said many families still do not 
receive the help_ they need. 
"A lot of people fall betWL'Cn the 
cracks," she said. 
"Not all nursing homes take 
Medicaid ra1ients, their income 
isn't always low enough (to qualify 
for a.\sistancc) but they don't have a 
lnl of money - il's a real 
problem." 
Harris said ·children of 
Alzheimer's sufferers oflen bear a 
large financial burden because they 
can not access the resources which 
would be a,·ailable to a patienl's 
spouse. 
"Children aren't legally 
responsible to take care of their 
parents so there arc no resources 
there," she said. 
Harris said the need for a cure 
will be particularly imperative 
when the disease begins to affect 
the baby boomers. 
"We're hoping that in thc nexl 10 
or IS years there will be a cure," 
she said. "That's the goal of our 
research." 
Harris said the dementia of 
Alzheimer's type currently affiicts 
half nf the population over 85 years , 
of age. 
Dr. Roger Elbie, Jr., the center's 
director said finding a cause is also 
important. · 
''Ten percent of people aged 65 
or over have some form of 
dementia," he said. 
Elbie said slowing the 
progression of dementia a.~socialed 
with the disea.c;c could signilican1ly 
reduce the disea...c's financial cost~. 
'There aren't that many doctor's 
visits a.c;sociated with Alzheimer's," 
he said. 
One medical expense, involving 
the drug Tacrinc (trade name 
Cognex), can reduce other 
expenses by slowing the 
see DISEA~E, page 6 
By Charlotte Rivers 
Campus Life Editor 
After serving in various U. S. 
military jobs, more than 1,700 
veterans arc attending SIUC to 
take advantage of many cduca• 
tional benelitc;. 
Charlie Crews, SIUC Vetcran•s 
Affairs coordinator, said Illinois 
offers three types of benefits for 
former military personnel attend• 
ingSIUC. 
Benefits vary depending on the 
soldier's date of entry into active 
duty, if he or she has been disabled 
or if they contributed to an 
educational assistance program 
whil_e in the military, he said. 
'The Illinois Veterans' Grant is a 
state grant that covers tuition and 
fees," he said. 
"Our job in the office is to help 
with paperwork and direct them to 
other financial aid in the Financial 
Aid office. We get students with all 
different majors." • 
Students who return to college 
after a stint in the military tend to 
be more serious and disciplined, 
Scott Satterlee, a former Air Force 
weapons loader, said. 
"I wa.c; here the first time in '85 
and returned to SIUC in '92," he 
said. 
"When I came back, I didn't lit in. 
Some .>f the other students had just 
left home. But because I was an 
older student, I was more patient 
and serious about studying." 
Satterlee, a senior in archi-
tectural technology from Chatham, 
is president of the SIUC Veterans 
Club. 
"I got involved in it as a way to 
meet others," he said. 
'There's a lot of friendly kidding 
between the all the branches -
jarhead. flyboy, squid. It's a good 
way to met a lot of different 
people. wc•rc out to have a good 
time. 
"We have lots of married 
couples and kids are included. We 
go on canoe trips and have a 
softball team." 
Sattcrlc·c said the c·lub also 
performs community service. 
"We volunteer at the Marion VA 
Home and helped spruce up the 
Haven, a retreat at Crab Orchard," 
he said. 
Chris Williams, a senior in 
administration of justice from 
Benton, attended both SIUC and 
Rend Lake College in the mid-
1980s. 
He wa.c; an cmba.c;sy guard in the 
Marine Corps for four years and 
resumed his education at SIUC. 
"I came back because I needed 
college to pursue my career," he 
said. 
The campus atmosphere has 
changed since Williams was here 
before. -
"When I came back 
(to SIUC) , I didn't fit 
in. Some of the other 
students had just left 
· home. But ... I was an 
older student." 
-SCOtt Satterlee 
"It's toned down a lot," he said. 
"Before it was wild with 
Halloween arid Springfest. Now I 
can sec more political awareness." 
Alan Wilkinson, a senior in 
electronics management from 
Alton, and a former Marine, said 
he returned to SIUC to take 
advantage of his veterans benelitc;. 
"That's why I came back," he 
said. "Illinois is one of the only 
slates that have full (educational) 
benefits." 
Angelica Tornero, a junior in 
biological science from Chicago, 
said her she felt out of place at first 
when she entered SIUC after a tour 
of duty in the Army. 
"I came in at (age) 23 as a 
freshman and in my GE classes I 
wa.c; older than everyone else," she 
said. 
"When I came here, I didn't 
know one single person. Because 
of the club, I got lo know a lot of 
friends. I found out it's okay to be 
old and in school. I got o,·cr the 
age phobia." 
Crime bill causes reactions 
from area residents, officials 
By Dean Weaver 
Senior Reporter 
While the controversial crime 
bill awaits approval in the U.S. 
Senate, reaction about what 
effects the legislation will have is 
drawing a mixed response 
among Southern Illinois resi-
dents. 
The bill, which passed the 
House of Rcprescnlalivcs 235 10 
195 Sunday. includes a provision 
that bans 19 assault-style 
weapons, despite a hea,•y 
lobbying effort by the National 
Rifle Association. 
Mike Simmons, an owner of 
Crossroads Sporting Good.~. said 
that the assault weapons ban on 
guns, which he sells, will not 
stop criminals from committing 
crimes. 
"I hope people come 10 realize 
that legislators can't stop crime 
by pa.c;sing legislation," Simmons 
said. 
"Crime is escalating despite 
1he fact the government keeps 
banning things." 
Simmons said although the 
provision claims to ban only 19 
semiautomatic assault-style 
weapons, the number of guns it 
would effoct is staggering. 
"I believe this ban includes 
688 identified guns," he said. 
Simmons said the provision 
states that a gun which meets two 
or more of the following criteria 
will be banned: extended pistol 
grip, collapsible stock, muzzle 
break or guns that contain a clip 
capable of holding more than 10 
rounds. 
Carbondale Police Chief Don 
Strom said he feels the assault 
weapons ban is a good first step 
although its effects will be 
limited. 
Strom said that although 
a.~sault weapons are not used in a 
large percentage of crimes. when 
they arc used, the results arc 
disa.~trous. 
"Crime is escalating 
despite the fact the 
government keeps 
banning things." 
·-Mike Simmons 
James Garofalo, director of the 
SIUC Center for the Study of 
Crime, Delinquency and 
Corrections, said he believes the 
potential for violence is much 
greater with assault-style 
weapons because they arc 
capable of wounding a lot more 
people in a shorter period of time 
than other more conventional 
weapons. 
Garofalo also said that society 
ha.c; too many guns on the street~ 
and any provision reducing the 
number of assault weapons 
would be helpful. 
Simmons said he has seen an 
increase in the popularity of 
"a.~sault-stylc" weapons he sells. 
but Illinois has very strict laws 
pertaining 10 the use of these 
guns. 
"Illinois is one of only live or 
six states that docs not allow 
these 'sporting rifles' to be used 
for game hunting," he said. 
Simmons said that any rifle 
·using a center-lire rifle cartridge 
is considered a "sporting rinc" 
and can only be used for target 
shooting. 
U.S. Sens. Paul Simon, D-111 .. 
and Carol Moseley-Braun, D-111 •• 
have said they both support the 
a.~saull weapons ban. 
Christopher Ryan, Simon's 
spokesperson, said Simon is not 
only in favor of the assault 
weapon ban but also is the author 
of a provision in the crime bill 
which strengthens the gun 
licensing provision. 
The provision gives the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms 15 additional days to 
review gun dealer applications 
and requires dealers to respond to 
crime-gun trace requests. 
Moscley-Brnun also was a co-
sponsor of the provision. 
Simmons said he thinks more 
effecth·c ways lo reduce crime in 
this country than banning guns 
from ordinary citizens. 
"We could have a stronger 
death penalty, make criminals 
serve 100 percent of their 
sentence and put an end to the 
lifetime appeals process," he 
said. 
Pnge4 •.v:-'. lJaUy Egypd1in •i_lh-':i Augusi'26,'l994.1:i.~. 
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LJ.S. refugee policies 
becoming consistent 
PlrnSIDENT BILL CLINTON BROKE A THREE-
d(."1.::!d.: policy of granting automatic political asylum to 
Clih:in refugees who enter U.S. shores. by declaring 
r\t:gu.,t 19 that the refugees would be turned away. 
1k·.1i11.!d and sent to the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo 
B:1,. 
·; he .-mdden policy change abruptly came ,lfter more than Letters to the Ed1· tor 
2.(HliJ Cuban refugees started arriving last week on 
Fh1rida's shores, causing Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles to 
Cuba-
dcdar<.! a state of emergency. And, this month the Coast 
g:'.~i~~:,~~,~~1it_cked up 2.750 Cuban refugees from the D.E. rape statistics questioned 
Tht· influx of refugees was caused by Cuban President 
Fidcl Castro·s recent loosening of controls over people 
\•:ho wish to leave the troubled Communist island. Not 
~ini.:.: the Mariel boat-lift exodus of 1980, when 125.000 
Cul•an refugees arrived in the U.S. because the Carter 
aJ111inistra1ion opened relations with Cuba. has there been 
sud1 a large wave of refugees seeking safe haven on our 
~h,u.:~. 
Although some people may claim 
"there arc three kinds of lies: lies. 
damned lies. and statistics", the last 
category should be atrributed to 
those who misuse statistics. Case in 
point: the August 25 DE article that 
cites various rape statistics as 
"fact". The numbers do not jibe. 
clearlv there arc some damned lies 
giving Matislics a bad name. 
For exampl_c take the figures of 
:!.5'ir of college woman being raped 
by someone they know. only 5% of 
rapes being reported. and 9 rapes 
being reported at SIUC in 1993. 
Lei's calculate how well the 
damned lies fit the experimental 
data: 
TI1eorctical Rapes 
per year 
reported= (0.25 rapes/woman) 
( I rnpe reported 120 rnpes) 
(10.000 women SIUG I year) x 
( I year at SIUC/4.5 years total) 
= 27.8 ( 28 approximately) 
where a conscrvati\'e stay at SIUC 
ha., been estimated at 4.5 years for 
each women student. Note how the 
damned lies supplied by the article 
yield a whopping 211% error from 
nm TOUGHENING UP OF THIS Ii\l~IIGRATION 
r,;i 1;c'. has sent a wake-up call to Castro and the rest of the 
\I , l,:. This call is becoming more consistent with policies 
IP\• .1, d other countries. It was only this summer that the 
,akinistration started cracking dowa on incoming Haitian 
rl' •',\•_·cs. 14.000 of whom will share the Guatanamo Bay 
u,, .,I base with an expected 40,000 Cuban immigrants at 
thl' kast. 
( '1 lier countries, including Cuba's Latin American 
nt,•chbors. arc being looked into for possible safe havens 
lo -ll~•se Cuban refugees, but for now, these refugees will 
c the 45 square-mile base their home. This call could 
Students should make effort, 
better understanding results 
Not all instructors at SIU arc 
nati\'e speakers of English. This 
situation seems to cause problems 
for some students; I ha\'c heard 
complaints about TA's, for 
example. who "can't speak 
English.'" 
..: Clinton and Castro to finally meet and negotiate the 
,nomic embargo that has been in place since 1962. 
.imistically, those talks might produce some agreement 
:.:uban immigration. 
While it is true that some 
instructors arc difficult to 
understand. I wouldn't go so far a.~ 
1::: long-standing preferential treatment of these refugees, to say that they can·t speak English. 
red by the Cuban Refugee Adjustment Act of.1966 . Man): of these te:1~hcrs speak beu~r 
• . . English than natl\'C speakers. m 
1..:11 ~ave Cuban refugees special_ stat~s w}1en ap~lymg temis of vocabulary. grammar, and 
,111m1gratc, has caused the U.S. 1mm1grat1on poltcy to de\'clopmenl of ideas. Usually the 
;,, ,,me inconsistent. But that time is.over, at least.for problem. if on·e exists, is a 
pronunciation problem. 
t lT FOR THE THOUSANDS OF CUBANS AT 
(, antanamo or the ones thinking about leaving the 
u :riorating Communist country, Clinton's declaration 
. a damper on their plans. This declaration could force 
c Cuban citizens, even Castro, to face the fact that 
. r system docs not work and some kind of reform is 
m:·. :kd. Cuban citizens, instead of escaping, could stay 
;:11, revolt against Castro's military regime and demand 
rm. And it seems that is what the new U.S. policy is 
t.. 1g to achieve. 
fihi 
!-~.•C, torial Policies 
s;,p._<l articles, Including lettcni, viewpoints arid other commentaries, ie!lect the 
?''*""·;} of lhefr authors only. Unsigned editorials represent a consensus of the 
.>a:I/ !:']yptian Boord. 
L'.·.c:~ to the editor must bo submitted In person to tho editorial page editor, 
0: -~ , , 247, Communic:illons Ouildlng. Letters should bo typewritten ond double 
: ' All lellcrs ore subj~ IQ editing ond wlll bo limited to 300 words. Letters 
" ,:an.2~0 y.H~!f MIi bl! given preference for publication. Students must 
.- ,;,ed.~t U)' class and major, facuhy members by rank,-!IJd dc~cnt.. , 
·::'.lc!nlc staff by position and department 
_ , ; for which ,crlf1c.1tlon er outhorshlp COMot be m:idc will not be s;ublishcd. 
There is help available in the 
form of a class for international 
TA's offered by CESL. But I think 
that, with the growing number of 
non-native speakers in this country, 
some of the responsibility for 
communication will be a.~sumed by 
us, locals . 
I have some suggestions for 
students who have problems 
undcriaanding teachers with foreign 
accents. 
I) Prepare for calls. Look at the 
chapter before the lecture. skimming 
the \'ocahulary and headings. When 
you arc already anticipate the key 
wonls, lhcy \\ill be easier for you to 
Wldt.-rstand • 
2) Sit in front of lhc room. Sitting 
closer makes it much easier to 
understand the ('!!'SOil if you are sitting 
at the back of the laq;e lecture hall. 
3) Try to b..'COmc aware of common 
mispronunciations in the speaker's 
dialect. Maybe the person tends to 
substitute w for v, or r for I. Knowing 
the pattern., c-.111 demystify the aco.-nt 
4) Get to know lhc tC"JCher. Learn 
the J'!l'S0ll 0s name. Go to his/her office 
for a chat. when you know son11.'0nc 
a, a J'!Nlll. it is easier to follow their 
\\·.iyofsp..."lking .. 
5) Finally, realize that lhL~ peimn is 
probably very knowk'llgeable in lhe 
field. Also, international instructors 
can offer persp,:cti\'cs that American, 
cannot. Consider your situation a 
unique opportunity. rather than a 
problenL 
-1.nmc D:ni,;, la1un!r ~ 
Center for English us u Second 
l.unguuge (CF..SI.) 
B 
JIHI 
the actual data! If one were to 
include damned lies corresponding 
to rapes by people unknown to lhc 
victim and a shorter stay of woman 
at SIUC du'c to the large number in 
two year technical programs, then 
the em1r would be even larger! 
There arc three kind of lies: lies, 
damned lies and those found in the 
DE. Mathematics. and statistics in 
the panicular. arc champions of the 
truth. 
-HohHr.idy 
Doctoral Research Fellow Dept. 
i\lcchanic-JI Engim:cring 
, ·.· 
·Article's :subject 
;•w9rthy.ot~;'19,. 
; lopkeqat aga,_n: -
'._t Y~· ~ ~·~~Ii~t .utjcJ~· 
(Aug. 23,.p;;6); from•the; 
Washington ,:Post,,. about.; 
i :'developmcnt'\in small~ .. 
; and its destructiorl'oflivable,~ 
·; habitm and local~.: 
[it:,was;right:bn targ~t f~(· 
,places lilceCarbondale..;.;;~. ,:;: 
);This' issue is'.consistcntly, 
- avoi~, by:I~ -~spapers. .·, 
: because they can't.afford 10 
offend their main advertisers •. '; i;;· Unfortun~tely,·.many, 
, readers may.ha\-e overlooked', 
,; the ·article becllusc of its bland , 
: and ,niislcading 0 lieadline'•. 
.(".Those 1wcre, the:days: :-
; Progress banns ·nostalgia'">- ·,-:, 
, \. lwould lila: io rcq~ th:ll'-
;-·you'.reprint'thC.article;rthis 
.. time with· a hcooline niore iri' 
:nmc'witli its rontenis:Let me;; 
, suggest .'i'Olcse iare.lhe·ways;: 
;.Wal-MartkillsDownlown." ·.:. 
;};~? .. :~~; .:r>,~; ~\.~?~:-:, t ;_:.:·~-!\t'' \ }t 
:~~-Hartma• ,·associare / 
\~~:{Th~/ 
B: Letter 
C: Editor 
, Calendar 
Community 
VETERANS CLUB OF SIUC 
invites all veterans to an infonnal 
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight at the 
American Legion 205 N. Illinois. 
For more information, call Scott at 
687-2455. 
INTER- FRATERNITY will hold 
a interest meeting for·all SIU men 
at 6 p.m. Sunday in the Student 
Center Ballrooms. For more 
infonnation, call Rob at 536-8442. 
RUSSIAN CLUB will hold a 
meeting at 4 p.m in the Foreign 
Language Conference Room FNR 
2114. For more infonnation, call 
Todd at 549-4451. 
AG. COUNCIL will hold a 
meeting at 5:30 on Monday in Ag. 
204. For more information, contact 
Dr. Elkins at the Ag. Deans office. 
DESOTO DARE PROGRAM 
needs volunieers and sponsors. For 
more infom1ation, call Reha at 867-
2425. 
CALENDAR POI.IC\' - The deadline for 
Caltndar Items ls noon two days btfon 
publication. The item should be lyp,wrillen 
and mmt indude time. dale, patt and sponsor 
or lhe event •~d the n_ame or tht person 
submlnlni: tho llan. llffllS should be deli.-.ml 
or mailtd lo lhe Dally E1ITT>lian Newsroom. 
Communlclllons BulldiDJ:, Room 1247. An ilrm 
.,.illbepubllshedontt. 
Briefs 
APPLE COMPUTERS arc now 
being sold through SIU at the 
Apple Information Center located 
in the Communications Building, 
room 1213~. Apple products are 
a,·ailablc at special discounts to 
students. staff and faculty of SIU. 
Call for hours and more infor-
mation at 453-6276. 
_CUBA, 
from1 page 1 
say the refugees will not b 
allowed into the borders of th 
country. 
Cuban officials say refugees wil'. 
continue to flock 10 the United 
States if the economic embargo is 
not lifted. 
While President Bill Clinton is 
being criticired by Republicans for 
not making an attempt to remove 
Castro from power, Dominic 
Melone. a junior in political 
science from Carbondale. said 
Clinton's current policy is a good 
one. 
"I don·t know the potential 
outcome (of the refugee situation)," 
said Melone. who is acting 
president of a political science 
organi1.ation at SIUC. 
"I can say that I agree with the 
position Clinton h,l~ taken so far. l 
don't want to see what happened in 
1980 when 30,000 Cuba refugees 
hit the beaches of Miami - many 
of whom were criminals that 
Ca~tro dumped on us." 
Garner said whatever Clinton 
decides to do concerning the 
refugees, the policy should be 
consistent and fair. 
"If we are going to allow Cubans 
into our borders than we must 
allow all refugees to come in," 
Gamer said. 
"We can't then deny Haitian 
refugees just because they are not 
· fleeing from a Communist 
regime." 
Melone said the United States 
should not hesitate to implement 
a different policy for the 
potential Cuban refugees than 
has been used for refugees in the 
past. 
"We should never be afraid to 
change our policy if a new idea 
could prevent the tunnoil of the 
past," Melone s;iid. 
"Consistent policy is always 
nice, but later it could go against 
our best intercsK" 
RAFTERS, . ~ . :. 
from, page · l-----,------
the net flow of rafts seemed basic necessities of life. 
inbound as several crews Even so. Castro spoke 
struggled back to the beach after sympathetically of the rafters in 
a perilous night on the water. his TV appearance.· 
Forecasters predicted several Instead of denouncing them 
more days of foul weather. as "anti-social elements," as he 
Among the few setting out had earlier this month, he 
Thursday was a craft that had boasted of how many had been 
drawn considerable attention saved in rescues by the Cuban 
while under construction coast guard. · 
because it was made of a pony In what he portrayed as an 
cart set atop inner tubes and big appeal to worldwide public 
plastic drums. opinion, Castro transfonned the 
The four passengers leaned rafters' plight into Cuba's plight 
into their oars, but after an hour - both victims of U.S. policy. 
they didn't need a weatherman Cµba, he said, was being 
to tell them which way the wind punished because among all the 
was blowing. "We couldn't get communist countries of the 
anywhere," said Jorge Miguel world, "our.sin was not to give 
Albaran, 30, after making it up as others have done." 
back to the beach at Cojimar, a For many years, Cubans have 
small town 11 miles east of been welcomed in the United 
Havana that has become a key States even if they arrived in 
departure poinL hijacked planes or boats, and as 
"We will wait for the calm such Castro said the United 
that comes after the stonn. and States had created in people's 
then we will try again," he said. minds "the idea that they have a 
"One way or another we will get right to emigrate illegally ••.• 
there and then I'm going to sit Then they didn't talk about the 
myself on this beach." dangers and risks." 
He pointed to his bright Castro read at length from 
aquamarine T-shirt decorated Cuban diplomatic notes sent to 
with pictures of palm trees and the United States over the past 
emblazoned with the word year that warned of an increased 
"Florida" illegal migration from the 
In a pelting rain several others island. 
began transforming their rafts And he also read statements 
into shelters, and they vowed by U.S. officials, including 
that the only way they would Clinton, that rejected any 
leave Cojimar's rocky beach change in policy toward Cubans 
was by sea. coming to the United States 
In his television appcar • .mce, illegally even as the number of 
Castro did not demand rafters was growing earlier this 
negotiations with Washington. summer. 
nor did he offer any concrete "We have documents to prove 
proposals for how they might who is responsible for the 
get started. Instead, he took massive exodus," he said. 
more than two hours to dclivera Responding for the first time to 
simple message: The United Clinton's new policy that 
States will be stuck cleaning a severely restricts remittances 
mess of it~ own making until it and travel to Cuba by Cubans in 
agrees to some kind of talks. the United States, Castro spoke 
"Castro seems to feel very of the "hundreds of thousands of 
justified in what he is doing and people who have benefited!' 
thinks that events arc going his · from the dollars and medicine 
way." said a senior European that have poured· in from the 
diplomat here. While Castro Cuban-American community in 
faces serious long,term prob- recent years. 
!ems. the diplomat said, the These "Olympic champions 
rafters present an immediate of humanity," he said of the 
crisis for Clinton. "Clearly his Clinton administration, had 
objective is to hold out for some erased all those-benefits with 
kind of negotiations," the one blow. Castro failed to 
diplomat said. mention, however, that his 
Even after U.S. officials regime had prohibited Cubans 
dismissed Castro's suggestion from receiving such aid from 
for talks. the official Cuban abroad for decades before 
media Thursday repeated the acceding to them. 
idea that negotiations are the But aside from a few such 
only solution to the crisis. swipes at Clinton, Castro was 
Castro also used his TV gcner:illy soft-spoken, even 
appearance to proclaim himself professorial, giving no sign of 
blameless in the surge of rafters. the old revolutionary who used 
He insisted that the exodus to harangue Washington reg-
resulted from a U.S. "strategy" ularly. Instead of ratcheting up 
designed to bring down his the current crisis, he said he 
revolution by promoting pop• wanted to avoid antagonizing 
ular discontent in Cuba and the Clinton administration. 
suffocating its economy. His rhetoric was notably 
Immigration had become a milder than what the Cuban 
weapon in this strategy he media had employcd 1 in recent 
alleged, and he cited detailed days. 
statistics showing that the "The.'last thing ·we wanted 
number of Cubans welcomed was for a problem like this to 
after illegal journeys to Florida develop with Clinton," he said. 
far exceeds the number of legal While he denounced the 
immigranK administration's decision to 
Finding himself in a "sit- house Cuban rafters at what he 
uation without alternatives," called "a concentration camp" 
Castro said he had no choice but on the Guantanamo Naval Base, 
to Jct the rafters go and that he Castro did not demand that they 
would ne,•er use force to keep be removed front the base 
them from leaving. which is on Cuban soil. 
.For weeks the rafters have Indeed, Castro said he had:-
lok! the world's media that they given orders to ensure that no 
would rather risk their Jives at Cubans be allowed 10 approach 
sea than continue living in a the ba~e by land to seek refuge 
country where the omnipresent ' t11erc because that might ignite a 
government fails to provide the problem. 
Going Out of .Business Sale! 
Everything Must Go 
ASEAN: GROCERIES 
214 S. University 
Carbondale, IL 62901 
549;6858 
TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 5% OFF WITH THIS AD 
_ Expires 8-31-94 
CU 'llM<:Y CMvf P'llS C/{({l!R_[:J{ 
'We wouU Cif(g, to inv_ite you 
to join us for an 
International anti Jlmerican 
Stutfent !}"e{[owsliip. 
Sunday, Worship Services 
8:30 & 10:~0 a.m. 
August 26, 1994 
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--- ~~~~ssss~~~~ssss~ West coast city wins. battle 
against gang: ha_rassment, agom .. ,· 
Los Angeles limes . venture out of their; homes at night ~,; ~~-.,1:~, 3:15 1~~ ~!~ 
. . !Jccause of gang members loitering tl'C~p Nowhen, · (PO) 
LOS ANGELES-,-The city of mstreetsandalleys. ·F,i.-sun. 1:00 3:oo 1s:1s, 7:30 9:30 
Norwalk, southeast of downtown No gang members showed up for Mon.-Thurs. s:1s 7:30 9:30 
Los Angeles, won an injunction . Thursday':: court hearing, but atur om . era 
7
:so ~:20 
Thursday against a street gang several reacted angrily to news of F•1·,;_ ~~'urs. 1 :30 /i;gg/ 7:50 10:20 , 
accused of terrorizing a neighbor- the injunction and · rejected asri Park (PG-1aJ , 
hood by firebombing homes, characterizations of lllem as violent ~sun° (4:SOJ 1:20 a:so 
robbing people, shooting weapons hooligans .. They blamed Sheriff's n-Thurs 1:4s 14 :soi 7"20 9:so· 
in to the air and using drugs in deputies and Norwalk public safety cro-1:J) 
public. . officers for causing them trouble. i:;:i ;':;~ ' 
The injunction, one of the first "They harass us, stop us for any · (POJ 
used to combat gang violence in reason," said a 19-ycar-old who is 1:10 3:1s ts=, 7:40 
Los Angeles County, names 22 n:uned in Ille court order but asked 15:30> 7'40 
members of the Orange Street not to be identified. "They say if 
Locos gang and bars them from. my record is clean, they're gonna 1:,11~~~-~~--~:1 
carrying weapons-including mess it up." 
pipes, glass bottles and wooden The gang, with about 60 
sticks. It al~ prohibits them from members, is one of 1 lin Ille city, ~~~~-----...... ---:::;:"'I 
blocking public thoroughfares, which has an estimated 2,500 gang 
trespassing and destroying public members in all. 
propcny. Violators could face up Deputy District Attorney Deanne 
to six monllls in jail and Sl,000 B. Ancker, who is representing a. ...... .., .. .,.....,,... __ 
fines. Norwalk, said the city decided to 
The decision was welcomed by target the gang because of the 
residents in the neisnborhood. intensity of the ongoing violence. 
Some said they arc afraid to Gang members are responsible for 
several firebombing incidents in 
recent years, and also has 
intimidated residents by firing guns 
into the air, breaking into cars and 
DISEASI= 
. ' from• page 3-
0ne medical expense, involving 
the drug Tacrine (trade name 
Cogncx), can reduce other 
expenses by · slowing the 
progression of dementia in· 
Alzheimer's sufferers, Elbie said. 
Elbie said the drug was approved, 
for treatment of Alzheimer's 
patients because its effect is 
equivalent to up to six monllls of 
the disease's progression. . 
"It's expensive, but if it can keep: 
the person out of a nursing home 
for six months it's more lllan worth 
it," he said. 
Until a cause for the disease is 
known, Elbie said ways of keeping. 
expenses for the care of 
Alzheimer's patients down is 
important · 
"I\.iaybc we'll figure out ways to 
keep people at home, which is less 
expensive than a nursing home," he 
said 
loitering, residents said. 
': Pliow lilt>WiN61. 
EDDIE MURP.HY 
I~ 
' , Da,y 7.-:J0 9 45 Sal & Sun M::11 2 00 
Fri & Sat Aug 26 &. 27 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
Admiuion Sl.00 
.5!1J_dent Centu Auditorium 
-c/l~o~ 
KEVIN COSTNER~ 
DaJy. 7:45 ONLY Snt & Sun Mat 1 :30 
Plliow, 1110,.,,,....,1 
..,•NNC-.O--N· 
RICK MO..,.NIS 11'~,,lill"!'N~1 • 
oa,iy 7:lS 9:~o Sal & Sun Mat 2:15 
Now FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soit Drinks! 
See Comedian 
:~obbie Printz 
Featured on MTV's 
: Half Hour Comedy Hour 
See Concerts• By 
TVT Recordin~Artist Ca,thei'lne'.. 
produced by 
Smashing Pumpkins' 
Billy Corgan 
- With Opening Act Nectarine 
PL, USf The Natives, Big Stage Karaoke, "3-DH 
• Film It came From outer Space, The 
Film Sirens, and much, MUCH more! 
Thurs. Sept. 1, 1994 7 p.m; to Midnight 
SIUC Student Center • Admission $2 
For more infor'111[ltion, call· SPC at 536~3393 
Am.erica's Gone Gump. 
:I\omrn1 lHfa11mb Daily ;j·'•· ~ .. 0- -.:, .. r .. es·· :t. •.4:001:0010:00 , ... 
1 . F 1 ' .I ' . · · Sat & Sun · : 
· i 
1 
· G· u· ·Ill• .-.,. Matinee 1:00 .; · , :·~: · ... · .... ·. '.'y --
4:;:~~i~.:~:· ~--N?.· <?.le' ofl°T~. 
Sat & Sun , ~ ' . . i 1 
Matinee BRUCE Wll.LIS · 1 
:
45 JANE MARCH. [ID: 
- ll.OCKED AND: ILOADED! 
~,,~~~~!!!;!!!:A 
Daily 5:00·7:00 9:15 Sal & Sun MaH:00 :3:00 
Augusl26, 1994 
Brain drain 
Page7 
SUN -THURS 
11 am - lam 
FRr- SAT 
11am - 3am 
Michael Johnson, a senior in music from Fort Wayne, Ind., catches up on some homework in the International Lounge 
at the Student Center Thursday. A popular spot for last-minute studying; the Student Center is open 6:30 a.m. to 11 :30 
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 6:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. on weekends and 11 a.m. to 11 :30 p.m. Sundays. · 1 DELUXE BEEF J GYROAND 1 
U.S.-based manufacturing 
help.s American clothielis (~ 
~ 
Engagement 
Ring,· 
Specialists 
FRIES I 
i:~Thii _$_3_:~~ .:.""~ 
The Washington Post 
Tonicht. after vou tr.:idc in vour 
suit fo; more C(;mfortablc d°uds. 
twist the collar around and check 
the label. Increasingly these days. 
what vou"II find is a "'!I.fade in the 
USA': ta!!. 
That•; because hie-name 
retailers ant! m:rnufact~rers of 
trend-sensitive apparel are 
shifting some production to the 
United State., from overseas 
plants to keep up with clothing 
fads. restock empty racks and 
maintain greater control over 
quality. -
Esprit de Corps has shifted 
production of such items as 
leggings. crop tops and slcc:\·cless 
shirts from Asia to the San 
Francisco area in the: last 18 
months. for example. 
Liz Claiborne Im:. has moved 
pn>duction of I million sweaters ,1 
vcar from Asia to a Brooklvn 
facwr.·. · 
.. We needed 'to he n:sponsivc to 
the consumer. we ncc:dcd quickc:r 
turnaround time and we needed to 
he: close to the fashions:· Jack 
Listanowskv. executive vice 
president fo( manufacturing and 
operations for New York-based 
Liz Claiborne. said. 
. Most of the clothing companies 
returning to the United States 
make juniors· and trendy wo-
men·s clothing. 
While domestic production of 
such apparel as wor:icn·s suits and 
dresses has plunged in rcc.:nt 
years. production of trendier and 
mure casual apparel for women 
has increased. according to 
Census Bureau data. 
The number of knit T-shirts and 
tank tops made domestically. for 
example. climbed to 132.9 million 
units in 1993 after falling to 76 
million units in I 988. 
Domestically produced wom-
en"s sweaters climbed to 40.7 mil-
lion units in 1993 after falling to ;1 
low of 36.5 million units in 1991. 
For the domestic garment 
i11dustrv, which, has lost 500.000 
jobs in· the past decade. this shift 
buck to domestic production for 
some clothing i1ems is good news. 
Clothiers making the shift say 
their "turnaround tim;:."" or the 
time it takes from placing an order 
to receiving the manufactured 
goods. ha~ been cut by as much as 
five months. 
1l1c shorter cycle. they say. lcL~ 
them decide on colo·rs and styles 
closer to the fashion season. 
Priestland said the shift back to 
domestic production is m:111-
ufacturers · response to savvy con-
sume rs who demand a wider 
range of merchandise and retailers 
that must fill orders before a trend 
fades. 
Also. since manv retailers wen: 
glutted with irn-cn.tory during the 
recession. store owners arc 
keeping stocks low and must be 
able to replenish them quickly. 
according to industry experts. 
""ln mnn: recent vears. retailers 
in !!eneral ha\'C incrcasinl!IV been 
pu;hing the inventory risk back to 
the vendors:· said Donald Trott. 
retail :1pparcl analyst at Dean 
Witter Revnolds Inc. 
Keeping up with teem1ge fads 
that change faster than !\·ITV 
videos has been easier for Esprit 
de Corps. the San Francisco-based 
childrcn·s and juniors· clothing 
manufacturer. since it moved 50 
percent of iL~ contract work to the 
United States. company 
exccuti\'cs sav. 
During tlie past 18 months • 
Esprit has shifted production of 
leggings and novelty knits, which 
include crop tops and sleeveless 
shirts, from Asia to the San 
Francisco area. It also has 
increased the volume of T-shirts it 
huvs from i.J.S. manufacturers. 
GEMOtOGISi 
' 
NO COVER 
~4-fl~ 
EST.1950 
Across from th~ Amtrak station 
400 S. ILLINOIS AVE. 
CARBONDALE, IL 62901 
618=457,,.5221' 
Yahoo!." You, made it thru 
., the first week. 
,, Come Celebrate! 
.. , 
Su °While 
'PPlies,t. 
7oz . asu 
{Judi I;iglit 8ottles 
_ 1H •~ Wa1hiilglon1 12N808: 
I Buy a Falafil1 J 
1 · · Pila and: get a I 
I 2nd HALF PRICE J t sH:s:KA::B1 
( and Fries J 
l®!lllfrw $3.59 +taxJ 
1---------1 
( 2 • Hb Hamburgers) 
12 • French Fries J 
! (2 • l.g. Cokes J I Extra Value J 
1$nnnw $6.99 +tax I 
t---------1 
I &-Pack J 
, .I'. Mlni~Gyras J: 
DiederiCbl IRSUliiiCe~ i I •nd' I lb . Fries I: 
. @ SER\ONri SOtnliE~ ~LUNO~SSl~C~ 1949 r i~-$_9~~ :""•; 
i Welcome· b_ack s_. tudents & ,: c1L e -.;.._. ft. .: 
- - ; ' ' ' ,. : 'nlCKe ' FaeM)ty! 1 -. --- -- : - - --- - )! 
We offer-Comp,-U~Rate"Automated! ~' . ·I' C,yro,. ,.,.,,.' )i 
. Cm:uparative R3:ting." l:.et our experiencedi _ I!_ . ~~,•e' •. ' J; 
, customer service.representative·s. compare I rr.,. I 
~osJs ~q q:i~erage (tom ainong· ·a witje fap~e. : '.~rmllw $3_;..'74 t.tax j_'. 
i ~f major insurance companies. · , , 
Li7. Claiborne Inc .• which 
purchased a Brooklyn sweater · 
factory ,hat was under Chapter I I 
bankruptcy protection two years 
ago. produces about I million 
sweaters a vear there for its VSt~dent Auto,Programs 
clothing di\:isions. including ✓Auto Home Discounls ✓Renter;s Insurance Plans, . ✓Senior Citizens' Discou.nts • 
Li1-<port. Lizwcarand Elizabeth. ✓Business Insurance 
Listanowsky said manufac- , · :i 3· I · f 
turing in the United States has cut ✓lnai'.';' ua & Group Lie 
turnaround time,in half for fill-in [ 
order.~-rusli orders rnade during ,
1 
: 
a season to replenish sold-out . i 
item~. 
""We could do a fi)Jcjil order in 
20 to 25 d:ws:· he said; ""In the 
Orient, it wduld take 60 days and 
then you would stil]. ha\'c to fly 
therpout;'" 
✓P.rofessional: Lial:iility lilsuro_nce 
✓lndividucil 1 & Group Health 
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FOcus: ;::Forestland-{ 
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For more photos of nature spots In Southern llllnols, see page 11 
Popular Nature Spots 
Murphyiboro 
Carbondale 
13 
One of the mojor assets of the Southern Illinois a~ is the wealth of 
accessible nature provided by the Shawnee National Forest. Here are 
some of the most popular and accessible nature, ~Is in our area. 
-Giant City Slate Porte • Bluffs overlook massive h'ee tops, Many climb: 
ing and rappelling opportunities, end For the thin at hea~ot Man's 
Squeeze, a harrowing climb through a narrow crevoce which runs up a 
bluff. THe pork also has many areas fer grilling and picnicing. 
To get there : Follow Giant City Rood South.. · : · ; _ -· 
·Fem Clvffe Slate Park • Many bluffs and hiking ~ifs; highlighted by 
round bfuff-;.the lop of which con only be readjed_ by scaling the c~lf, ' 
and a giant natural amphitheater with incredible acoustics. There ore 
also picnic areas. , 
Ta get there: Take Rt. 13 East lo 1·57. Take 57 Sooth To I· 24. ·. Taki, 24 
South lo Exit #7. 
-Garden of the Gods· The hour drive is worth iiwh~ you first glimpse 
the magnificent rock formations and scenic bluffs:lhe·maiii attractions;_·· · 
like camel rock, are easily accessible; but the bestviews are reserved 
fer those who climb. Climbing and ~ppeUing oppurtunilies abound.· 
To get there: Toke Rt. 13 fas/ to HQlriWUffl-- Fol/aw Rt .. 145 South post 
Mitchellsvi/le, tum left on Rt. 34 (South}. Fol/aw signs from there.· -f. 
• , ··'" ·. I 
-Utile~ Can,an · feotun,s a 3.6 mile hikl~ trail ra~ing in e1e-· : 
\'Olien m 3.50 to 700 -~· True to.its name, spots at the top of the · • 
canyon affw.outslanding Vle'¥S_of the Oakwood Bottoms, a swampy 
area next to the Miuissippi tw.-, and huge bh,ffs in lhtt distonc:e. 
To r,st. ,,,__:_ liu. RI: 13 ~ b t,tu;pl,ysboro. iN. 20II, St. South out 
ol~_bffidrotyRidjt.Ri»d._Tum IJt, and fo/lowtltree 
miles t> "1t big inflrtldian~:l,m ~;-and follow road three miles to 
Overheard:'· 
"Some scientists say that 
the major building block 
of the universe is 
hydrogen because it's 
the mosf pfentiful element, 
but my theory is that the 
universe is made out of 
stupidity, because it is 
more plentiful than 
hydrogen." 
- Frank Zappa 
Sounds around town 
Weekend schedule of bands In Carbondale 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
• Booby's - •Massive Funk" 
•Cousins - "Eric Anthony" 
• flickers - "Cruces" 
• Hangar 9 - "New World Spirits" 
ePK's - "Slappin' Henry Blue" 
• Booby's - "Massive Funk" 
• Comln's • "Jomes Barnes and Elegance" 
• l'llckas - "Waxing 1he /tk:Jon" 
•Hangar 9- '"NewWorfd Spirits" 
•On Ille l9lmd rub• "Dorions" 
• PK's • "Slappin' Henry Blue" 
• Pinch f_'enny rub - "Natives" 
• Hangar 9- "Billy Goat" and "Nitro Jr." 
•Pinch Penny rub- "Mercy" 
Weeken<1>~pot~ght. 
·...,. .. _ ..... · .. 
Band at home 
in Carbondale 
By Aleksandra Macys 
Senior Reporter 
It could possibly be quc~tioncd 
why someone would want to keep 
!-Ccing a band o\'er and o\'er. time 
after time, much like the 
Deadheads do with the Grateful 
Dead. For one local band. the 
answer i~ ob\'ious - thc ~huws ,ire 
wonh attending. 
Slappin" Henry Blue, featuring 
Tawl Paul. has been playing in 
C:1rbondalc since 1989, and 
although the hand has gone 
through many changes. it still 
draws an audience of regular fol-
lowers and newcomers. 
Joe Been. b:L,s guitar player for 
the band. said much of the music is 
played the same, but the \'Crsatility 
of the band members makes the 
music different cverv time. 
Photo courtesy of artist 
Tawl Paul will appear at PK's with Slappln' Henry Blue this 
weekend. He also can be found at 2nd Chance record store. 
"'We play it basically the same. 
but try to do different things, .. 
Been said. "'Bruce (current guitar 
player) may do something we 
didn't expect and that changes 
everything." 
Tawl Paul has been with the 
band from the stan, but other band 
members have changed, with more 
changes to come in the near future. 
Becrt joined the band more than 
three ;•cars ago after changes in the 
instrumental section of the band. 
including the addition of a key-:1o~~ ~~tven h,annonica play-
The band is now close to having 
the original band members a.~ their 
core with Bruce Camden on guitar. 
Brian Camden on drums. B'--crt and 
Tawl Paul. One new addition, 
however, is Ted Wolf on saxo• 
phone. 
Tawl Paul said Wolf is an added 
bonus to the hand :mcl works well 
with him and the other band mem-
bers. He said.like the other band 
members. they arc all still learning. 
Bccrt will soon be leaving the 
band to explore musical adventures 
in other parts of the United States 
see SPOTI.IGtrr. page 13 
Entertainment· Isslle 
Police get tough wi~h concert security 
By Dave Katzman 
Staff Reporter 
with a hand-held dek-ctor. 
1im Kopp. an umJccidcd :wpho-
more from Chicago, didn't e;,;pcct 
Many SIUC student~ and other the tight security. 
conccrtgocrs were surprised to sec a '"I had to go into another line to 
metal detector at the-entrance of the get searched because I went through 
Student Center Ballrooms last . and it beeped," he said. "It was · 
Satunlay a,; they waited in line for a nothing but change in my pocket. 
The metal detector was pur-
chased as a safety measure with 
Center fund.~ and was first put into 
use loward the end of the spring 
scme-~tcr, Ellis said. · 
Utfle Giond Canyon Sigii , bn right al • ' ' ' • . . • . . . . ' 
·.·i:::-;'<,,'·,<•' --> . .-~·-·. _: . .''''\ .,_-'.: .~---~ - concert. ' Incidentally, it made me late for the 
John Corker. director of ·the.•· 
Center, said the detector was pur-
cha.'ied because SIUC wa,; the only 
school in the Mate that held dances 
without metal detectors. 
·~His ~·The blufh !hat can be seen frain Utile Gmd 
Canyon; ·A much-~ ha than lhtt Canyon, ofJers a panoramic , 
view of If- wellarjds Iha Illinois Bonk of the Mississippi 
tw.-. TRMlers ta; lhis bluff ofrtiirs lhtt .best view lhis side of the Grand 
ean;on. : •· ; . ·.· .. :=. :.. . . - . .-. i ;:•'· \ -
Jo g,I ,,__: Tole Rt. f 3 b Murpby,l,o,o. Follaw'lhe main slreel (RI. 
149} ~ town b llt.·3. Go Soulli on Rt. 3 po,tGronJ-Tow.-; · 
·=·~~2il:i1})i;2.iii~2:~~ · 
SIUC Police were on hand to ·show." ' 
make sure student~ walked through · Derek.Starkey, a freshman in 
the metal detector before entering electrical engineering from St. 
. the ballroom where Foo and the Anne, felt the mcasurcs_w'---rc a little 
Dyslexic Apaches were playing. overcautious. "I didn'i think there 
Students were asked to place all · would be ;u,y trouble ... he said. 
metal objects into a pla.~tic cup prior SIUC Police Sg~. Steve Ellis said 
to walking through the detector. the metal detector will be in use for 
If lhe•detcctor went off, the per- all future event~ because that is now 
son· wa.~ esconed into a different . the sl3!}dard operating procedure for 
room for another search, this time the Student Center. 
Corker said somet>ody wa.~ shot 
in the rear end at a dance two year.. 
ago with a small-caliber gun. 
, "This (the metal detcclor) is com-
mon in college unions throughout 
the state, .. he said. · 
The extra security is paid for by !hi: student organiz.uion holding the 
event. There were no arrest~ made 
Satunlay night. 
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Cal·1torn·1a real estate pr·1ces r·1se ~~•••:JI!~-~~-~!!,,~~~-,_ «ft X ' 'l $ 1 ',, ;$fikl?> , :\:::1; 
County, the median price of an • %. " • • ' ' • --;, • Los Angeles Times 
LOS ANGELES-When 
Kathleen Young decided earlier this 
summer to sell her home, she 
figuml she'd be lucky to get the 
asking price. 
She hadn't coumed on getting 
more. 
"I had been told that a good 
asking price was $259,000" for the 
four-bedroom, two-bath home, said 
Young, a property manager. 
Another agent suggested $279,CXX>. 
Young chose to list the house at the 
higher price. 
Within days, she had three finn 
offers, and accepted one for 
S283,000. "We were pleasantly 
surprised," she said. 
As Young found out, there arc 
signs that the long-awaited 
turnaround in California home 
prices may ha\·e finally arrived. 
While. not all market watchers 
agree that the worst is over. the 
evidence is compelling that prices 
at least ha•c bouomcd ouL 
The median price for an existing, 
single-family home in California 
n:mains above its low in February 
of SI 80.978, according to the 
California Association of 
Realtors. The median price fell 1 
percent in July to $185,040, down 
from June's S186,830, according to 
figures released Thursday by the 
re.altars group. But it had incrcasc-0 
in three of four months prior to 
July. 
Meanwhile, foreclosure activity 
is declining, indicating that 
fin311cially troubled home owners 
arc getting better prices for their 
houses and thus arc less likely to 
default on their loans. 
And homes that arc priced 
reasonably can draw multiple offers 
within days, including some above 
the asking price, real esiate agents 
said. 
Even in hard-hit Southern 
California, where falling ~ estate 
prices have been lied lo the 
hemorrhaging of jobs in aerospace 
and other industries, prices seemed 
to have stopped their steep descent 
"We thought prices were 
bottoming in most of the state, and 
by the end of the sun1mcr, believe 
that generally prices will have 
leveled out," said David Hensley, a 
~ estate economist with Salomon 
Bros. in New York. 
Real estate agents and 
economists cite a variety of reasons 
for the finning of housing prices: 
pent-up demand from first-time 
homebuycrs. a rush to buy before 
interest rates shoot back up, 
relatively good affordability and 
growing confidence that the local 
economy is on the mend. July's dip 
in prices sta!Cwidc was attributed to 
higher mortgage interest r.ites. 
"People want to get in before 
they perceive the prices starting to 
tum around ... and there's a fear 
that maybe this is the time to jump 
in before prices do start turning 
around," said Ava Beller, a Los 
Angeles rc.al eslatc agent 
Any turnaround in prices would 
be the best sign yet that the 
California economy·s fledgling 
recovery is continuing. "It means if 
you buy a house now, you're not 
going to instantly lose money by 
seeing it lose value," said John 
Karevoll, financial editor at 
Dataquick Information Systems in 
San Diego. 
The end of the decline docs not 
mean the beginning of a new 
boom, however. Most economists 
doubt that prices will grow much 
faster than the rate of inflation, in 
part because the state's economic 
growth is still lagging the nation as 
a whole. 
Among further evidence of a 
turnaround: -In Los Angeles 
existing home was u~changcd in ,. , _j 
lit~;'li~iilit~:~,f li!iiill 
association reported_. In '-:cntura -ff?:\VEEKEMDfJSPEflll!Jl)l;i. 
l!iltl·lll,tlf lllJIII 
~:=::;1~~~: lsitt'f!i11ri1rJ 
meutan pncc of homes sold, which - - . . • 
can be affected by the mix of 
homes in a given mo111h). 
-Foreclosure activity is also 
dcdining. 
The number of state properties 
that went into foreclosure in July 
was 8,802, the lowest number since 
November, 1992, and down 14.5 
percent from June, Dataquick 
reported Thursday. Foreclosures 
peaked at 12,054 in June of last 
year. -Despite higher interest 
rates, sales compare favorably to 
last year's levels. 
The California Association of 
Realtors reported on Thursday that 
453,400 existing single-family 
detached homes closed escrow 
during July on a seasonally 
adjusted, annualized basis, down 
8.3 percent from 494,220 homes in 
June. 
f red was a coal miner who liked to dance end party on So!urday nights But he also wos c family man. He wanted lo go someP.loce where he and his entire mily could hm-e luri ... bvt didn't cint loo much (in ether words, cheep). There were 
only so many weddings! Jacob dayi, Slros=fesn, AYO and Sesser homecomings to 
~o to. The Fraternal dubs were for members only. The Strip didn't play country music 
(real country music, the kind you can dog lo), ond ii yoo' re a drinking man the motel 
loonges became loo ei<pensive. The only solution for Fred was lo build his O'Nn place, 
where young and cld could go to hear coun!JY. mVlic pure and simple, and bring their 
own coolers to cut costs. In 1968, Fred buih his dance born and instantly become a 
port al the cuhural tradition of Southern Illinois. 
But the July sales pace was 4.6 
percent above the rate in July, 
1993, when 433,580 homes were 
sold. 
If you ttn'joy Southern Illinois, Giant City Parle, 
the Pomona Genttral Store end Mo Hales ... 
FAMOUS IIITIIODUCU 
ELIZABETH ARDEN 
SPA SKINCARE 
Heaflhy living, '-llhy looklngskln. Elizabeth Atdlln'a Spa Sklnc:are biringa It right to yoil, with vitamins and minerals to 
give you dean, frNII and glowtng 11111n eveiyday. 
Come and dtscover It tuclay; CMC!i outthi new spa skincare 
leamlng_~atour cou~._lt halalthe_,.to put your 
sltln on track and will customize a dally program ju9t for you. 
SPA SlllNCAIIII WIJ'II YITAIIIIIS & IIINEIIALS 
•Daily Soap; Basic or Hardworking; 
25oapsplus0ish, 14.50 
•DailyMoistureDrinkSPF1Slotion1.7-oz., 10.50 
•Clear Solution Toner6.7;<>z., 9.50 
•OaityMilkyCleanser5--oz., 14.50 
•DailyGelCleanserS--oz., 14.50 
•ComebackCieamt.7-oz,,27.50 
.•ClearTheWayMask4.4-oi.-14.50 
IIONUSSNOWD CADDY. 
CAlli TOLL•FREI: 24 HOURS DA~ 1-800-528-2345, 
·f 
.1 
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Church BOT, officials 
to discuss child care 
By Diane Dove 
Statt Reporter 
Mezo said the center. which is 
carin!!. for children from 22 
families. is asking the church to 
Fourteen SIUC students and be allowed to stay open until the 
facu It v members ma\' soon he end of the year. 
without dav care unles, The extension would !!.i\'e the 
altematiws ar~ found to save the parents lime to find alt~rnative 
Gilbert and Bradkv Dav Care care for !heir children and give 
Center. which cZiuld • close the center's fi\'e full-time and two 
bccau~c of financial problems. part-time teachers time to find 
The center. located at Firs I other jobs. 
Baptist Church. 302 W. :O.fain St.. "The other dav care centers in 
was notified b,· the church's Carbondale arc full now ... she 
board of tnmccs ·that it musr shut said. 
down in about two months. John Jackson. chair of the 
according to center director church·~ board of trustees said the 
Denise r-1;,.o. decision 10 gi\'e lhc center 60 
Mao ,aid financial difficulties dav, notice ;vas given careful 
between both the ccnier and the consideration. -
church. are forcing the closing. "I think the board of trustees. 
"We have been ha\'ing ~-omc as well as the church. took the 
financial trouble this vcar becau,e• decision with great rcluctatK·e:· 
W1.' were low on children and he said. 
tead1cr,:· she said. --in January Jackson said the church can no 
we staned paying S500 a month lon!!.cr afford 10 subsidize the 
for utilitv rcimbur,ements and ccn1cr. e,·cn with the 
that rcalh~ hurt us finam:iallv." reimbursement paymems. 
~!ezo ~aid the center. a n;it-for- "We're havin!.! financial 
profit organization not affiliated difficulties and the dav care 
with the church. is working with cemcr requires subsidy fr;im the 
Child Care Re,ource and Referral church:· he said. --11·, very 
and the Department of Children difficult to support a day care 
and Family Sen·ices to find other center these days ... 
nptinn,. The board· is willini: to 
"We are still trying to look into negotiate with center officiak in 
altcrnati,·e, so we can turn the spite of the 60 day notice. 
,1tuation ar,iund:· she said. Jackson ,aid. 
The church's hoard of trustee, ··we had made a tentative 
will meet with parents and decision for 60 days but that b 
h:a,·her, of the centcr in the not an absolute decision:· he said. 
,hurch·, audi10rium at.5::;o p.m. "We're willing to li<tcn to 
wday tn di,rns, somt· options. anything they have to say." 
Scientists to inspect food 
Los Angeles limes 700 others ill. 
"This test is not the end-all, bc-
WAS HI l\GTON-Thc U.S. all accomplishment for us as we 
Department of Agriculture continue to improve and reform the 
announced the dcn•lopment of a meat and poultry inspection 
test Thur~dav that will allow systems." E.<py said. "It represents 
federal meat ·inspecton, to u,e one of many developments that 
science rather than the 87-vear-old will help us bring the meat and 
"~ee-touch-smell" method for poul!I)' inspection systems into the 
detectin!! bacteria in meat. next ccnturv. As I have said manv 
Tht· new test. which comes amid times before, we can no longer rel)· 
rising concern about the safety of on the 1930s methods of inspection 
meat and poultry after the death last in the 1990s." 
vear of four children from E. coli Last month a panel organized by 
hactcria. let~ meat inspectors know the American Gas1roenterological 
the bacterial level of meat within Association Foundation declared 
five minutes. It is a marked change that new strains of bacteria had 
from the current process of meat become a serious health threat and 
inspectors using their S(!nse of argued that the USDA's inspection 
smell. touch and sight to assess methods were out of date. 
whether meat in processing plants About 400 Americans are known 
might be contaminated and merit a to have died from E. coli infections 
laboratorv test. since the bacteria was first 
Some scientists. however, have identified in the early 1980s, and 
questioned whether the new test is about 20,000 are infected each 
specific enough to be useful. It only year, the panel said. 
registers the "generic bacteria In an interview earlier this 
level" r.ither than detecting whether month. Espy accused some of his 
tte bacteria found arc hannless or agency's employees a~ behaving as 
not. If high levels are found. though a certain number of deaths 
impcctor, still must rely on other from food poisoning was 
tests tn determine whether the "inevitable and :xpected." 
bacteria i, hannful. Espy has also noted that when he 
Critic~ have suggested that took over the USDA. there was a 
Agriculture officials arc rushing rule that called for "7.cro tolerance" 
thi., test for political re:t~ons wl1t:n standard for fecal nmterial on red 
other teM~ mav he available ~oon. meat, but it wa~ not enforced. 
Agricultun: S~cretary Mike Espy, Ironically. part of fapy's clltical 
who ha, championed the "rapid problems corm: from charges that 
microbial test" and announced i1s he delayed plans to institute similar_, 
development in Washington. b zero tolerance standards for 
under investigation for allegedly poul!I)·. which adds to the cost for 
accepting gratuities. producers. after reccivi11g gifts. 
The n~w test, which ha~ been in from poultry officials who were ~ 
use for two decades in the close friends of President Clinton. 
phannaceutical and beer industries, The new test has become pa.'1 of 
would involve meat inspectors a pitched battle between E~py and 
running a small sponge dipped in a veterans of the Agriculture 
Daily Egyptian' i>:Jg'usi u;, i 994 
Exhibit shines like a~ Angel 
Washington Post 
WASHINGTON-A curator 
must be cruel. It's fairly easy to 
select what should be included in 
an exhibition but savagely 
· difficult to decide what to leave 
out. 
Curator Felix Angel makes it 
look caw in the current show at 
the cult~ral center of the Inter• 
American Development Bank. 
The exhihition is of works of 
Latin American artists from the 
collections of three Washinglon 
museums. and Angel somehow 
trimmed his list to two dozen 
paintings. sculptures and 
a~semhlages. 
While committing cultural 
carnage, An!!el mana!!cd to 
remain light-hearted and witty. 
TI1e show has a spare. casual air 
that belies the thought that went 
into the selection, placing and 
spacing of the survi\'Ors. 
He hits us right between the 
eves with Frida Kahlo's famous 
1937 .. Self-Portrait Dedicated to 
Leon Trotsky," which was gi\'en 
to the National Museum of 
Women in the Arts by Clare 
Boothe Luce. The riveting oil 
painting is a simple choice. 
probably impossible "not@ to 
choose, but Angel follows 
through with Diego Rivera·s 
lithographed 1930 sclf-poruait. a 
recent JADB purchase that is 
placed on the opposite wall and 
stares back at Kallio. 
Titeir expressions arc solemn 
bordering on baleful and bring to 
mind their stormy marriage. but 
August 27 through Labor Day 
(Preview night Aug. 26) 
Phone 5'2·9373 {VDlce/TDD) .fol' information. To order tickets 
phone sa.:..21158 (VolcelTDD) betwe_en 9 and , weekdays. 
Locatlld nar the lntenetJon of lloms 51 and U 
.. ,_,,_'··-.. b~ 
-
the juxtaposition is more than 
playful. The Rivern masterpiece 
is a reminder that his wonderful 
murals were the largest but not 
necessarily the greatest of his 
works: Kahlo's hard but 
respectful portrayal of her self 
goes a long way toward 
explaining how she managed to 
survive the twin burdens of heing 
a woman painter in a man's art 
world and of working in the 
shadow of a giant like Rivera. 
The other contributors to the 
show are the Hirshhorn. the Art 
Museum of the Americas 
(Organization of American 
States) and the Samuel M. 
Greenbaum 1989 Trust and 
Family Collec1io11. The exhibition 
brochure. like the show it,;elf. is a 
model of spareness and clarity. 
Lorrie Morgan 
Diamond Rio 
Travis Tritt 
Little Texas 
Tracy Lawrence 
Auto Racing 
Faith Hill 
Cheap Trick 
Concessions 
Monster Trucks 
Lee Roy Parnell 
Gospel Night 
Firehouse 
Tim McGraw 
Loverboy 
David Lee Roth 
Toby Keith 
Lari White 
Harness Racing 
Agriland 
Ag World 
Free Entertainment 
Livestock 
Tinsley Amusements 
Sky Coaster 
Food 
and the list goes 
on and on ... 
special solution over selected Department's Food Safety · - • ·d- - - --obe- - --
carcasses at processing plants. The Inspection Service who'are charged ' Satur ay, Oct r 11,, 8:00-p.m;· 
solution from the sponge woulcl with monitoring the-meat indusuy . $24~50' Reser:vedr 
then be placed into a hand-held and are the focus of much of Espy's Tickets available at all SIU' outlets: . -
meter that would provide a bacteria criticism. • SIU Ar~ Sou_th 1 ._ ..JJ.. _ _ -. - Box Office __ · -. _ · • Counby Fair. (Caitiondale_ ._-_· _· · __ .) , • . 
reading. Earlier this month, the &JJOIUY 
Scientists from the USDA's Meat Agriculture Depanment scientist in • Student Center Ticket Office; 2nd floor. • Disc Jockey Records (§'dale/Mt. V) 
Aninial Research Center in Clay charge of the Meat Animal · • Sliagg'.s Elecb:ie (Hanuburg), • Vf Factory Outlet Mall (West Frankfort) 
Center, Neb., developed the new Research Center that developed the I ' . . NRM Music (llllnots Centre Mall Marion) . ~-- .·a, 
- test in response.to an Espy request new icst wn?te a memo ace.using : f • - W 
after the outbreak of contaminated federal food inspectors of uymg to. s_''!. ecial' Guest: John Berry (618) 453~5341 · 
hamburger Xi~l_e~. f ~~r. ~nd ~a~e _ . bloc_k its ~cvelopment. / r, - Cartiondale, IL 
.... ~ .......... -.iiil ...... --~----------~~~~---' 
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Southern Illinois' nature spots 
Staff Photo by Shane Carlson 
Above: A tour boat on Little Grassy Lake. Below: Sada Stearns, 7, from Brookport sits 
in the cool waters of Bell Smith Springs National Landmark, a popular area In 
Southern Illinois for outdoor recreation. 
Gore denies promoting a~ortion 
The Washington Post 
WASIIINGTON-Vicc 
President Al Gure said Thursday 
that the U11itcd States wants Ill 
modify the plan of action lo he 
dchatcd al next month'~ world 
population conference in Cairo in 
order to refute "outrageous 
allcgatinns" that the document 
atlcmpls lo establish a worldwide 
right 10 ahoniun. 
"The United States has not 
sought. docs nut sc,·k and will not 
seek an international right to 
abortion," Gore said emphatically 
in a news conference at the 
National Press Cluh. 
In recent weeks. various 
religious and political groups h.J\'C 
waged an increasingly vociferous 
campaign against the United 
Nations-sponsored meeting 
hccause they fc:sr it will lead to 
abortion services becoming more 
widclv av::ilable around the world. 
1h Gore noted, 173 countries 
already permit ahorlion under al 
least limited cin:umsl:mccs. 
Gore said the proposed 
alteration, 111 the plan's language 
represent no change in lhe 
:11l111inis1ra1ion', pnlicy. But some 
critics, including a member of the 
Vatican's delegation to the Cairo 
conference, intcrprcll'll it ll\ a mo\'e 
toward compromi~ . 
Gore also took the opportunity lo and legal abortion should be part of 
praise Pope John Paul II and the a hroad range of health ser\'ices 
Ruman Catholic Church for their a\'ailahle 10 women, the pro\'ision 
longtime work on behalf of of such services should never 
economic de\'elopment, education violate laws of countries where it is 
and health in dc\'cloping countries restricted. 
-all areas of widespread Nor. he said. should women e\'cr 
agreement in the document heing be coerced, e\'en through social or 
prepared for next month's psychological pressure. to ha\'e 
International Conference on ahortions. 
Population and Dc\'elopmcnt. Gore. who will lead the U.S. 
The draft plan ~f action, which delegation to the Cairo conference 
would not he binding in :my case. opening Sept. 5, said he will work . 
already said. "Women should ha\'e 10 add language to the plan of 
ready access to quality health-care action making these points clear. 
services that include reliable '"The incidence of abortion must 
information, counselling and' be reduced," he said. "We do not 
medical care to enable them lo promote abortion." Citing the 
terminate pregnancies in those administration's formulation that 
c:i,;cs where it is allowed by law, if abortion should be "safe, legal and 
they so decide." rare," the vice president said the 
Despite the plan's recognition best way to make it rare is to make 
that abortion laws differ among contraception easily available to 
count~es. critic~ h_ave l_ong claimed couples. 
the Clmton adnnmstr,llmn had been Gore cited Russia as an example 
trying to push the Cai~, docu~1~nt of a country where birth-control 
Inward a more-Aggressive position servlces arc rare and, a.\ a result. the 
on abortion. . abortion rate is high. lie said 
Some, for example, cite a ca~le Russian women ha\'e an a\'erage of 
1ha1 the Stale Department sent lo !Is !-C\'en to eight ahortions each o\'cr a 
amhassadnrs la\t M:m:h that said, lifetime. 
"The United States hclic\'cs that "Abortion should not he a 
acccs~ 111 _s:,fc, h:gal .. amt \'0!111Uary IJlclhud of family planning," he 
abortion •s_,a fundamental nght of said, udding that :1hurtion "should 
all women. . not he regarded as morally 
Gore said that although the cqui\'alcnt 1ocon1r.1ccption." 
administration dues believe safe 
.......................................................................................... 
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.. .A rartsh or the Worldtrlde Anglican Communion 
STODENTS flRE flLWflYS WELCOME 
Sumdlaiy Semceo 
8:00 am , Holy Eucharist (Ritel) 
10:00 am, Sung Holy Eucharist (Rite II) 
6:00 pm, Canterbury Fellowship for Student~ 
Tuesdays (beginning September 13), Holy 
Eucharist, 10 pm 
The Rev. Father Lewis A. Payne, Rector 
Julie O'Brien and Marcel Havyarimana, 
~1/ 6l~:5~~i:4~ 16 
YOO ARE INVmD TO GET THE a SCHOOL YEAR OFF TO fl 
GOOD START BY PARTICIPAT-
ING IN fl t1ASS OF THE HOLY 
-SPIRIT ON SUNDAY AUGUST 
za. AT 9:00PM 
TOGETHER WE WILL CALL UPON WISDOM 
SPIRrr OF GOD TO INSPIRE AND BLESS THE 
EFFORTS OF SIU STUDENTS. FACULTY. AND 
S,:flFF D<JRING THE "94-'95 ACADEMIC YEAR. 
,.. 
THE EVENING WILL BEGIN 
WITH fl RECEPTION RT 
8:00PM, AND fl RECEPTION 
WILL ALSO FOLLOW THE MASS. 
flT THE NEWMAN CRTHOUC STODEtfT 
CENTER. 715 SOUTH YMSHINGTON 
~~ ~ u:::=.Y 
RECBVE·UPT0$3,3X) 
PERVEAR I 
Air Force ROTC Junior and Senior 
Incentive Scholarships 
* UP TO $1,000 Per semester for junior 
and senior Professional Officer 
Candidates (POC). 
* UP TO $1,000 - $1,200 per year 
tax-free allowance. 
REQUIREMENTS. 
J 
* Full-time student { undergrad), 
any major. · - Ii AGE: Max of 25 upon graduation, 
waiverable for prior service. 
* Minimum GPA: 2.35 Term & 2.5 
Cumulative. GUARANTEED 
follow-on job as Air Force Officer 
at $24,000+ per year, $40,000+by ·. 
fourth year. 
PLUS 
FULL SIU. TUITION WAIVER'S STILL d AVAILABLE FOR MOST AF ROTC ! 
STUDENTS! 
(*Minimum GPA: 2.0) 
Our introductory course; AS 101 starts 
August 23. -To ~egister 
CALL 453-· ·2~at~);,~·.:,,-rti ,,.!,, 
~ .. , 
I t .• ~. l ••.I • , ,-. , 
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Staff Photo by Chris Gauthier 
Testing the waters 
Jennifer Baus, an exercise science.major, beats the heat Thursday afternoon by taking 
a dip in the fountain at Shryock Auditorium's courtyard. 
Soaking wet: Cybersurf's up 
Users awash in tidal wave of Internet communications 
The Washington Post 
CyhcrSurfing: Perturbation,. 
plca,urc, ,md prcdicamcnt, on the 
mfnrmatinn ,upcrhighway: 
It all h<:!!an \\ hl·n I hc:;ml that the 
hr:icli ll·lt·phonc compan_:- h;nl 
,:,tabli,h,:d a ra, "·n·it:l' Ill thc 
W~,t<:rn \\"all nf kru,ak-111 - thc 
,11,: 11f lkrn,f, Tl·mpk. th<: \\'ailing 
\\,111. lht· hlll1t:,1 ,it..: in Judai,m and 
., pL1n· \\ h,:r~ for 1h,,11sand, of 
-q•,n, i''"'Pk haH' placcd their 
\\ ntlt:n llll"..,,a!.:c:'.-- ro (i.~G in the 
kltcf that II,: will an,wcr thi:1:1. 
l1 i:ndcd with me gelling up to 50 
<:·mail mc"a!!c, a dav for (iml. 
;\!y idea ,,~a, to p
0
ull together a 
hook hy offoring people a way to 
m,:"agc God. l persuaded the 
Israeli telephone company to set up 
a fax machini: in rnv home. TI1en I 
post,:d notes on Usenet hoards. 
("Hc cuuld u~e a hit of cheer:· thcv 
read.) · 
The messages range from the 
spiritual to the spirited. One asked 
God\ help in retracting a prayer 
placed in the Wall more than 311 
years ago. ("I placed a mile in the 
Western W,1!1 asking that my 
daughter not marry before ~he 
gained the judgment to fi11d the 
right man. Unfmrnnately my 
d:mghter b ,till singk !-ti I would 
like to a,k if I rnuld please take 
bark rny original rc4uc,t'!"1 
Yet another wught God's 
inlcr\'ention for the New York 
ti1all(, ac;1in,1 th~ Atlanta Faknns. 
··nc:n 1h;,u)!h wc 11ndcrsrand y_ou·re 
,1i1l 111;!~;i11g :1m~ .... for. Sherman·, 
:\1,1rd1. 
·1110:y ;111 got relayed to the Wall. 
If the writer ,o desires. I place their 
rnc,sace, in the Wall's historic 
cre\'ice~ pcrs<'nally whi:n I tran:I to 
brad. 
One asked: "Dear God. for so 
long I haw h.:en praying to you. 
,,v.:r and O\cr. for the ,amc thim!s. 
I , .• •,: th;1t vnn an.· ,lowh·. !!r.1duallv 
br..•gJin1i11i 10 ;111~wer r11y-pray~r;. 
Plca.,e dn continu.:. and could 
thin!!•- m,n-.: a link ks, s)nwlvT' 
:\1H>ther pl.:adcd. ··Plca,c" don , 
call me; I'll call rnu." -Joyce 
Starr---· · · 
GETTING THERE: Di\ inc e· 
mail for int.:lu,ion in the book 
should he sent to jstarr (at) 
cais.cai,.com. To find out what 
other people arc writing. e-mall 
listproc (at) isracl.nyscmct.org. !n 
the hody of the message write: 
"subscrilie the wall vour 
namc··-c.g .• subscribe the ·wall 
stcven spielhcrg. 
A Vote for Fairness 
When the U.S. Senate launched 
itself into cyberspace last fall. an 
ethics question arose. Was the· 
ability of members to broadcast 
policy ideas to voter.; via the Senate 
Internet Gopher site (a convenient 
mcnu-drivi:n way of browsing) an 
unfair advantaec for incumbents al 
campaign time. comparable to thi: 
Scn;!le recording studi•1'! The 
Senate Rules Committee decided it 
wa, and disallowed ib use during 
the 60 days preceding any election. 
Sc-n. Edward Kennedv, D-t-lass .. 
facing a Sept. 13 pri111~1ry. had io 
strip hi, electronic bulletin hoard 
clean a, ol July 23. Although the • 
rule appli~!> 11nly to the Srn~1te 
Gophe~. Kennedy':, nthcr Gopher·,' 
.. ' 
sites also will be temporarily shut 
down in the spirit <•fthe law. When 
zcro hour came fur Kennedv's 
scr\'cr. Senate mlemakers prnp(>sed . 
,imply shutting it down withuut 
explanation. Constituenb and 
politic-al junkies accustomed tu 
findin~ the latest nl'\\'s rt!lease 
\\'ould- hc mct instead bv 
nothin!!ni:s,. A Kenned,· !'>taffl!r 
ar~ucJ ,ucl'e,,fullv that one 
mcs,agc ,hould reniain posted. 
,:,.plaining the guidelines. 
"You dnn·t send ;1 ma,~ mailin~ 
to ,av \'OU won't be senuin!! anv·.-
morc 1i1.1~s mailin!!S .. was th~ 
ar!!lllllt:JJt of the Senate Rules 
C!~mmi11ci:. according · to 
Kennedy's statli:r. 
Additional Toppings $1.00 
Pick It Up And 
Save A Buck 
· · · · August 26; 1994 
up to 3 Toppings 
Only 
$12.99 
Coupon Required 
Otter good at Carbondale, 
Offer good at Carbondale Marion, Benton, 
location only Murphysboro & Herrin 
457-4243 457-7112 Delivery & Carry-Out ~
1-btValdWllh QtterExpires 1-btVaidWai =---~ Offerbpiresl 
AnyQt-e-Ole<=tlui. 914194 Anye>:,o-Qna- ,-u, 914194 
~ ................... ~ •••• J 
LUNCH BUFFET DINNER BUFFET 
7 Days a Week 5 g~nJ~
1ffpm 
11 am • 3 pm Includes Sesame 
Serving u$p to
65
20 DlshE5 ChickeJI and More 
4. S6.95 
WUKEND CHINESE 
SEAFOOD BUFFET 
Fri. & sat. 5 pm • 9:30pm 
22·1tems 
INCUJDES CRAB I.EGs, l.oesTER MEAT, ScAuoPs, 
SHRIMP, FISH MEAT, SAIAo BAR, DesSERr BAR~ MUCH MORE! 
ALL YOU CAN EAT· ONLY $8.95! 
-
-.,.;.=="-.;;;..;..;.=....:..;_;-=~~,.;..;..;;.__, -
• i 
---~4:~.:4K~~::~~~ 
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Law puts criminals -to work 
By Connie Fritsche 
Staff Reporter 
(i,nl'rnor Jim E,.h!ar rec.:ntlv 
,1!!111.'d ll'!!i,lation ·l11a1 woulil 
fl"~iuir~ 1~r:,,n~ L·,,n, i(.'.'tL·d ,,f ~ang• 
.- .. •'-lfL•d ••• : ·~'l"1111..·a11, .... :._, 11 1\4..' 
"'mcthin!! had. tn thl' cn1111111111·itv. 
·111.: 11<'~\ la\\·, ,i!!nl'd on Au!!: 3. 
,1c·111mt•d from Ho1;,i: Bill 261:f,md 
ta!..i:, L'ffrct Jan. I. I 1N5. Thi: b,, 
"ill requiri: pe•r_,1111, ,nnvictl'd of. 
"r placed on ,upen·i,ion for 
a"aul;, criminal dama!!t' to 
prnp.:ny. moh action. di,n'r1krly 
L'llllduct. or ,ome weapon otfrn,c, 
to pl'rform J0-120 hnur, ,,r 
l'llllllllUllil\ ,l'n ire· if 1101 
impri,11111.'d."·1111.' st•ntcni:e w,,uld he 
111 addition to anv oth.:r lllL'a,ure, 
lakl.'n lw the ,:01111: 
The· l'Urrl'nl law allow, 
Th,· hill 1-..:gan when a group of 
Chii:a!!o citi,en, ob,crn.-d a co1111 
and ~,·ere disturbed that no 
nwanin!!ful sentences Wl'rc hl'in!! 
handed ;1111. • 
.. It n:allv ~how~ wha1 1•1,; ,.~,, .. ,·••n 
i:o :1 1m:{ la~c- an ii1,ic1 .:"t an 1il\: 
l'<'Unmon~s." Capps ,aid. 
lie said that communit\' sl'n·icc 
is an cx.:ellcnt rL·,ponsc io minnr 
nffcn,c, and is more hnnorahle 
hccausc it force, the criminal to 
give something haL·k to the 
L"Ol11111Unit\'. 
"I think.it is mor..-1-..:nctit:ial than 
watching TV and playing 
ha,kethall in JaL·k,1111 Count, J:1il.'" 
hL· ,aid. · 
~
"I think it is 
Somc off..-ndcrs ha,·c ne\'<.'r had a 
joh in thcir life and they need to 
icarn how to work. he s:1id. "Not 
only will \\'l' gain from their 
community scrvirc. thev l.'an also 
l1•:,r11 ... ,,,;h~ work. l!tflics they 
:hl\\.11.i :Ld1·,·,..: .. ! in the pa,,:· 
Hawkin, said that although the 
law has it", roots in an urban ,irea. 
it will also affect rural Southern 
lllinnis hcl'ause it covers such a 
broad ,pectrum of crimes. 
"We ha\'e to l'ontinu..- to explore 
new ways of handling l'rimc and 
criminals hccausc we haw not hecn 
\'cry ,ucl.'essful in the past:· hl' 
,aid. 
l.t. John Svtsma with thc 
Carhondale 1'11li~e Depanmcnt ,aid 
he hcli..-\'C, communitv ,en-ice has 
a ,imilar deti.-rrence effect as other 
scntcncc,. Communitv ,er\'icc 
re•pay, thL· community inorc than 
HKarcl.'ration. hut ,tu,uld hc u,ed in 
AT 11:30 $400 Purse Cash Prizes 
for top 4 contestants 
DRINK SPECIALS 
$2.00 Long Island 
95¢ Coors Light Bottles 
Billiards Opeu ua...uy I :00 
457-5950 
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r,,mmunity , ... rvice for ,uch 
ntfen,l',. hut dill's not require it. 
'"his appropriate that tho,l.' ... who 
disrupt and 1crrllrI/l' our 
11.-ighbnrhPod, hL' requir.-d to 
n1ntnhutl' ,0111.-thing that ,, ill 
impr,n e thn,l' ,aml' 
nl'i!!l1horhondS:" Ed!!ar ,aid. in a 
1n:~n1 press rek·a,c. -
(community service) 
more beneficial than 
watching T. V and 
playing basketball in 
the Jackson County 
Jail." 
,onjunL·tion with a jail term . .,,,. ______________________ _ 
Svt~ma ,aid. · 
Tim Capps. Jackson County 
a,,i,tant puhli.- tkfl'ndcr. ,aid the 
Ill'\\ law. a !!ras,root, l'ffort hv 
:--;,,rthwl'st - N.-id1hnrhood 
Fed.-r.11in11 in Chi.:a!!o:i, 1ksi!!ncd 
to ri:latl' thi: puni,l;111c111 wit!~ the 
,nme. 
-.Tim Capps 
G..-rald Hawkin,. district 
rcpres..-ntativc. nJtcd for the hill 
l'l.'cat1sl' he folt thl' offondcr.s should 
h,1\'c to givc soml'thing had, to 
society. 
· Capp, said that community 
,cr\'ii.:<.' i, now frcquently used in 
Jacks11n County. Community 
,L·n·ice is typically part or pica 
har1!ain~. It i, often 11,cd as a substitute for 
fine, or jail time. Some offenders 
chon,c t;1 split 1hc sentence 50/50: 
half finc, and half communit,· 
.,cr\'icc. One hour of commu11it\' 
~..-n·icc l'an he ,uh,tiluted for $5. i;1 
tinl's. he ,aid. 
Russian scholars sample c~lture 
in Carbondale during stop-over 
By Katie Morrissey 
Staff Reporter 
SI LT wd.:01111:d I ls Ru"ian ,i:holar, thi, ,urn mer 
ti,r an intcn,i\l.~ ,ix wci:k progr.1111 dc,ign..-d 10 pn1n1<11..-
persnnal inti:r.i.:tion and cross-cultur.11 undcrstamling. 
<'11 tndav·, former S1wiet,. he ,aid. and that the 
particip,;nts may also ha,·c had ,oml' r..-,idual Cold 
\\'ar ,entimcnt,. 
KAPPY lt~N)OM 
Chinese Restaurant 
~ --~ ("' i "-"''"'"'"···'·,-,,-··,-, ·.,,•.,me ·•,"'•c,.c., i 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
All You Can Eat Buffet 
LUNCH BUFFET $4.45 DINNER BUFFET $6.95 
*Ses1:)1)1e clh,i_c~k~n *beef b1qcc,oli 
*coshe:"1.c 1c -en *yege)able bar 
*oppei1z1ng esseris *tru1t bar 
*egg rolls *crab rorgoon 
Full menu, cany out 8t authentic decor. 
Come into carbondale's finest Chinese 
restaurant and experience a little bit of China. 
~l',~A. 618-549-9509 
1901 West Main Murdale Shopping Center 
Dcan John S. Jackson of liberal an, ,md Dean llan,· 
Havn,wonh of th..- law .,..:ho"I recl.'i\'cd a S l-l I .62S 
J!ra;n thi, summer from thi: U.S. lnfon11atim1 Socil'ty 
to rnndli<.:t th..- program. This i, the ,..-..:.,nd y..-ar the 
".:ict, cho,c tn ci\'c SIUC it, crant. 
.. ·111.: n1ltural hadgrmmd of thcs..- people was such 
that thL·y would not aecept indi\'idualism. 1x:r ....... 1.'\'en 
,u,pi:cting it to he ,1 form of ,..-Itishncs, they would 
reji:ct:· :'\lcAffce said. "In addition to clas·,room 
di°scu,,ion,.. thcr..- wcr..- many opport11ni1ie,. for • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
interaction, with the Russia~ sch'.1lar~ to kam where : The Student Health Programs 
"llie panidpant, were all ur;iwr,ity pmk"ors from 
,ariou, pans of Rus,ia ... Jackson ,aid. "All of them 
,poke English." 
and how they plan to take their n.iuon. • 
,_:'\1~:\ffcc took the ,·isitors to sec ~)~sn.:y\ "111: Lion • will be closed from 8:00 a.m. to 
Kmg • aml was pleased that the \"IS!lors pcrce1,·cd a ! -
k~~ indh·iduali,t_ic thcmc l'Jllbraccd_ by Amt:ricans. • 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, August 31, 
Of coursl'. this was only cntcnammcnt. hill you can • · • 
He ,aid the panicipants r.inged in age from 26 tn 44 
and had philn,ophy. history. journalism and political 
,cicncc h:u:k!!mund,. 
nnt get more :\merican than Disney ... he said. • 1994, for a staff meetmg. If you 
·111c ,chnl;rs stayed in Kellogg llall and cnjnyl'd the 
C ·arhnndak experience. Jackson said. 
'"\\'hilt: in the U.S .. the\' wcre ,hown e\'cn· level of 
covernmt:nt in action:··fockson ,aid. ··Ti1cv were 
~ranted intcn·icw, with politicians. and were s~lmolcd 
h~ i:ducators from SIUC." 
A ,et of lectures wa, tksi!!ned for them in area, or 
law. education. and cm·en1111~nt. 
Thoma,. :'\li:Aff;e. a"ociati: professor of law at 
Sll1C. ,aid thc i.-xpericnc..- wa, a lot of hard work. but 
11 was enjnyahlc. 
"Of ~;~rse this wa~ ~ have an urgent medical need, 
qnly entertainment, . please contact one of the 
but you cannot get . · · ~ . . , following: 
more American than ',if Carbondale Clinic 
Disney." ~ · Urgent Care Center 
7 2601 West Main 
- Thomas McAffee 549-5361 
ll1e panii:ipants visited the mail. dined with faculty TDD (Hearing Impaired) 529•1670 
··or coursi: for mi: a, a politil'al scientist. it was 
e,p,:cially fun:· ,.aid Jackson. 
Linz Brown. a,sociatc director fnr International 
Dcwlopment .. ,aid thc panicipant, Wl'rc gi,·cn lecture, 
in Carbondale. Chica!!u and Washin!!ton D.C. The•v 
also tran:lcd to St. Louis. Mo .. and Springfield. · 
···111ey really covered a lot of ground. tra,·cling and 
1..-amin!! ... Brown ,aid. 
:'\k,\ffc,: ,aid they wcri: scnsiti\'e to any pero:i\'i:d 
attcmp1s at propaganda and strongly folt that although 
thev had a Int to learn from Americans. there wa, al,o 
a !tit thev could do without. 
'.\k,\ffec emphasized a tendency for Rus,-ian, to 
reject ideas of American individualism. 
·communism and dictatorship have left their marks 
and especially enjoyed visiting Pinch Penny Pub for 
Rcggac Night on more than one occasion. fackson 
said. 
··111cv !!OI a real taste of American life as well as 
Americ:111-go\'CllllllCnt." he ,aid. 
Brown said the ,·i,itor, did 1101 ha,·c a political 
~cicncc a,sociatiun. and the grant paid for them to be 
mcmher, of The Amerirnn Political A,sodation for 
one vcar. 
···i11e program covcrcd many angks of govemme111 
from ltll.'al to ,.tatc tn fodcral applications of law and 
go\'l'rlll!lcnt." Brown said. "The participants were 
allnw.:d accc,-s to inten·icws with officials and staff 
members of people likc Dawn Clark Nct,d1. state 
comptrollcr. and all the way up to Presidential staff 
memhcrs." 
SPOTLIGHT, from page 8 
and will hc replaced by a my,tcry 
bass player when the hand appears 
in the Budwiser Beer Tent at the 
Du Quoin State Fair. 
.. 1 don't know how the audience 
will rccci\·c us there (at the Fair.) 
but at least the beer is served in 
cups. not cans. so if they throw it at 
us at least we won't get hun." Tawl 
Paul said. 
Tawl Paul said the hand 
mcmhcrs likl' to ha\'c a good time 
and they want to make sure the 
audience dncs as well. 
"We arc definitely a drinking 
crowd hand:· Bccrt said. "If 
people want to party. that's fine 
because that's what we're there 
for:· 
Tawl Paul dcscrihcd the group·s 
music as their own interpretation of 
the blues and Been dcscrihcd it as 
"rocking the blues." 
Tawl Paul said the band mostly 
play, Chicago-style blues. some 
Lou Recd. Muddy Waters and 
some originals such as "Bald 
Headed Blues." 
Two albums arc being sold 
locally - a tape released in 1991 
and a CD released last vear. 
Slappin" Henry Blue featuring 
Tawl Paul will be at PK's, 308 S. 
Illinois Ave .. beginning at 9:30 
p.m., tonight and Saturday. 
ll1e hand will also pcrfonn in the 
Budwiscr Tent at the Du Quoin 
State Fair from 8 to 11 p.111. Sept. 2 
and from 3 to 6 p.111. Sept. 4. 
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale 
Emergency Room 
404 West Main 
549-0721 
...•.............•............... 
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'Natural Born Killers' takes no prisoners 
ll1c lfanfonl Courant 
Movie Reviews 
Oli\'er Stone goes o\'cr the top in 
'"Na111ral Born Killer..:· taking no 
prisoners in his brilliant. 11iadly 
fragmented. even exasperating 
satirical assault against the 
pandering. ratmgs-obscssed media. 
Tuhc and tabloid. the villains of 
this piece. arc exploiting violence 
and tmnsfnnning thugs. murderer.. 
and lowlifes into instant cckbritie,, 
glitzy heroes in .in age drunk on 
images of mayhem and mutilatinn. 
Stone pre,ents a dark. surreal 
view of a world in which two mad-
dog killers. Mickey and Mallory 
Knox (Woodv Har:clson and 
Juliette Lewis). :ll'C embraced bv the 
media. which elevates them to 
America's most famous couple. 
!\lickev and Mallorv. thanks to 
hype spc;,,ing from tl1~ media. arc 
instant pop super,tars. They" re 
admired even by people on the 
street who would. no doubt. fed a 
bit queasy about the 52 innocent 
victims slaughtered by this sexy. 
charismatic young couple. cool 
killer.. for tl1e postmodern cm. 
Mickey and Mallory·s gory 
cscap:1dc.s ,ll'C chronidf..-d by Wayne 
Gale (Rohen Downey Jr.). a sleazy. 
famc-ohscsscd talk-show host of 
.. American l\faniacs ... whose rating, 
an: going through tl1e roof. 
There arc some dark-humored. 
amusing moments in this scathing 
film. most at the expense of TV. 
'"American Maniacs·· is a hilarious 
piece of satire hecause it has the 
sound and furv of so manv of TV's 
tabloid shows: · 
Satire. as the playwright George 
S. Kaufman once noted grimly. is 
something that closes down on 
Samrday night. 
'"Natural Born Killers." despite iL~ 
frenetic flow of image.~ and heavily 
didactic points about the evils of 
media manipulation. won't he 
closing soon. But it certainly won't 
be a hox office sma~h. 
1t is studded with strong 
pcrfonnances tliat can pull you right 
through Stone"s stream of 
consciousness technique. His 
editing. which at times verges on 
o\'crload. swings from black and 
white to color. from cartoon to 
documcntarv. to blue screen film 
effects. to~ vnmitous green to 
shards of old TV ,-.hows from the 
1951ls. 
Most janing are his mock sit-com 
scenarios featuring Rodney 
Dangerfield as Mallory"s sexually 
ahusi vc father, a slob bier son of 
Archie Bunker as a sex pervert. 
Cheers aren't quite in order for 
Woody Harrelson. He docs well 
enough with his psycho role. but 
isn't quite chilling enough. 
Juliette Lewis. in a part 
reminiscent of her steamy 
performance in last summer's 
pathological road mo\·ie. 
"Kalifomia," simmers sensually. 
sullenly and will! maniacal intensity. 
Tom Sizemore basks in 
loathsomeness as the scaggy Jack 
Scagnctti, a lawman, writer. 
celebrity and all-round sleaze-bag. 
Tommy Lee Jones, the towering 
master of over-the-top acting, is on 
the mark as the quintessential 
rogue/vulgarian. a nose-picking. 
crotch-scmtching slob of a prison 
warden. His prison goes up in 
flames as Wayne Gale docs a 
network interview with Mickey as 
prisoners riot. 
Candy tastes sweet in 'Wagons East' 
Los Angde, "lime, IJJ i, a typically rickety vchidc.just with the settlers' rc\'ersc wagon 
HOLLYWOOD-John Candv 
ha, one truh fUOII\' moment in 
--wacon, F;1,1 •:· ·1111: \\\:,tern 
rnm~,h- that had n<.'arlv finished 
,hootitic wh<.'11 he dicJ ,uddenh· 
,·arh- tl;i, vear. .-\, the relu,ta,{t 
wag.onma,·tcr James Harlow. he 
tun1, had, to the barful of eacer-for-
<'\lxlu, townsfolk who're c~unting 
on 111111 and proclaitll,. ··w<' lc:a,c :ii 
dawn." The ..:loud of a ,c,,>nd 
thnu!!ht p:t,,c, llVCr hi, lace. then a 
,hmg: " ... ;,;00111,h.'" he wan:r-. 
Thal pafcc·t kid,er \\as 
1mpmvi,,cd hy CanJ} nn the set. "' 
dearlv the creat .:omii: had some of 
h1, lx·,t in;tmcb int:i.:t (ll th,· end. 
Hut the...: iti-tin.:ts uh, iou,lv r.1reh 
ntcndo:d Ill pii:king projc~ts. and 
"\\'a~nns Ea,t! .. (MPA:\ rating: l'G-
dumh enough that it actually dri\'e. "l just like seeing them go in 
submerges Candy's sweet. perky that direction ... the chief explain, to 
pcr..ona in what's basically a ,ullen. his confused son. in subtitles. 
grinkd straight-man role:. He"d Quickly. though. the picture slips 
made wor..c. hut fans hoping against out of satire into listless. suh-
hopc for a \\orthy career kicker Brooksian spoofery and 
micht want tn l!Cl their lmr..cs turned s,atoloi:v-it's --snoozing Saddles:· 
an;und now. - all the ~;.av down to a sh;melc.ss re-
111c script take·, off fmm ;111 all- creation ,;f iLs olwious antcccdcat's 
too-promisingly rich premise: The campfire-far! scene. There arc 
piollL'l!I', of a \\btcm town-fed up anachro-\\'estern types aplenty: a 
with hank rohberic,. a lack of gold-hcancd hooker (Ellen Greene. 
culture and dust in ~ounding a, if ,he might anv 
ceneral~-hccumc the fir,1 momcntbrcak intn --s~ddcnl,· 
;\mcriG111,totumtailandheadback Sevmour .. ,: an effete. tcrrihl,· 
E:tst en ma,,c. --·n1i, coumr. wa, ta,·teful gay ,cttlcr IJohn C. 
founded hy quitters." ,;,.,tar !\kGinlcy. ~ying --super!'" a lot and 
Ri,hanl l..cwi, explain, Ill hi, kid,. wearing la\'endcrJ: a Wile E. 
"English quitters. French quitters C'o,·ote-likc Yillain sent bv the 
..... .-\ trihc llf initiallv warlike railroad barons to stop the scitlcr..· 
Native American, even t;pts to help rcmm tF..d Lauter). and so on. 
Stone ·s style is rooted in pastiche. 
quickly shifting mosaics. His 
kinetic. offbeat. demanding. even 
grating style might well move some 
people right towards the nearest 
exit. It is dreamlike. David 
Lynchlikc and haunted by emblems 
of the univcrsalitv of violence. 
Violence ranges fiom the law of 
tooth and claw in the forest to such 
20th-century monsters as Stalin and 
Hitler and the man-made horrors of 
the holocaust. Stone leaves no 
horror unturned. managing to 
include even topical references of 
such current gore and fame soaked 
events as O.J. Simpson's and the 
Menendez brothers· coun dates. 
·-·--········ .. ···· ................ ~·······-···· TAN SUPER SALON 
mate Tanning Experience 
"The Tanning Salon of the 90's" 
Welcome Back 
Students 
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~ SPECIAL EXPORT BOTTLES 
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Special of the Week 
Vienna Corned Beef Reuben 
with 1000 on Grilled Rye 
includes: chips, pickle, and 
soft drink or draft 
only $4.39 
Pinch Penny 
Pub 
Do you have at least a 3.8 GPA? 
Amaretto Stone Sour $1 . 7 5 
Gin and Mixer $1 .50 
•---------Every Sunday Live Jazz with 
~ll.2C.,, 
A 20 year Carbondale Tradition 
---------•---------GREAT FOOD 
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~ • Rolling Stones Tickets Giveaway ij 
•Sign up for Fall Volleyball Teams 
stop in to pick up your roster 
Interested in Public Service as a career? 
Expect to graduate beh--veen 
December 1995 and August 1996? 
Would $30,000 help with_ Grad School expensES? 
Come to the Truman Scholarship Open House 
next Monday, August 29, 
from 2 to 4 pm 
Student Center Gallery Lounge 
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DRINKING, from page 1 
21.so I came here." 
Eric Cords. I 8. a freshman 
undecided science major from 
C.1rol Slrcams. said he went to 
the hars lasl weekend wi1h 
friend, who were :1lso under 19. 
I !is friends were arrested. hut 
he w:1s not. However. he said 
this would not deter him from 
returning to the h;irs. 
Cords said he did nol think 
1hc S250 fine would al feet 
undcragcd drinking. 
··We're young and stupid.'' 
Cords said. "We'll go. t:1kc the 
chance and think of the 
consc,111cnccs later - when 
we're out the S250. Thcv (citv 
nffici;1ls) arc takini; the inone;• 
from our cduc:1tion:· 
Don Priddy. community 
resource officer for the 
Carhondalc Police Dcpanmcnt. 
said the department has not 
increased the number of officers 
pa1rolling the bars. 
.. We have officers checking 
1hc bars regularly. not 
specifically looking for 18-ycar-
old,. but undcragcd drinkers.'' 
Priddy said ... Right now we 
ha\'c abnul the same (number of 
officers patrolling) as we 
usuall\' do." 
Priddy said the number of 
arrests for umlcragcd drinking 
arc about the same this ,·car as 
last \'Car ;11 this time. • 
.. Arrests for underage 
possession of alcohol. umlcr:1gc 
cnnsumplion. illcg;1( bar cmry 
and ,cr\'i111: to minor, in 1993 
were 52-l.'~ he ,aid ... For l<J<J-l 
1hc lot al is -i I 8. ,o far."' 
kff Dohcrtv. dtv manai:cr. 
said undcragcd. drinking 
n:gul;1tion, will be strictly 
enforced, both in 1hc bars and 
out. 
"For parties. we're talking 
mainly about kcggcr,. and if the 
panic, arc large. noisy. creating 
a parking problem. there's a 
good chance they will he visited 
hy the police. If they arc scning 
alcohol to undcrngcd people. 
there·, an even heller chance.'' 
Dohcnv said. 
I le sZ1id there is zero tolerance 
in Carhondalc for the selling of 
alcohol without a license. 
"The citv coum:il will he 
looking ,11 keg regulations later 
in the fall.'' he said ... We'll he 
looking at a whole spcctnnn of 
ide;1s to heller control purchase. 
delivery and consumption of 
kegs."' 
111c ideas the council will be 
looking at include monitoring 
the location of kegs. selling a 
maximum number of kegs for 
one residence and not allowing 
the tr:mspona1ion of kegs on the 
streets of the ci1y :1flcr 10 p.m., 
Doheny said. 
Doherty said these arc all 
possihilitics which have hccn 
used in other communities 
effective Iv. 
.. The c'ity's :1pproach is for 
people to enjoy them,cl\'cs, hut 
not ahusc.'' hc said ... We will he 
enforcing the law. so use 
common sense." 
Bar owners and 111:1n:11!ers 
said they have not sccn a ~real 
difference in the crowds at the 
hars since the new on.Jin:111ccs 
have liccn in effect . 
~1:111 Lepke. a barlendcr at 
llangar 9, 511 S. Illinois ,\\'e .• 
said it is h:1rd to tell the first 
week of the scmcster if the 
ordinances have affected the 
number of people corning into 
the bar. hec:111sc nf competing 
prices between the hars. 
"We have been turning down 
a Int of people.'' Lepke said. 
"Lois of fake IDs. trying to he 
19 and 21." 
Cha1. Grundy. general 
m;mai:cr of Flicker, Rcst:111r:1nt 
and l'uh. said lhc problem i, 
thcv arc not ;1 bar. hul rather a 
rcsiaur:1111 ,md puh. 
There is no ai:e limit for 
entry. hut pcoplc 1;ndcr 17 must 
he accompanied hy an adult 
:1ftcr9p.m. 
"\\'c card at lhc d11or in the 
C\'cnings.'' Grundy said. "No 
one under 21 is allowed to 
drink.'' 
Ed Kleinschmidt. manai:cr of 
Sidetr:1cks. IOI W. College S1 .• 
said thc establishment is getting 
hasicallv the same crowd as far 
as numbers go. 
"We have about the same 
amount of people in 1hc h:1r.'' 
Kleinscl1midt said. "We ha\'c 
noticed we get more fake IDS. 
h111 we confiscate them and tum 
them in111 the pnlicc." 
Health care reform in doubt 
The Washington Post 
WAS 111 NGTON-Senatc 
~lajority Leader (ieorgc J. ~litchdl. 
D-~laine. said Thursda\' that the 
Scn:1te will recess witho1;1 enacting 
health c:irc legislation. cffccti\'cly 
ending any chance of fulfilling 
President Clinton's hopes for 
comprchcnsi\'C rcfonn this year. 
Both ~litchell and Clinton 
·nmrsdav said the recess until aflcr 
Labor D~1y does not mean the end of 
health c:m: rcfonn. 
But Dcmocrals and Republicans 
across the political spectrum, 
including some of the president's 
strong dcfendcrs and many White 
!louse officials, said the epic 
legislative battle that began la,t fall 
when Clinton delivered to Congress 
his ambitious reform plan is now 
effectively over. 
l\losl agreed that the nnly 
remaining hnpe b for modest 
regulatory measures and perhaps 
lnw-income subsidies when 
Congress recnnvcnes Sept. I 2. 
"There's a growing consensus 
111:11 an incremental approach is all 
\\e c:111 <lo." said Sen. Christopher J. 
Dodd. D•Conn .• who has supponc<l 
Clinton-style change. "A very 
lcl,!ilimale 11uestion i,. can you even 
• d11 1hal'! The dod. i, lhc l(}lst 
senator amt has tremendous power 
around here. with clcc1ions" just 
ciglll weeks after Congress b 
scheduled tn return. 
-~n,c moment of tmth. when vou 
ha\'C to focc facts. h:is come ihis 
wccl-.'' ~id Sen. llarris Wofford. D-
Pa .. whose I 991 upset victory 
propelled the health care issue illlo 
the national political arena. ,\ 
supporter of broad-based rcforan. 
including 1hc universal co\'er:i};c 
sought hy Clinton. Wofford said 
Thur,dav he believes a much 
,caled-h;1ck bill could pass and 
would be a "historic first installment 
... that the president should sign.'' 
Pan of \\ lmt Mr.mg led the White 
llou,c hopes was the dr:iwn-out 
cumhat lhis 1110111h o\'cr the crime 
bill. which dr:iggcd Clinton and 
many of his aides into a two-week 
battle. first in the !louse and this 
week in the Senate. 
Their vacation c:llcn away. 
senators orr bolh sides of the aisle 
prcssc<l hard to go home once the 
crime bill w:L~ <lealt with. 
Asked whether health care refonn 
is now officially dead. Clinton said 
. Thursday, "I wouldn't say that." In 
deference to l\litchcll's efforts to 
continue inform:11 discussions over 
the Labor Day recess. he added. "I 
think the less I say the better." 
DaUyEgyptinn August 26, 1994 
$62.6 million in defaulted loans 
California Student Aid Commission must repay 
Los Angeles limes the sum after concluding lhat the also want unusual power to n:nm 
Federal education nflicia1' ha\'e 
demanded that the California 
Student Aiu Commission repay 
S62.6 million worth of defaulted 
Mmlcnt loans an<l fire its top 
administrators hcc:111sc of massive 
mixups in how it handled student 
accounts during thc past sc\'cral 
years. 
C:1lifomia agency. \\ hich guar:mtccs thc agency's new management team 
billions of doll:1rs in s1udent deht. If the commission refoscs to g1 
mishandled 2 I ,-l27 had loans alur.g. the fcdcml government "wil 
because of computer problem~ nr ha\'C no choice hut to lcnninaie·· i~ 
unwillingness 10 repay lenders relalinnship with 1he agency and firn 
during the ,talc's 1992 budget crisis. someone else through which 11 
ll1e department h:L, also taken the operate the guaranteed fedcra 
unpreceden1ed step of ordering 1hc student loan progmm in California 
15-1111:rnber commission 10 rcin\'ent \\hich accounl~ for about IO pcrccn 
itself by junking its S 1-l-rnillion of all lhe loans gh·cn out. said Davi, 
computer system and replacing A. Longanecker. Assistant U.S 
ExL-cuth·e Din:ctor Sam Kipp Ill and Secretary for Postsccondar: 
his top managers. Feder.ii officials falucation. 
In a letter the commission 
recei\'cd Aug. 19. the U.S. 
Dep:utmelll of faluc:uion demandL'll 
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Mum's the wor~: Clinton 
keeps quiet on key. issues 
Los Angeles limes prcsidenlial image wi1h his- endless 
WASHINGTON-Waves of 
Cubans wen: neeing 10 Florida. his 
heallh and crime hills were barcl\' 
dodging doom. hut the only 
4uestion President Clinton would 
wuch al his ritual morning jog 
earlier this week had 111 do with the 
injured ,\chillt:s tendon nf Vice 
Pn:,i1knt Al Gore. 
--11i:·s heller:· Clinton alh1wcd 
gnnlgingly-then clanuncd up 
tidn. 
-In a month of stunning surprises 
from Washington. this one surely 
ranks am,mc them: Bill Clinton. 
m:1,·he the ;ha11it:sl man e,·er 10 
OCl:upy the {h:ll Office. i, 
,udd~nl\' r.ninnin!! hi, conwr;.;llinn 
like Cal\·in ··silerit Car· Coolid!!c. 
ln the past mo week,. he\ Jnne 
none of the plm10 opportunities that 
he ha, Ion!! u,ed for nm•nn lectures 
llll topil'., fmm the federal deficit to 
defense Cl>nn:r.,ion. lk", taken 
rcportl'r< que,tinn, on only tWll 
on·a,ion,. and is lhr.:alcnin!! to 
hllld to thl· new tack imkfinitcl~. 
Urging the Ill'\\' pnli..:y was ·nl·w 
Chid of Staff Leon Panella. who, 
adopting ;1 view long held hy the 
Washington pumlitocracy. argued 
that Clinton ha, been stepping on 
his daily me,sage and huning hi, 
rope-line slridulations. The 
common \'icw al the While Honse 
i!- now thal Clinton has been holh 
overexposed and underexposed. 
and 1ha1 he needs lo save his 
co111111c111s for occasions that he can 
bem:r con1ml. 
The new policy has spawned a 
guc~sing garnc in \Vashinf:ton on 
how Jong the onetime professor 
will be able 10 m·crcome the habit 
of a lifetime and keep his yap shut. 
Some people wonder what kind of 
in1en1al tensions the new disciplirn: 
musl be building in a man who has 
so long u,ed popping off a, an 
emotional rclca,e. 
--111is w1m·t la,1:· said i\lichael 
K. Dca\'cr. who built his image• 
making plan for former President 
Ronald Reagan around the same 
principle. -
Nolin!! that Clinlon has tried and 
faikd 011 earlier mom.:nls 10 ,tick 
to the program. Dcav.:r ventured 
that such silenc.: would be 
"\:onstilutionally impossible"" for 
the Arkansan. 
The Ov:il Office·s ":pukhral 
,ilence has 111:uk life a bit harder 
for the wire ser,ice ;111d teh:vision 
reponers who have come In rely on 
Cli1110n·s daily effu,ions to make a 
li\'ing. 
,,1,,f. .. ,,.,,·. 
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:?Xi All OftlieJollOwili(iSffi'ed•with 
! ~ o' C~a~ Ra1.1goo11r Ftiedi~ice3n~ tj;K 
· . Romantic Mood · Clim ce of Soup (Egg, Drop; Hot . . . . > - c··• .. 
·· · ·· · · and Sour, or Wonton): Excellent Food 
Fresh Seasonal Vegetable Stir 3.25 Broccoli with Cai-lie Sauce 3.50 
Sweet & Sour Pork or Chicken 3:50 Beef with Broccoli 3.50 
Chicken with Broccoli 3.50 Pepper Steak . 3.50 
Chicken with Mushrooms 3.50 5.-iutccd Diced Chicken& Shrimp 3.95 
Chicken Chow Mein 3.50 Baby Shrimp with Lobster Sauce, 3.95 
Chicken with Garlic Sauce 3.50 Broccoli, or Green Peas 
Chicken ,..,ith Cashew Nuts 3.:,0 Shrimp Chow Mein 
Kung Bao Chicken or Beef 3.50 Shrimp with Garlic Sauce 
Shredded Chicken, ~f, or Pork Shrimp with Hot Chili Sauce 
with Hot Chili Sauce 3.50 Curry Chicken • 
Pork with Garlic Sauce 3.50 Pork c::hop v.ith Peking Sauce ·• 
Sliced Pork DQuble Sautccd 3..50 
30o/o o:f:f any Dinner 
. Including Sea food I-:> is hes 
Also for 1-=>elivery and c·arry Out 
:--J,,, 1.c1t.1pc,n r-,"' .. ill1t'-"J I 111:p-1n._ .. ..._ Au~u..._t .~l~ 144•:I ~ 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
Senator's tune 
hits sour note 
with Congress SC./lRED OF-HIGH PRICES? 
Newsday 
W,\SHJNGTON - Sen. Alfon,e 
D. Amato Thursdav !!a,·e new 
meaning 10 the word .:po~k:· 
And h.: did it in son!!. 
111c New York Rt:J;uhlic:111 took 
to the Senate tloor Thur,dav ln 
i:omplain ahoul the fed~ral 
,pending in the crime bill. which he 
,aid aml!unt, 10 pork. the l'nll,xiuial 
1enn for feder.il spending that helps 
individual lawmaker,· district,. 't 
But rather than bore hi, 
.:om1i1ue111s with ,1ati>1ics and fine 
print. he ,aid lll: decided he .:ould 
he,1 make hi- poilll through music 
and pictures. 
So the during his speech. 
ff Amato unveiled a large picture 
of a pig feeding at a Crough filkd 
with ~reenhacks. And then. 10 the 
1t1ne -of .. Old ;\,kDonald Had a 
Fann:· ])" Amato broke into ,one: 
··J>n.:sidenl Clirllon had a hill. • 
··E•l•E·l·O. 
··:\ml in lh:rl hill w;r, 101, of pork. 
··E-l·E•l·O .. :· 
··sumctimes music ha, a wa\' of 
making a point:· IY:\malO s:ri;I in 
an inter,icw lalcr. ·111e sl'n.llnr. who 
,aid hl' w1u1t: the wnnh him,clf on 
an airplane Thur,d:ry mnming frop1 
New York to Wa,hin!!tnn, 
m:1intained that mmt of hb 
colleagues ··arc worried abmn their 
senatorial ima~c:· 
'"I think \,e ought to he 
com:emcd with gelling the message 
to the people."" 
St:n. Frank Lautcnberg. IJ.N.J .. 
who followed D" Amato on lhc 
noor. was not amused. 
Lau ten berg said I). Amato·s 
performance was .. a barnyard all 
right, bu1 it's not the pig we're 
looking at, il°s the 01hcr stuff .... If 
it looks like it and feels like it and 
smells like ii. we know wh:JI it is." 
Laulenberg. who supported the 
rnnference crime hill. said. "The 
Senate has a hig decision hefnrc it 
lllday. Will we ix·nnil . . . pictures 
of Porky Pig 10 dday enacuncnl of 
th.: crime hill or will we pass lhis 
lcci,lation'!'" 
0
This w;rs 1101 the first time 
JY ,\mato ha~ burst into song on the 
Senate lloor •- in 1992. he u~ed a 
11111,ic,11 performance to kick off a 
lilihu,ter on :1 bill he opJXN:d. 
Run to ~he University 
Bookstore where the money you 
spend returns to you through 
Student Center operations. 
CE] 
--Id\ 
BOOK RUSH HOURS: 
Sat. & Sun. Aug. 20 & 21, 10-5. 
Jv!fJn.-Thzm .. dug 22'-25. S-8, 
Fri. Aug. 26. 8-5:30. Sat. Aug 27. 12-5. 
1ff. 
:·i·, .. ------------~-----------------------------1 
---J-l!>JI'.._ .... 
Wild monkeys roam, free 
Experimental primates out of control in Florida Keys 
Los Angeles limes 
SUl\1.MERLAND KEY. 
Fla.-Twcnty years ago tlwy wen: 
caM awav on an uninhabited island 
and lefi to their own devices. 
Family groups formed. and under 
the hot sub-tropical sun a bustling 
;.o,:icty tnok shape. 
And of course. thL·y multiplied. 
From an original group of about 
SOO settlers. the population grew In 
more than 3.000. 
Problems :misc C\'Cll in paradise. 
howcwr. Over the wars hundn:d, 
of i,tatc-prnt.:ctcd red mangrm·es 
haw been idlkd lw rambunctious 
re;.ident;. who dcwioped a taste for 
the leave;.. and soil erosion has 
ken pervasin:. 
Environmentalists complain that 
the cn·stalline waters of the Florida 
Kev, have h<:cii. fouled bv untre ,ted 
fecal matter. and that so7ne nesting 
birds mav ha\'e been driven off. ~ 
But it ,,·as after some of the more 
ad,·cnturc;.omc colonists began to 
roam off Kev Lois and Raccoon 
Key and sho,,· up on neighboring 
islands that the loudest howls of 
protest were hc:1:d. 
Last year one of the mar.iuding 
islanders was shot dead bv federal 
agent~. and ju;.t Ja,t montli anmhcr 
was captured near Florida State 
Route 4 on Little li1rd1 Kc,·. 
.. They are totally out of place 
here:· ,ays wetlands biologist 
Cunis Kruer. 
ll1ev arc rhesus monl:evs. free-
ranging on two i,lands lca.~ed by a 
Boston-based subsidiarv of Bausch 
& Lomb. for sale to medical 
laboratories. Each vear Charles 
Ri\'er Lahoratories hie. culls some 
40[) to 500 monkevs from its 
colonies and ships them out to 
customers. 
.. They arc a tremendous 
investm;nt in that thc.~c animals arc 
used for research:· savs Paul W. 
Schilling. director l;f primate 
breeding operations for Charles 
River ... ll1ev are virus-free animals. 
with llll p:;rasitcs. And although 
some have !!Otten nff the islands. 
they woull rather stay with the 
tmop:· 
'They are supposed 
to be fencing them in 
certain parts of the 
island, and they are 
not ... When you have 
that many monkeys 
out there, I am 
always going to be 
concerned about 
them getting away." 
-Jon Andrew 
In recent agreements with the 
state. Charles River officials 
installed w::tter treatment svstems 
and aerecd to re-foliate the i;lands. 
n1: nmnkey population also has 
been reduced to about 2.000. and 
within 14 wan; all the animals are 
to be of( the islands entirch•. 
Control of both islands wouid 
revert to Florida and the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Sen·ice. 
Raccoon Kev. on the Gulf of 
Mexico side of U.S. Highwav I. is 
within tl1e boundaries o-f the· Great 
White Heron National Wildlife 
Refuge. 
But Kruer. who works a.~ a bone-
fahing guide and an environmental 
consultant. and U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service biologist Jon 
Andrew arc critical of that 
timetable and of Charles River's 
efforts to protect the islands. 
.. ll1cy arc supposed to be fencing 
them in ccnain pans of the island. 
and they arc 1101:· says Andrew. 
who manages the 8.000-acre 
federal reserve of the endangered 
key deer on nearby Big Pinc-Key. 
.. When vou · h:we th:it manv 
monkevs·out there. I am alwav:, 
going to be concerned about thc·m 
netting awav ·· 
" Those n{~nkcvs that have left 
their home islands and turned up in 
neighborhoods inhabited by people 
apparently swam or even walked 
through the shallow waters at luw 
tides. A major storm. such as 
Hurricane Andrew in 1992. could 
scatter long-tailed primates all over 
the kcvs. Andrew savs. 
Rhesus· monkevs. brownish 
natives of India. a;c widelv used 
for medical and biological 
experimentation. and their tissue 
has long been popular in culturing 
the polio \'accinc \'irus. 
Males can wcieh as much ,l~ 25 
pounds. while the-average female b 
about 12 pounds. 
Schilling. a veterinarian. admits 
that the monke,·s have caused some 
damage m·er 1i1e years. chiefly by 
killing hundreds of the tallest 
coastal mangro\'cs in which the 
animals prefer to sit. 
But. he .said. solar-powered 
electric fences ha\'C been installed 
to keep the animals away from 
replanted trees. and the islands' 
foliage is rebounding. 
ADgust'.lO, l~ 
Sony catches Katzenberg 
Los Angeles limes 
HOLLYWOOD-For 
months it has seemed that 
Jeffrey Katzenberg just 
couldn ·1 wait to be king. or at 
least the crown prince at Walt 
Disney Co. under Chairman 
Michael D. Eisner. 
Now. with the former Wah 
Disnev Studios studio chief out 
of :1 j;ib after having foiled to 
convince Eisner to gi\'c him the 
studio·s No. 2 pnst as president. 
he instantly becomes 
Hollywood·s biggest catch in 
vcars. 
• While Katzcnber!!. 43. insists 
he has had nn co;,·crsations\ 
with prospecti\'e employers. 
including the heatedly rumored 
Son\' Pictures Entertainment. 
he ·has heen linked to 
practically e,·cry studio and 
network with a lcad•:rship 
vacuum. Said entertainment 
mogul David Geffen. one of his 
best friends: .. Jeffrey has been 
• Fall and Summer Fashions 
approached by any number of 
companies. In the past he never 
spoke to them:· 
There arc few jobs that 
w.ould give Katzenberg the 
profile and power he has 
enjoyed in IO years at Disney. 
But nearly cvcryone·s top 
candidate is Sonv Pictures. the 
parent of Columbia and TriStar 
studios. 
Indeed. one snurce close to 
Sony Wednesday already had 
l\lichal P. Schulhnf. Sony·s top 
cxccmive in the United Stares. 
discussing with Sony lawycn. a 
deal giving Katzenberg comrol 
of Sonv·s record division. 
filmed ~ntcrtainmcnt and TV 
operations. plus guaranteed 
funding to build an animation 
division. 
ll1c deal pre~umably would 
set the stage for a Sony public 
offering. which would allow 
Sonv -to richlv reward 
Katzenberg via s11;ck options 
and other entitlt:mcnts. 
• Sweaters, Skirts, and Dresses Corner of Jackson & 
Washington 
Man-Sat, 10·6 Free Gill Wrapping 
: Layaway Available Major credit cards accepted 529-2024 
Perfect Pizza! 
Perfect Price! 
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Baby bot,ks offer updated advice r.•---------------------------------~ . ' . ' 1 : TI1e Hartford Courant share child-care dutie~. warned that they run an increased 
Once upon a time. hd'orc 
amninccntc,i,. ul1r.1sound aml fetal 
monitoring.. pregn:mcy was full of 
uncertaimies. Women lbtened 
closeh· to their mothers and d<'ctor. 
and in1aps read a good baby hook. 
A comparison of the Beller risk of ha\'ing :m underweight baby. 
Homes and Gardcm Baby Book Heavy smokers inerca.\e their risk 
from 1969 and the updated 1991 of stillbirth. Even secondhand 
printing re\'cals changes that have smoke is seen as a threat to the 
occurred since many of today·s unborn child. 
I -· --- -- -- --, -- --- -- ---------- - --- - _____ I 
SAFE SEX WEEKEND: i 
moms were babies. Alcohol once was considered a Free condoms to the 1st 1 OOpeople I 
In the p:t,l 25 years. con\'cntional 
wisdom on prenatal and child care 
has been changed more times than a 
newhorn"s di:1per. And. to keep up. 
baby h<xiks han~ grown up. 
Wh:ll w,1, once a guide for IIC\\' 
mothers i, till\\' a book for hnth 
mother~ and fathers. who both arc 
likely to work outside the home and 
Some of the old advice is the danger only to a woman·s waistline. 
same. hut much of what was Now. studies have shown that 
pennittcd now is on a long list of babies born to alcoholic mothers 
modem no-nos. commonly suffer from fetal alcohol 
'"If \'ou·rc a heavv smoker:· the svndrome. 
1969 ~·er.;ion savs .. :doctors ad\'isc • These children are undersized. 
that vou cut dm~n ... hut vou needn't have a characteristic facial 
quit· entirely. unless )~1ur doctor appearance and a low IQ. Moderate 
recommends i1:· drinking also is suspected of 
$1. 75 Bud &.. Bud Light Bottles 
$1.75 Wh.lskey &.. Cokes· 
$1..75 Amaretto Stone Sours 
Now. women who smoke are affecting the unborn child. Don't Forget About Margaritauille Euery Wed! 
~----------------------------------~ Retired federal employees 
choose experienced leader 
The Washing!on Post 
\\'ASHlNGTOK-Charlcs J:ickslm 
ha, been elected president of the 
National A~,oriation of Retired 
Federal Emph1yees. Jackson 
defeated incuml~nt Charle~ Caner 
h\' a 2- l mar!!in this week :11 
NARFE"s St. L<mis con\'cntion. 
Caner had been a national "ice 
pre.,idem of the American 
Federation of Government Em-
ployees h.:forc being elected two 
vcars aco. 
· Juck~~on was a career pos1::1I 
employee and ha~ been a 
midwcstcrn re!!ional Yice 
president. .. 
NARFE. with ne:1rlv 500.000 
members. is the hiccest federal and 
postal employee organization. its 
rnemhcrship. which is 80 percelll 
retirees and 20 pcn:cnt active duty 
employees. is dedicated to pre-
ser\'ing federal pension programs 
from hudgc1-c1111r~. 
Age before beauty: Midlife 
ca1.:1ses-women joy, angst 
Newsda}• 
For S:ilh Owen it wa;, the d:n 
four \'ca,; :tl!ll \\ hen her karat~ 
in,tructor ,aid. OK. get up from 
the floor with;lut u,inl! rnur hand,. 
··1 u,cd nw elhows. Ill\: fcc1:· sa\', 
the ni-o\,:ner of Judi1i1·, Room: a 
\\'Omen·, bookstore in New York 
Cit,·. "'l used 111,· mhe. And it took 
ah<;ut u hali an liour. 
"I knew ,11 the moment I was nut 
who l once wa~.-- sav; Owen. who 
curncJ 49 last month: 
Talk 111 women at a ccnain age 
experience and qualifications mid 
knowledge and expertise:· At 45. 
she may ha\'c nmre experh~nce hut 
"'the person mayhc walking in right 
after me i;. the 35-\·car-old who 
also is experienced:· Add in a 
more siucl!ish econonw. Chemick 
~ays. "I ;eally feel tho~e 10 years 
made a tremendous difference in 
'The guy I would 
have been working 
for couldn't have 
in their-Hh. edging u,ward 50. and been more than 23. 
mo;.t can dredge up a single 
moment. a series of moments or 
just ,·ague feelings that let them 
know they arc slipping m·cr the 
line from ingenuc toward grande 
dame. Suddenlv e\'crvone is 
calling you Ma"ar;l. and y;m·rc not 
in Texas. 
I'm sure he'd rather 
look at a 20-year-
o/d." 
-Andrea Chernick 
Felice Meltzer of Long Island. competition forthosc jobs." 
who just turned 4 I. describes a So what"s a woman to do? Curl 
sense or "hdng son of inYisible to up with a tupe of .. Sunset 
younger men. You know. when Boulevard"' or read Erica Jong's 
vou walk down the street?'" "Fear of Fifty" and weep? Sure. 
• For some women. it mav he a anything for perspective. but also 
male middle manaecr who ·seems listen to expcns. including women 
to look right through them. or even who arc in this period of their lives, 
a fellow femule. Owen recalls who sav there is much to 
being in a bake!}' one day. and llS recommend iL 
she tells it. "the young woman Liz Casev. 45. who with her 
dircctlv in front of me asked !ht: husband. John. owns The Cull 
guy directly hehind me if ;.he could House restaurant on Long Island, 
help him ... and I said. "Exl'tlse for example. says she doesn't mind 
me. hut J"m next: and she said. ·1 giving up allention from men on 
didn't ~ce vou." •· thl' street she found monifying in 
For wm~cn workinc outside the her 20s. even a\'(Jiding certain 
home. perhap~ the toughest ,trccts. Now. she sa\'s, "I feel I 
.iwakt•ning to the age factor is have this cloak of !.emi-im·isihilitv. 
!,1:Cing more young people in the At this point I C:111 go where ) want 
work force. You look up one day. to in the world." 
and vou'rc workine with someone Although Owen admits to 
Whether you're an t1ndergraduate 
or graduate $dent, Citibank has a 
student loan.to meet your needs. 
If you're short on funds this semester, you're 
not alone. During the 30 years we've been 
in the student loan business, students have 
often told us that they need extra money 
during the course of the semester to pay for 
tuition, books, and other: expenses. If this 
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank, 
the nation's Number One student loan 
lender, to provide you with the best financial 
aid products and services with these 
important benefits: 
• No payments while you are in school 
• Low interest rates 
• Loans for students of all incomes 
• Monthly payments as low as S50 
• No penalty for early repayment 
• ,You don't have to be a cun·entCitibank 
customer to qualify! 
The faster you respond, the faster we can 
get you the funds you need. Or call us at 
1-800692-8200; ext. 600. Call today, 
and we'll get an application out to you the 
next business day! 
Call 1-80(~692-820(L~( 6oc · 
your· daughter's ag"c. Or your new twinges now and then. looking into I 
supervisor is a ringer for your a mirror and suying, "'Oh, who's r-
1 
nephew. You lived through the that? Mv mother!" she feels she • · ~- t • 
_, 
1
1 •• _ • , : 1 need a student loan now!'· - 11 Vietnam War: they studied it in has moved beyond her younger as· 
history class. self. l' __ ~ •- e, Send me more infonnation and an application for the following Otibank student loans: : 
"The guy I would have been "I love this new self," she says, : l, 
working for couldn't have h!!en "To me. I'm so much more ! • All Federal Staffo~ Loans o Federal PLl:JS Loan, • C::itibank Graduate Loans !' 
more than 23." says Andrea interesting and sure of myself tlian, :: (forundergraduateandgnd~testudents) (fcr~tsofdependentstudentsonly) . Reid of interest __ ·__ : 
Chernick of Long Island, recalling when I was younger. It's a nice , :' 
a recent job interview. "Long hair, feeling. I don't ~;ire if I'm liked or :, , 
jeans ... I'm sure he'd rather look not liked. I think that's hard for ( =--------------ADDRm ________ m.__ : 
at u 20-year-old ... Ijust got the women to give up. Being nice; : on ________ ....,... ___ STATE ____ Zll' ____ TEUl'tiONi_______ { 
sense that he was polite. and the That's a burden f'm. glad that's :: :, 
interview wa.~ brief." lifted:" l SOClAI.SECVRITY• ____ l'OlJAll[CUAA£NTlY: OAN~TErnxxNT o ~GAADUATEST\JDINT 'IIAIIOfGMOUATION -- : 
Chernick. a synagogue "You do care less· what other !, . !• 
admini~trator. recalls feeling at age people think," agrees Bord.en. "I Mail thJ5 coupon to: C::ili!Jank (NYS) cm· -. . · ._.. , -. - 1 
:l;a:ha~:~
1
e1~aaJ ~~ ~ii; ~~jj~t ~i~ :i:, .. have more of an ·aoiiity 1 m ~ ~~~t:;.;:¢~4692_7085 ~- _ / /_-~#{CJ J 
• .._ ... .1 • •., • • •••• • • • .. • •• • • • • • • •• •• • ••• • ••-••'-• ·••~ -•r~rrrr, --~~.,_-i.,~-, .-. ~':''T':''.;"::";".:"':"::"':::-:-:,.-.-_-.-,.-.~~1'"':-, '.-;~-;:-:-;-:-;--~ _ :- -.-.. -.-.-,-... - .. -. • • • .~· 
•·• ·.~·r.:-:--/1, ·•",.·.l ... ' 
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PREDICTIONS, from page 28 Lifting· V.p Jesus 
.91.t SIV. ... Best 10 Players in the Country NoJPlayer/School/Positlon 
1./fyrunc Whea1lcy /Michigan 
/Running Back 2./Dcrrick Brooks 
/Florida S1a1c /Linebacker 3./J.J. 
S1okcs /UCLA /Wide Receiver 
4./Slcvc Stenstrom /Stanford 
/Quarterback 5./Bohhy Taylor 
/Noire Dame/Free Safely 6./Korcy 
Stringer/Ohio S1a1c /Offcnsi\'e 
Tackle 7./Roh Johnson /USC 
/Quarterback !i./Curlis Johnson 
/North Carolina /Running Back 
9./Warrcn Sapp /:',.liami/Defen~i\'e 
Tackle I 11./Brent :>.loss /Wis-
consin/Running Back Honorable 
mention: Rutgers run-ning hack 
Terrell Willis. 
Worst Reason Not to Have a 
Playoff 
"The players will ha\'e IO play 
100 many games," the cn1ics say of 
a playoff. 
Is that so? Anyone glance al 
Fresno S1a1c·s schedule 1his year? 
The Bulldogs play Ohio Stale in 
the Pig~ldn Cl:L\sic. an ex1r:1 game 
allowed by lhc NCAA. 111cn they 
play a 12-game regular-season 
schedule. one more 1han usual, 
thanks 10 an NCAA-appro\'ed lrip 
to llawaii. Then. Fresno can get a 
bowl hid. That comes 10 Joi games. 
1he same number ii would take for 
a leam 10 play a regular-season 
schedule and win an eight-team 
na1ional playoff. 
Best Games of the Season 
Sundav: Nebraska vs. Wesl 
Virginia in the Kickoff Classic. 
The Midwest's mos1 prolific 
whiners vs. the Easl's best 
complainers. Thal said, Nebraska, 
with quarterback Tommie Frazier, 
is loaded. Rebuilding West Virginia 
will think it has been in a mining 
accident. 
Sept. 3: Boston College at 
Michigan - Former NFL coach 
Dan Henning, not exactly the 
people's choice to succeed Tom 
Coughlin, makes his first appear-
ance on a college sideline in 20 
·years. Some return. 
He gets 105,000-scat Michigan 
Stadium. Worse, Henning has to 
choose from among a ~ophomore, a 
rcdshirt freshman and a true 
freshman as his starting quarter-
back. 
Not to worry. Boston College. 
with 14 returning starters. will keep 
it close. 
Louisville at Kentucky -
There's a good reason these two 
teams haven't met since 1924: 
Kentucky and Louisville despise 
one another. Back by popular 
dem311d: football's version or an in-
state Cl\'ll war. 
Tennessee at UCLA - The 
survivor becomes an instant threat 
to challenge for a national 
champion,hip. 
Virginia at Florida State -
Florida State opens its season 
against a solid Ca\'a)icr team and 
docs so without some key players, 
including All-American linebacker 
Derrick Brooks,- one uf several 
Seminoles suspcndcil for his part in 
an NCAA rule-breaking shopping 
spree la,t year. 
Sept. 10: Michigan at Notre 
Dame - Nu other game mat:ers 
lh:it weekend. 
Sept. 17: Wi,con,in at Colorado. 
Florida at Tennessee 
Sept. 24: Arimna at Stanford -
Arizona's amazing Desert Swarm 
faL·es Bill Wal,h. Our upset ,pccial. 
Oct. 8: Florida State at Miami -
The Hi1rricanes ha\'en't 10,1 a game 
in the Orange Bowl since Sept. 7. 
1985. The Seminoles haven't 
beaten them there since 1984. You 
decide: Due or doomed'! 
Noire Dame .u Boston College 
- 111c Catholic holy war. 
Texas \S, Oklahoma 
Oct. 15: Auburn :II Florida 
Penn Stale :11 .Michigann - !lad 
ii not been· for a great Michigan 
goal-line stand ancl a Penn State 
love affair with its predictable 
submarine offense (Dive! Dive! 
Di\'c!). the Nittanv Lions would 
have beaten the \Volvcrincs last 
year. Now the rematch. 
Alabama al Tennessee - If 
Auburn or Florida fallers· early. this 
becomes the SEC g:1mc of the 
regular season. Tennessee hasn't 
beaten archri\'a) 'Bama in the last 
eight years. 
Oct. 22: UCLA at Arizuna 
Oct. 29: Colorado at Ncbra.,ka -
For the Big Eight title. 
Nov. 12: Notre Dame vs. 1-lorida 
Stale at Orlando - Memo to Irish 
Coach Lou Holtz: We don't want 10 
hear a peep from you if Notre 
Dame beats the Seminoles. hut 
suffers a killer letdown (sec. Boston 
College. 1993) against Air Force at 
home or USC on the road. Games 
of the century mean nothing if you 
can't also win the games of the 
week. 
Arizona at USC 
Nov. 19: Ne\'ada at Nevada La.~ 
Vegas - Don't laugh. A sellout is 
a given, as arc the bitter feelings 
between UNLV Coach Jeff Horton 
and Nc\'ada•s Chris Ault. 
Some background: When Ault 
became N,•vada•s athletic director 
after the I 99::! season, he hand-
picked Horton to succeed him as 
coach. A \'Car h11er, UNLV canned 
the unpopular Jim Strung and tried 
10 hire Ault as the Rebels' coach. 
Ault said no. but Horton didn't. 
Not only that, Horton took six 
Ne\·ada a.~sistants to Lar. Vega~. A 
steamed Ault, who now serves a~ 
athletic director and coach, hasn't 
spoken with Horton since. 
USC at UCLA, Michigan at 
Ohio Stale 
Nov. 25: Arizona State at 
Arizona-The game that deter-
mines if the Wildcats play in their 
first Rose Bowl. 
Nov. 26: Florida at Florida State 
- The Seminoles ha\'e won six of 
their last seven games against the 
Gators. In the last three games at 
Tallahassee - all victories - the 
Seminoles ha\'e scored 52. 45 and 
45 points against Steve Spurrier's 
team. 
Last year in Gainesville, the 
Seminoles put up 33 points in a 
victory. Shortly thereafter, Bobby 
Pruett was hired as new defensive 
coordinator. 
Won't lflallcr. Florida State will 
win again. 
Worst Job Security 
I. Louisiana State•s Curley 
Hallman. 
Maybe Mike Archer wam't such 
an awful coach after all. Since 
Hallman's arrival, the Tigers ha\'c 
gone 5-6, 2-9 and 5-6. Another sub-
.500 sca~on and Hallman will find 
himself doing color commentary on 
cable high school games. 
2. Purdue's Jim Colletto. 
Collctto puts on the happy face 
and refuses to talk about the past, 
which includes three consecuti\'c 
losing seasons on his watch, six 
more before him. 
Al~o. the Boilermakers' 1-IO 
record last year was the worst at 
West Lafayette since 1942. Not 
even 16 returning starters will sa\'e 
Purdue from another dreadful 
season and Collctto from a pink 
slip. 
3. !'cries. 
The university president is 
dropping ominous hints and the 
schllOl's mhletic director reportedly 
wanted Perles fired last February. 
l'crles (6R-56-4) needs to do better 
than 1993, when the Spartans 
finished 6-5 during the regular 
season and.lo;! to Louisville in the 
Liberty Howl. 
4. Rutgers' Uoug Graber. 
Graber, a good guy who de~r,es 
heller. can't :1ffurd another 4-7 
SClL\vn. 
5. Ohio State's John Coop,.:r. 
llahit. 
Best Off-Sea:lon Moves 
I. ·n1rea1cncd with the possibility 
of a national playoff, the bowl 
alliance worked feverishly to 
impnwe it~ product. The result is a 
system. effective in the 1995 season 
and still imperfect. that unclogs Jan. 
I and puts four conference 
champions - the Atlantic Coast, 
the Big East, the Southeastern and 
the Big 12 (the Big Eight and four 
programs from the soon-to-he 
fonncr Southwest) and two at-large 
teams in three bowl games: the 
Sugar. Fiesta and Orange. 111c new 
syMcm also more than doubles the 
average payoffs of the three 
• Bible Teaching 
• ~harlsmatlc Worship 
• International/ American 
Fellowship 
Meets 'Every 1 ritf ay at 6:30 
'.Davis 51utfitorium, 'J0iam 'B{tfg. 
'Jor more information caf1529-4395 
coalition bowls. I 
In a perfect bowl alliance, the •• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~::u:~Pj,~:~~1t:f~~n~~:n~~~r~a~~3 ! . ~ " I: -~ ~.,. Vi t· ! 
·:~ -~-"' ~ e erans ~. would meet in a de facto national ~ _ ~ 
~/~at~~~~'l"J'}tu~t~i~sec:3~;1 ~~;!~ ! ~ ! 
wnuldplayDec.31,No.3\'s.No . .5: ~ JOIN US FOR OUR : 
~~~l~"i,,} ;,~~~ :~0ia~. ~~-A~J\,; : ~~-.; ! 
tho~ who cried foul about freezing ! FIRST llJl'EETfNQ ! 
out the in,lcpendents, the coalition : l"' I • 
added a second at-large spot. * TO G ! 
But there :ire kinks. of course. ! NI HT AT 7 PM .: 
The Big Ten :.md Pac-lOchampions : AMERICAN LEGION 
arc tied to the Rose Bowl until * 205 N. ILLINOIS AVE ! 
::!000, which means the coalition is ! • 
sunk if, say. UCL\ ends the regul~ ! All Veterans and Active Duty Military ! 
season No. I. Also. what happens d : p I • • d d • 
the Big Ea.st champion finishes the • ersonne arc tnvtfe to alien • : 
regularsca.\on ranked a so-so Hlth? : Call Scott at 687-2455 ! 
Like it or not. that team is in. • * • * • •" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• *••••••A..,,••"•••••"" 
2. Alabama hiring llomcr Smith 
a.~ offensi\'c coordin:1tor. 
3. Notre Dame sports infor-
mation officials handing senior Do you 11·ke to 
offensive tackle Mike McGlinn a · · 
questionnaire. The sarcastic 
McGlinn. when asked to complete 
the following sentence. "The 
national championship should he 
decided with a playoff because ... 
.. wrote, "As players, we feel the ! 
sea.~on is much too short." ! 
Worst Off-Season Move : 
The decision to abolish the ' 
NCAA special committee formed 
to study the feasibility of a national 
playoff. 
Best Lou Holtz Lines 
Remembered by Notre Dame 
Players 
To wide recei\'er Derrick Mayes: 
"Son. arc you happy now'! You're 
responsible for me ne\'er wanting to 
n.-cruit in Indianapolis again." 
To a tubby offensi\'e tackle. Ryan ; 
Lcal1y: "Is that a ca.st on your leg'!' 
To outside linebacker Jeremy 
Nau: "Son, you arc stepping on my 1 
foot. Please remove your cleat." I 
Worst Season-Ticket Scam 
At the Unh·crsity of Cincinnati, 
where the football progrnm ha~n•t 
been to a bowl game in more than 
40 years, you can't buy ha.~kctball · 
season tickets (S 192 last season) 
without also buying a football 
ticket package (S70). 
Beginning in 1995, Bcarcat 
basketball fans not only have to buy 
football season tickets, but also 
must pay S550 to join the a1hlctic 
department's booster club. 
Best Chances of a 
Breakthrough Season • 
Kentucky - After four years of 
rebuilding and a 17-28 record to 
show for it, Bill Curry•s Wildc:1ts 
get a·sea.~on to remember. 
Maryland - The Terrapins will 
record their first seven-victory 
scao;on since 1985. 
Southern t,.le1hodi,1 - In SMU's 
case, that means doubling last 
year's victory total, from two to 
four. · 
Nc\i,· Mexico-Rememher the 
• 
These exciting opportunities are available to you: 
Concert Choir. Performs a 
wide variety of short distinguished choral 
works. Tours state and i:egion annually. 2:00 -
3:30 MWF 2 credits 
Chamber Singers. Asmall 
madrigal group specializing in vocal chamber 
music. Time TBA icredit 
Choral union. A "regional" col-
loge-community chorus specializing in extended 
choral works with orchestral accompanimenl 
7:00 - 9:15 Monday Evenings 1 credit 
name: Coad1 Dennis Franchini1c.: _____________________ ...;. _ _. 
lie won't be at New Mexico long.< 
Prairie View-The ,Panthers. 
holders of the longest current losing' 
streak in college fouthall, 35, 
haven't won since 1989. ·n,c streak 
ends Sept. 10 against ·Arkansas 
Pinc Bluff or "forlcton St.lie (who'!) 
Nov.5. 
Sec Dr. Mochnick, Altgelc!-,-H~ll, Room 115A or 
call 453-5800 for more information. 
Don't miss out on the fun of singing! 
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. M8jor problems: Baseball's labor talks,fruitless 
The Washington Post 
NEW YORK - Major league 
basebatrs labor talks broke off 
Thursday, not with a barrage of 
venomous exchanges between the 
players and team owners but with a 
mood of resignation. 
The point of no return for the 
1994 sea.~on. which the owners say 
arrives in mid-September. is 
looking ever closer. 
Indications Timrsday night were 
that the talks probably won't 
resume before next week. and 
sources said there is a chance the 
Rampage 
denim slip 
dress with 
striped 
te.,sso. 
venue would shift to Wa.~hington. 
A dozen ownership represen-
tatives and management negotiator 
Richard Ravitch spent only about 
90 minutes meeting with 14 
players, union chief Donald Fehr 
and other Players Association 
officials at a Manhattan llotel 
Timrsday morning. This was the 
first real bargaining session since 
the players went on strike 14 days 
ago. 
The two sides resumed meetings 
here Wednesday fol-lowing an 11-
day hiatus, but that wa.~ a session 
consisting of lengthy spccchc.\ and 
·--:j 
little back-and-forth dialogue. 
Thursday neither side would 
budge on the dispute's central issue 
- the owners' insistence upon a 
salary cap and the players' 
resistance to one. 
Most of the owners and players 
went home after the talks officially 
were recessed early in the 
afternoon. 
The team of federal mediators 
remained in town, and head 
mediator John Calhoun Wells 
expressed optimism that the 
owners and players soon will 
reconvene. But there were no 
further talks scheduled as of 
Thursday night. 
Wells said the mediators "will 
remain in close contact with both 
sides, exploring the most ..• 
productive format for resuming 
negotiations." 
One of the players in attendance. 
Philadelphia Phillies pitcher Curt 
Schilling. indicated he now doesn't 
expect any of this season to be 
salvaged. 
"It's just my opinion, but I don't 
think there's going to be any more 
baseball played this year," 
Schilling said. 
JUNIORS' 
Sil.IP 
DRESS 
AIIThlllJPZ 
crepeSllp 
dmswltll 
lace-up back 
andwhlle 
lee;S50. 
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longchallls 
sllpdre• -
wllhlang• 
sleeve 
tee;S44. 
Said. Fehr: "We suggc.sted ahead 
of time we thought these meetings 
would produce mostly a cheer 
session for Dick Ravitch and the 
salary cap. and that's mostly what 
they produced. So that's not 
surprising. The clubs are exactly 
where they want to be. The owners 
remain on a timetable, and there's 
still some time left on it." 
Ravitch did his best to put a 
more positive spin on things, but 
conceded the entrenchment of each 
side on the issue of containing the 
players' salaries will be difficult to 
overcome. 
Mi,Mlchell• 
longcNpe 
sllpdreH 
wldlsllver 
me111111c 
1ee,seo. 
t l ._ :~OI!!lh: .. $t,t It; ~Jlu1.., _ 
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DIRECTORY CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADVERTISING Cli.ASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY ! 
For Saie: Townhouses 
Duplexes 
Rooms 
Roommates 
Open Rate. S 8.65 per column inch, per day : : Please Be Suri;! To Check 
Minimum Ad Size: , column inch ' Your Classified Advertisement For Errors Auto 
Parts & Services 
Motorcycles 
Recreational 
• Space Reseivation Deadline: 2p.m., 2 days prior to publication ' On The First Day Of· Publication 
Vehicles 
Bicycles 
Homes 
Mobile Home Lots 
Business Property 
Wanted to Rent 
Sublease 
·Requirements: All 1 column classified display 
advertisements are required to have a 2· 
point border. Other borders are acceptable 
on ~ger col_1.1m11 widthi;, . 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 
, (based on consecutive running dates) 
i 1 day •••....•••..•. 91 c per line, per day 
3 days ............ 75c per line, per day 
Minimum Ad Size: 
3 fines; 30 characters 
per line 
The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than 
. one day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are responsible for 
, checking their advertisements for errors on the first day they 
appear. Errors not the fault of the advertiser which lessen 
the value of the advertisement will be adjusted. 
All classified advertising must be processed before 12:00 · 
Noon to appear in the next day's publication. Anything 
processed alter 12:00 Noon will go in the following day's 
publication. Classified advertising must be paid in advance 
except for those accounts with established credit. A 29c 
i charge will be added to billed classified advertising. A ser-
Mobile Homes 
Real Estate 
Antiques 
Books 
Cameras 
Computers 
Electronics 
Furniture 
Musical 
Help Wanted 
Employment Wanted 
Services Offered 
Wanted 
5 days ............ 69c: per line, per day 
10 days ...•.••.•. 56c per line; per day 
20 or more .•.•. 46C per line, per day 
Copy Deadline: , vice charge of S15.00 will be added to the advertiser's 
12 Noon, 1 day prior ,account for every check returned to the Daily Egyptian Lost 
Found 
to publication i unpaid by the advertiser's bank. Early cancellation of a clas• 
lrF::aa::~~==:=•..:-:a:a-.:::-::.-::::::-:.•-:;;-~--::--:::-=::.::::::a~=:.;::;:.::::a;::~1i5ifjed advertisement will be charged a S2.00 seivice fee. Any 
Pets & Supplies 
Sporting Goods 
Miscellaneous 
Rides Needed 
Riders Needed 
Auction & Sales 
Yard Sale Promo 
Free 
SMILE ADVERTISING ·RATES :':~~g~nder S2.00 will be forfeited due to the cost of pro-
$3!35 per inch All advertising submitted to the Daily Egyptian is subject ; 
Space Reseivation Deadline: 2p.m .• 2 days prior to publication. :~a:.proval and may be revised, rejected, or cancelled at any ! 
Requirements: Smile ad rates are designed to be used by The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability if for any reason 
For Rent: .Business Opportunities 
Entertainment 
Announcements 
individuals or organizations for·personal advertising-birthdays, it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement. 
anniversaries. congratulations, etc. and not for commercial use appr~v:ti:r ~~ :~:~~:;::;~::ti;~SI be submitted and Apartments 
Houses or to announce events. No ads will be mis-classified. 
u.a,oas1001· 
Trude,, boo,,, 4-wlieeb, molornomes, 
1
"s""'6-f0!,oc'------A-C_MC.-, -,..,.clr,-5-,pd..,..., -al..,.c-,1 ~~~~~ti~tedAr:ilr=•:::•~ 
GERMAN SHEPHERDS AKC Two 7 mo 
old female,. Exe SchH/Proleclion 
!W.ijaS: ~O: ~~~• oulo, $1650 Coll J-805·962·8000 E,:J. S-9501. :~Efbcl;,:' ;'l:'h.t~.~:~'.• lo 
86 HONDA PREWot; 5 ,pd, blue, t-:fO:;:. -::R-:S-:'.AL:-::E-:l-::97::-6:-P:-o-nl:-io-c:-Tr-on-,-A-m-l ~,~::::BD~R~M;..:'., :'.'.do_:::se:..:_:lo'.::::c::.'.:am..::'.p~-;;:::,,=5=05::......._S._j 
sunroof. ale, om/Im '°"• I 53,JUUI S2500. Blad:, air. 400 aulo pl,, Rawl;ng,, 9 mo lea.., ci,,ot $700 per 
f,:ji~~~: Bl~~k;T~~s~s·;1:c'D 
~~~s1':ri.:t't';.'ez;~ 
$ I 00 687-4792. A/,o stud 1er,ice. 
highway mi, good cond. S3200 obo. p/b. CaU 532·8408. mo. Poul 8,yont Rental. 457·566.d: 
684·3562. GEO METRO, 1991. Cle-an. 52,000 
POKla PLAYIU lo carpool lo. 
Admiral Ri"erboot in SI. Louis, ex-
change ~reraruro & idea, @ul the 
gcmo Coll 453·7705 A>lc for Mott. 
86 TOYOTA CEUCA GTS, hotdkk, mi, crvi,e conlrol, 48 rrpg, 5·'fl""d, ~~. 4J,~.;, s:~":· :~~ r.: 
2 dr, 5 'f"l, ps, pl,", pw, ale, am/Im, •crim><>n color, $2800. 457°5958: opprociol• __;A __57_ ·7_427. 
sunroof, asking S3475. 549-0948. OOYIRNMINT : SIIZID -
HONDA SPREE 1986, bled:, 
ucelienJ condirion. $400 
Call 932·3857. 
PEAW HERITAGE GUITAR O!"f', 130 
watts, 2 12' Scapion ,peabir,, w/ 
foor,wilch, "'und, greol. S200 
ALSO IBM PS/2 Model 50, 286· I 0 
Hz, w/'XJmeg hard drive, 3.5&51/4 
floppy drive,. J4' VGA color monitor, 
2meg RAM, 5550. 
997·301 I ofter 
c::=MW~~:~:J 
. 91 ESCORT LX, 2 dr, auto, clc, 52995 
89 Pontiac LeMan,, aulo, ale, 52995. 
457•7388. Aulo World. 
85 BMW 318i. 5 ,pd a/c, roof, plw, VEHICLES from $ I 00. Ford,. 
uc cond. $3995. 87 A,:curo red, 5 Mercedes, (o<veHes. che,,y.. Surplus. 
,pd, ale, sliorp, $3750. 457·6964. Buyer, Guide. II 1805·962·8000 
Quality Auto Soles. E,:J, S-9501. 
85 HONDA PRELUDE 5 ,pd, air, om/ 
fm coH, iunroof, clean, runs exe. 
69,x,cx mi. 53150. 549·7835. 
85 MJ,JJ)A 626 LX 2 dr coupe, aulo, MOBILE MAINTENANCE 
ale, l:xxleu. $2450. .Mobile Aulomolive Service, ASE 
87 ESCORT GT whirc, 5 spd, a/c. certified. Vi,o/Mo>letcord occepled. 
reliable. $2500. 457•6964, 893·2684 or !toll Freel 534·4984; 
Quality Aulo Sob. 
BS NISSAN PUtsAR red, auto, a/c, 
stereo. $22.50. 85 CMC Wagon 4 w/ 
d, 5 ,pd, ale, 52250. 457•6964 . 
Quality Auto Soles. 
NEED YOUR CAR. fixed~ Clieopc,1 
price in lawn. F~m lune-ups b molor 
change,. Coll Cficrlie 549·4870. 
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
mechanic. He molt .. l,oo.., calls, 
549·2491, Mobile 525•8393. 
I OXSO 2 BDRM, nc,wfy remodeled & 
localed leu than a mile from campus. 
$2600. 549·8955, leave mcs1,0ge. 
1990 2 BDRM, 2 both, w/d hookup, 
new GE go, dryer, w/ded, in,ulated 
""' bu~d;ng. 457-0305, 684·2419. 
91 Pl.Y/.IOUTHlASEP.RSTuibo,5,pd, 
.;I,.,, ale, am/fm, all powor, crvi..,, 
pb, 40,xu mi. sssooobo,549·4929. 
~~~~SOSAN. 8 '
300
Ho1;1o
2
+A2c'c0ourlod,, low5,pmdi,: 
::9\::~:!~;;t~~N. 7 [3i~,=1 : ~~::JJ.~::.1':ffE la60 •cry 
90 LASER RS TURBO 5 ,pd, 6 'P""k..-
steroo. auis.e, aD options, PC cond. 
57,500 obo. 549-0497 or 684·2291. 
pouonger. $2495. Conlocl Bren! 82 YAJMiiA 650 Special: loob. and TIRED OF MANAGERS TRY THE 
McBricle, Ri .. F-ord, 800·998·7823 "'"' lifce new, only 7000 aduol miles, OWNER, 2 bdrm, c/o, go• heat. 684· 
85 VW GOLF, 4 di, oulo, 120 mi, run> alway> garaged, lull wind,hield & 5446. 
89 MITSUBISHI l'RECJS red, ca,s, ale, 
51995. 85 Te"'f'O Gl 4 dr, aulo, olc, 
58,J<.U, m<. 51995. 457·696'1. 
Ouality Aulo Sales. 
89 MITSUBISHI PRECIS, 4 dr, 4 
cylinder, good mileage and dean. 
52500. 684•3180. 
89 TAUWS GL, gold, 4 dr. aulo. ale. 
cruise, ne,wlires, lsJowner,54,xxxmi. 
warranty till Dec '94. $6350, 549· 
8110 or 453•3192. 
89 lOYOTA COROUA GTS, 5 ,peed, 
a/c, ne,,r, sJereo, new tirm, auis.e, e.xc 
condil;on. 56450 neg. Cofl 549·5173. 
88 CHEVY CORSICA, olc, aD power, 
San)" sound '>"· New Goodyear !ires, 
very depenclalile. 532.50. Caibondale, 
1 ·800·264·2535. page< #8832. 
88 FORD ESCORT IX wagon, 5,pd, a/ 
c. om/fm con, many new ports, ruru 
good. 51450 S49•2101. 
88 TOYOTA SUPRA, 5,pd turbo 
'f'Oiler, lige, lop, all power. 
$8700 neg. Coll 457·3569. 
87 ACURA INTEGRA, 120"""' m;, al 
c. cou, cruise, tih, sunroot ne-N lires, 
very cloon, exc: cond. $4150 obo. Coll 
457•5742. 
good, SI 995 obo. 84 CMC, 2 dr, 4 boclr~; $950 firm. 684·4B36. 
ipd, S1500 obo. 997·8006. 87 HONDA 50CC SCOOTER, red. 
84 CHEVY CITATION, 4 dr, auto, good Runs good. $425. Coll li.h ol 549· 
cond. New battery & lire>. Complete 3460. 
rune·up. $950.549•0487. 91 YAMAHA FZR 600, Perfect 
84 IONDA ACCORD LX, white, 4 dr, condirion, S3l00. can evenings 
5 ,pd, good cond. S1765 obo. 549. 549·9681. 
1736. 87 KAWASAKI NINJA ZlOOOR. Block, 
84 NISSAN 300ZX 5 •pd, T.lop, rum perfect. Wirh occessorie>. 52800. 
80,xxx mi. $2950. 86 Aerc»lor XL, 529·2424 ext 238. 
oulo,'801•7,o/c,80,"-""mi,excccnd. 9.s' KAWASAKI Ninja ZX6. black, 
$3995. 457·6964. 1900 mi., w/ hefmel & a,-,er. $6,000 
Quality Auto Sole.. Coll 457·8625. 
B2 /IMC CONCORD, 90,000 mi, oulo, '19 SUZUKI GS 1000, new ln air lih..-, 
brawn, ••ry good cond, $1500 ron· new chain & bo"ery, coD 687-1830 
neg. CaD 985-4833. alter 3:30, SSOO. 
81 DODGE ARIES 81,000 ml, o/c, B3 YAMAHA VIRAGO 500 ,hofi 
om/Im, good condition, 51000 obo. driwon, good cond; holinol incl. 5700. 
coll 529•5883 ah..- 6pm. _ 687-3732. 
81 HONDA PRELUDE: Some new 92 SUZUKI GSXR·l JOO cusloni poinr, 
~Jt;~~:,;.sa; 529•242.d ext Y01himura race .,.l,ou,i, Siege Ill Jet 
80 PONTIAC PHOENIX 2 m, ,4 cyl; ~ !t~7~1gtl~sts~~~• very 
rum good; nM<l•f>Cinl. $600obo. 86 \lfR 750; red white & blue, many 
684·520d ""~• or i...,,, meuoge. extra,, Ken.er exhaust >y>lern, >loge 3 
:..,,_~t,~~T• V·B; aula, 
1 
.i_•'_ki_r, _s21_so_obo_: _68_7·-18_09_. _ 
549·2421, or 525-8393. 
87 FORD MUSTANG IX oulo, atn/fm, 69 VW CAMPER VM-1, white, fridge 
ale, new lire, & brales. $2600 obo. sink, & bed. N...., e::hou>I. Rum greoll 
529·4219 or 457·7089. S1500 obo. 435-6307. 
87 IAAZDA RX·7 TURBO 11, 5 ,pd. 68 Corr,er!ible Mu>lang; Good ,liope, 
~ s~~ti;~· perfect cone!, $4995 ;4';.~~~· !tW. ;!tor Dove. 
87 TOYOTA COROUA $2450. 457· 1989FORDBRONCOIIICLT,C'dali,,2 
3642. WO, 75,500 mi, garage Ii.pl; dean!, 
87 TOYOTA CEIJCA GT. 97,xxx mi. 5 Con Me at 806 N: .lames, .. 
,pd. 2 dr. alc. ps. can. aui..,, 1987 MERCURY, TOPAZ; .. A· di, ciula. 
exc cane!. 54685, Coll 457•5033. om/lm/,am.olpawar;Sl.450,IDe 
87 TOYOTA CQR!?UA, A/_C, Aula, meuogo A57·5587; 
PS,2nd-,4di,rvmuc,mus1..,Q; l98l'CHEVY· IMPALA, low m~oage. 
S32.50.obo, 549•0296. _,.. good mndition. 529•485J'olter 5pm. 
86 FIERO V6, blodilJ.t; ll¥.,~li . AAA AUIO SAi.ES buy., rrode, & ..,fl; 
P"',a/~-~°"'1~a:ind;' 'cars. See us al605N: llllnoi>or cof11 S3~~'J,!--;f; , · ,- . 549•1331. 
c111uNa ruli•i1tr; 225 s;;.,1; 
Lale Height,, 2 bdrm; c/a, $14,000 
ob,, 457-3344. 
furniture 
BLUELOCKS USED FURNITURE 15 min. 
from campus lo Ma~onclC. Delivery 
avail. 529·2514 or 549-0353. 
KIO HIDOl 1 full !.ize, JO gallon 
CO2 tank, exlro hoolup, lor born type, 
ol keg,. $200 obo. 529·5380. 
JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND USED 
lumilure, C'dale, open from 9om·Spm, 
cb...d Sunday, Buy & ...U: 549·4978. 
MATCHING SOFA, LOVESEAT & 
Chair, brawn plaid: $70 obo. 
549·8310; 
BEDS, AU: SIZES, DRESSER, d..li, tcl,li, 
& choiri; to,fobed. microw~e~ 1o ... esea,, 
wa,he,/dryer, frig, o/c, freezer, 
ca~od, cn"b; s.helf' unil,: TV, cou~, 
lon-p, di,l,e,. 529·387 4. 
NIW PUa,iiTURI~ Lowesl 
prices. BtJ~l l:iedi~ ·c?uchlt1, 
::~li:r::1Li:!J!~~~~t1~d .'.::::~ 
,Outbodi Troding,P011i 51A N! 
~ Mori.et, Mario"' 997•60A6. 
:Auto, Home; 
:a· MQtorcycte 
, : Insurance; 
ipayment plaJ]s 
I Ji1n: Simpson 
, Insurance 
I 
:549-21 (19 i 
INfOOUEST • New and Used Sy.tenu 
PC Rental,, Software, HUGE BBS. We 
Do RCf!Din and Upgrades, 549·34 I 4. 
On the wip. 606 s. IDinoi,. 
TANDY TL2, MONiTOR, leyboord & 
printer. Excellent condirion. 5800. 6lW 
6927. 
l?ets & Supplies 
110 GAUON,UNDER g-;;,.el'fiker a· 
~W~'~t•~~~i~. eq~iprnerit 
ROTTWEllfR PUPS; AKC, Jioli, and 
wonned: Males $325, female,. 5300. 
Rec><ly in ~AA9·2719. -
• OA CONST• ICTOR,babiasl· 
' l.i:,rge, heoltliy and feeding. SI oo: 5d9· 
,34S4; . . __ _ 
3 HAND·FEO CCX:KATIEtS, 550 ea. 
One hond-fedParrolett, 5100. 
Coll 568· 1707 alter I :30 p.m. 
.AKC ROTTWElfR PUPPIES & Coclcer 
puppies. 542•8282, airer 5pm coif 
542·5283. 
MICE PINKIES & FUZZIES 5.75 
eoch, Cage, reduced all 1ind•· bird, 
rabbit ferret, dog, elc. Solt & 
freshwater lisli, larg,, wpply, We 
buy We lrode, Hardware & Pel> 
1320Walnut, 
Murpl,y,boro 9 om-7 pm M·F, 9 
om·6 pm Sot, 12·4 pm Sun. 687· 
3123. 
Ala CONDnlONIRS 
5000 BTU 595, 10,000 BTU $145, 
21,000 BTU Sl95, 24,000 BTU S245. 
Guoronteed 90 days. Coll 529·3563. 
OUEEN·SIZE WATERBED, good 
condition. 5150 obo. 529•1324 a,1 
forJim. 
POSTI• SALi. Bi99e,r and be,1 
,election. chco.., from over 2000 d;f. 
fercnl image,. aoc1t, OLD 
~nu I Maner, Dali, Van Gogh, 
P1couo, Es.c.her., Holiue, Wrth and 
hundreds morel, MOYII POIRU, 
~D•s, IPOaTI,. SCINIC 
UJlDSCANS, M~IC, DANCI, 
lltllNO, PlalONALITJIS 
(Sin.tein,James Deon,Mon1ynMonroe, 
Aruel Adam,, and o!l,enJ. MOST IM· 
AGES ONLY S6, $7, or,d SS_eochl Sec 
u, al NAU OP PAM• SQUA• Ji • 
STUDilttCINn•- ISTROOa 
• souril ucau,o•- MON• 
DAT auous1 2MID 
. TNROUON• HIDAY, AUGUST 
26'111. 1lie ...... ·" 9 ••• 
: .... Thi, ia1e i, .,,.,ruor..i by nu. 
DINTC•-n• cun SNOP. 
l·Allsllle~ i 
:-·~-.:_~:-~-
! • ,4uto 
\ •' Homeowners· 
· •·Life, 
Katlierine 
. 11t!11edict, 
'1:JOl'fEI: lln!v~rsity 
· : 54&-8899,. 
.INaU.RAN'~.E. 
. . . . Autc,1 -........ All! Drivers . · 
Health] .,:.~ ...... ,Short & l!.ong:Term1 
-Motorcycles,&, Boats, 
Home&, Mopile~Homes 
-AVA~·· 
1[1~4tf,'1~'1c;• SCARED Of NEIGHBORHOOD~ We,1• 
,;di, oole &· secure, 2· bdrm; 2 bath, 
68A·5446; 
. .., 
. -- I •-4 --•• _. ____ ,. _______ .._ ___ ..___ - -- - - -
I I. 
! 
Augusl 26, 1994 
BUYING AND SElllNG old comic 
bool., P4chnepo~cord11 mc:wieposJen., 
military & po~ticol itom,. See Jim odcn 
at IIlinoi, Center Moll ROOMMATf FOR 2 BDRM TRAILER, 
B/19/94 through 8/28/9.s. c/a, d/w, 1 1/2 bath, cledc, doie to 
BA• OAIN CINTH INFANTS, SIU, NICE! $200 neg. 549-9U7. 
children & aduks resole cbthing. FEMAlf SUSIEASER NEEDED, to .hare 
2.5% i.tudcnt d;r.cc<Jnl. 687•2048. 2 bdrm troilor loll and spring iemester. 
NICE USED SIKES, TV,, VCR,, Sl.!2/mo waler and iewer induded. 
microwavei, s.tereos., ph:)ne,, mini- Loil 3 months ore 1 /2 price. 529-3099 
C
lri
0
da,, "'. 
1
,
2
m
00
u~~alMia~"n'". 
5
~:'
6
\
9
~.idwei.t or (708)830-6738. 
,.l, FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to ,hare 
=========I newer 2 bdrm oporlmonl. S225. 687• 
.!526, leave meisogc. 
' MALE SEEKS OPEN MINDED 
roommolo, for a furn trailer, S 150/mo, 
BICYCLI PAITS° CHIAP. l.a,.n include, all util, w/ d, o/c, cable. 549. 
mower engine, by the hundreds 5318 or 549-8740 poigcr. 
TWO•SEDR<XJM '¥', Townhou..-
style, WmJ Mm SI. Office 711 S. 
Poplar SI. CaD only be1w..,., 0900 
om & 1130 am, & 0130 pm & 
· 0500 pm. Shown by oppoinlmenl 
only. Call .!57•7352. Apb are 
acrosi !.free! from campu, north of 
Communicalions Building. 
TownhoulC•.iyle, no one above or 
below you. May. lea .. for ,ummer 
only or Fall & Spring only. Cal 
permitted. Central air & heal. 
Owner dom no1 pay water. gas., or 
electricity. furni,.l,ed or unlumi,J,ed. 
Summer S230 pe, month, Foll & 
Spring regular price $490 per 
month. 
NICE 3·4 !!ORM AT 603 N. Oatdond. 
Hardwood Roars, w/ d, large yard. 
Avail now. S600/mo plui depo,il. 
.!57-0193. 
307 LYNDA, 2 SDRM, c"'J>I'", loundry 
room & w/d, cule, $400/mo, 529· 
3S13. 
CLEAN 3 BDRM, a/c, w/d, d/w, 
ka~20~ r.~a:;!i'.!~2.°2l.""'· 
~~~~~,d~ .. i~;.,~~ 
icrecned parch, SSOO/ma, Firi.t + 
loi.t • damage. Pel roq No pol,. 
Avail r<>W. 549·5991. 
NEW! NEVER LIVED IN belorel 
Cambria. Wo,her/dryer. 2 bath,. 
$400. Beoutilu1. 549-3850. f;~•~?;' ~~~\r:·~· ~a~~~ LARGE 2 BDRM opl, ck.le lo canpu•, 
... 
M_o_n_on_. _99_7·_60_A_6. ___ ___,, f ;1s40S...pl~m ~ 662.3081 _ 2 BDRMS, living room, kitchen, bath, ~-------~ 4 • D• M, neor campus, totolly furn, near campu,. FaTVSpring S295/ _________ remodeled, ,..-~ • le• , calhedrol 
------,---,---1 SINGLE MOM TO .hore brand new, mo. Summe, S 180/mo. 529·.!2l7. SEVERAL 2 and 3 BDRM, cbie to SIU, ceilings, hardwood lbon, 1 l! bath,. No !',~~ft.t! ! ~;, ~':;;/~a7) ~/:. ;~rm; t';~~ilt~~;'0"7.• MURPHYSBORO HOUSE, W/ 2 BDRM Peb OK. RB Rental,. 684-5446. pets. From $760/mo 549·3973. 
Page·23,r'J 
t-cw lfASING FOR loll & winier, 
,uper nice ,ingle,, doubles & 3 
bdrm located one mi from SIU. Furn, 
noturol g,n furnace, a/c, carpeting, 
well '!'aintained. Special rcte, ol this 
time. Wa,l,e,- & dr,··-. available. 
Conlod IDinoi, Mobile Home Rental 
833-5475. 
MOVI IN TODAY 1 potion 
trailer. 2 mi ea'1 C'dole. 10 ~ SO, 
a/c. $140/mo. 529·3581. 
A BETI IF YOU CAN AFFORD 5600/ 
mo renl, )'Ou'U renl thi, l 6.S0 3 bod, 2 
both rnob1e home. Rel.,ence, required. 
529-4444, 
AGREATDEALI. 2bdrm, 12W S180· 
250. 2 bdrm, I,! W $275-350, 3 
bdrm, 14 W $375-450. Pet, OK. Rent 
now for lhe best deal,. 
CHUCK'S RENTALS. 529-4444. 
Sun, 9-5. Dralen want.,tl. 684• ROOMMATE WANTED TO s.horo 
4 
op!, Gving room, dining room, $260/ ENGtAND HTS, 2 bdrm, country 3 •D• M E. College, remodeled, 
3119 or 684-2842. bdrm home, walk lo SIU. $225 plu, 1/ ::Ucl'J; ~i!:s1'ts~ 3::;: ~ .:!::I;e1~M.:. ~tc~n· ,";/. t'~~~~o7".:. t;~59t~lo ~~-1 .!r;,, s?!~.:11t ~m:::: 
~~~t~ ~:b~~~9:;7tti u,cu, hou,.. for $400/mo. 687-2.175. 7337 or .!S7-8220 after 5 p.m. 2BEDIIOOMS WEllKEPT . II to ll I _A_S7_·_52_66_. _____ _ 
-----c::--,-=-=---;-1 plM'IIOROf I SDRMTI • leo,e & dap, op· CArooRmTERw/Vlllf~raWT _J..ng• D&alM,·r'; e,eotce, carpet, furn, do, !l'" i,.;~;vaili:n ~:J ~E\\I 4 wi~Mle hori'ii. 
GRADUATE SiUDENT LOOKING or iance, um, ca 684-6775. cameo -• eplo term. 549·2313. corpe1Jc!~'.~t:,'m~:~.N6 
:':P:t~!dr !~!.\~~'?,,;;~~I~ 1 & 2 BDRMS, nkely oppoin1ed, near llua•r:tly ~g","f ~ th, ~.clgar,g_a_r~50, grmoeol. HOUSES, LG ond ,mall, very doie lo pet,, cbie to SIU. 529-1324. campus., reasonable, many eJdrcs, no •- l"IX'lmooa '°' ,i1Q I/ A ·1 A 15 5,49 317 
529.5494. pet,, .!S7-5266. laaie option palStble. S49-3973. ~;:~ul~::.~. · • ,i SUMMER & FAll. 2 bdrm, clean, quiet, 
~~~f!1~~:!'.'~~~o\to: 2 BEDROOM, APl'I., waler, trmh, no ~!51rDct!. 'r.,~~:,'~'::ci :,f ========= ;:~.'t~~~=eco~;. f;;j.9~ 
Call .157-8511 or 529-1077. ::;~;i,l~~ ... t~f· $'VO/mo, .s mi $720/mo. 985-8208. :~~1o1rfu~~r~= c~ modelsovai1529·1329. 
=r~h~w/J,E~!t~ci::~ NIW 2 •DllM. Ala• 3 ... & 1, 2 OR 3 BDRM newly remodeled no pet,. 5.49·4808 (9AM-10PM). 
$215/mo + J:: util. 2 bloclu lo SIU. Call C li•r• ew• ll• lil• ••••••• $~~i~0:./IT~l~.5;J.~12;'d• a/c, 
.!S7·2623, a.k for Jell. Fu111l•h•·• Ce• 1 ... 1 •Ir, law "'""....,.="".,..,.,c--:--=-=----i-:---:-c:- HOUSE FOR RENT • .!57-28S2. 
MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE SAlEI Sat, 
~,$rd,:~: Johnson Sam•~ No 
GIANT ANNUAL CHURCH YARD & 
boke iola. Fri & Sat, 8·2, mmer Rt. 
~SI S & W Monroe. Household item,, 
furn, lof', clothe,, miic. All proceeds lo 
miWon. 
PERSON TO SHARE aup• r • lee ,1 utAltl••· ,._ .. fr•• c••pua ~c~ss~f ~~.ci'hlui.ivf.,W. GRAD STUDENTS PREFERRED 3 bdrm 
bdrm houie. doie lo compu,.S220/ •• Ml• St. f· nl I r. ·-f, 'I 1/ '°"9. 11' in rural M'boro. Coll 687-2157 or 
mo+ ,.l,are utils. 549-3973. Call SH-USC. i:;:!c_a;:t si°1s6J::•s;A~54~f~ y _89_3_·4_56_4_: _____ _ 
1 BDRM, LARGE living room and 
kitchen, ,moll quiet poi\, no pet,. 
549-0491 or 4S7-0609. 
FRI & SAT BAM-~ • .d lamily ycrd iole. ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE APTS, NOUSIS, & TUILSU 
2106S.nio1Dr.Furnilura,cbthe,,toy., preferred.,! bdrm bricl ranch home. Cloie to SIU. 1,2,3, bdrm, summer 
2 can, miic. Goad bcalion, w/d, a/c, all util incl. or loll, furn, 529-3581 or 529· 
FAil .! SLKS lo campus, well ~..,i,3 
bdrm hou,e, ale, w/d, 12 mo 
lease, no pet,. 529•3806 or 684· 
5917"'"'· 
14x70 2 LARGE BD:l.MS, 2 both, 
central air, Mira nice, good bcotion, 
. 549-0491 or AS7-0609. 
5 FAMILY SALE. 1.,,1, of kilchen and $175/mo. 684-2475, leave me"oge. 1820. 
bdrm lurn~ure. Woslw,/dryer, kid", ROOMMATE WANTED TO .hare 3 .__ _______ __, 
cbthe,, camera,, bike, miaowave and bdrm houie + 1 /3 utittie,. ,! 15 W 
more. Fri 12·.S, Sat 9·2. 107 S. Rod, 1 Monroe. ill-0149. NEW fD NI~~ and 3 ~~ -----------c FROST MOBn.E HOME Porl., 2 bdrm, 
Apts & Houses Furnished 
U-Pay Utilities 52~3581529-1820 
block coll of Tower Rd. l ROOMMATE NEEDED to .hare nice ~Co ?''t 2 ;2;~~• I, 529. A BETl IF ~~ ~ ~~ ~ furn, gm, a/c. A57-892.S. ~ m 3bdf!il2S.Wlfl 63J-
:=-.21}1';;1!ho~57-~~;:- s2so mK llpoy. . or • i:u:~Rel«.:.c:"'req]rad.529·.d-'44. ~:l~v::li~~ciu:~~ i:t:t'; 
C'D"'YARDS"' Sat 8/27 a am -==..,.,,,====="""' M'BORO, LARGE APT in brick house 3 !!ORM, 2bluliomRecCirnler. lirm, ..,,,,..,..,,. •.. au·,~Af--..1.--, 
2p:corner of\Y Schworiz & S t~c .. ·-... ~.-.. · .. ··. ~s. · .. ·u_ .._b _ 1.f::7. a.s. e.•· •.··· .. · .. ·· .. · .... '.I for 2-3 penon,. Wole, and lro..h incl. no pet,. 529-3581 or 529·1820. ;;Ji;~. ~ .... ·;,:7.n:..; laco!ion,, 
Forrei.t, lob of furn, hou..hold i1em,, & _. . " ~- A/C, w/d, ""-& dep,>it, S400/mo. COUNTRY DUPLEX, ori 2 acre,, 1 No Af,poinlmenl Neceuory. 1, 2, & 3 
much more Ev,rything must go No dog,. 68.d-6058. bdrm, 8 min lo moll, ca1heclro1 et111ing, bed ho So No Pet, 
. . FAUSUBLEASER, male/female, Sl 70/ ============:; I ,liding patio dr in kitcJ;..,, S285 incl Ro=~~,::;, P:l. 2301 s: 
r:~~Ai:Nl~~:~;;a;~~: roo + I /5 util. Super·nice. 529-4136. • INTAL UST OUT. Come by heat & W<Jlor. No pet>. 549-~973, rtlinoi• Ave,. 549•.!713 •• Gliuon 
215A Ea,t Grand Avenue, Cartcrvale. LARGE l BDRM APT, furn, a/c, cci,le 508 W. Oak lo pie!, up Iii.I, ne.! lo s HOUSE r / · fiea Mobile Home Par!., 616 E. Par!. St., 
lllinoh. Clothe,, miicellaneou, item,, reody, for la1V,pring, 529-1776. liont door, in box. 529-359 1. !, :;:'cb,e lo .~.;•,~A~~ifA'ug 1;'. _.s57_·6,...40_5_. -----,----=-
_e1c._Ca_,J,_o_nl_y! ______ 
1 
Wf'=~= •¼ • .!S7-7337. 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED, CARl'fTED, 
C'DALE YARD SALE 802 S ..lohnion J Apartments DESOTO IS WORTH tlie drivel'. 2 5 SDRM, ilESIDE REC cenler (406 E. nice yard, clo,o lo caonpu,, lea,e, 
3M51GS.Pcpa,17 
2bdt605WCa-;• 
2bdr516S.P~• 
Apartments 
2bdr512S wa11,1 
2t>Clf'.t02SGt&Mm 
lbClr~S.Gt&l'\L-:i•S. 
~ 
2bef61IWW•l'lut 
1bG1C.lbO,c,w.-eEw11tc. 
1 w, .a:-s.S Walh~~ 
.... 
,o:r-
.,.. 
Sal 8-?. Miaowave, water ·w, a/c: ll',.,.,,,,,_,. bdrm,, o/c; only $320 monthly. 457, Stoi<cr), w/d, d/w, porche,. No pets, depc»it, no pet,. Ca9529·19.Sl. 
kitchen item,, clothe,, bos.obaTI card,. OUD STU DINTS " • IF, lg. ell 3321. liri.t·Tai.t dap., rel,. SBOO/FoO. 
op1,, !um, a/c, near campu,, quiet, 1·800·42_3:2902. 
~;!D Dr~B.iA~:ri/r~rn7t~e~ 
529-3581 BRYAHl529·1820 
cbthc.s, lrucl, mi.s.c. 
S200 Foll/Spring. CaU 4S7·.!422. NOISY NEIGHBORS A PROBLEM? 
IFFICIINCY APH, furn, near ~::'e1;tJ:.'~!.'sA~~ & crickel 
~::Ws';;~~;;:t~~:2~~ 95· WEST SIDE, SAfr & SECURE, c/a. go, 
FU• Ni 4 •D~; newly decorated, 
INDOOR YARDSALE. da,..;c CO<Jnlry 
Sat, Aug 27th, 9•4pm, Pieo,e call 867• 
3211. 
1r m---~~-~' - if ru_., ...•.::t 
1, 2, & 3 BDRMS, Houie,, Apt,, and 
Trailen. C'dole, M'lioro, Co!orville, and 
Herrin. All clean and nice o,nditioo. 
529·2566. 
SPACIOUS JU• N STUDIO 
APTS with large living area, 
""°rate kitd,en and lull both, o/c, 
laundry lacilitiu, free parking, 
quiet, coble available, close lo 
campu•, m3ml on prerni...,. lincoln 
Village Apb, S. 51 S. ol Plea,anl 
Hill Rd, 549-6990. 
ClEAN, QUIET, SUPER-NICE 2 bdiin 
oportmenl, clo$e lo campus, some 
utilitie, inclu,:..t 684-6060. 
, CARBONDAlf • NICE 2 BDRM, 
unfurni,hed duplex cpor1men1,. 
Cle~ to Canpu, at 606 E. Par!., 
PA• K "LACI DO~, ~ulel, air Call l-893-4737. 
conditioned room,. All util ind. Junior/ ;============; 
~rthill~s~!;t:ifed, I blk to SIU. FAll .d Bl.KS TO Ca"1"'s, well kept, 
'PRNATE ROOMS, FURN, util. Shored ~bd;,~~i;;;;~d~:
2
~-~ 
bo1h & kitd,en, Neor campu,, Summer 
~,~'!':t ;o,;!;;~t:"' hool.·up, 
~~~-~m:'ie':!' ;ir"ss~5~ 
mo. Paul Bryant Reritat. .4S7•5664. 
i • INT FAU Wol1t to SIU, 2,3,4 
bdrm, furn or unlurn, carpel..!; no 
pet,. 549-4808 (9AM-I0PM). 
WISTOWNI UU; 2 lx!im, 1 l! 
bath, o/ c, qui,., r.ia1, Year lease, dap. 
No per,. $435/mo. 529·2535. 
NEWLY REMODELED ROOMS, 2 avail, 
furn", lg living area" & litchen< & 
both•, microwave, w/d. Walking di,-
tonce lo canpu,. Call 549·0221 for 
appl. 
JUSTUSTID 
Nice ooe bdrm 605 W. College, furn, 
carpet, a/c. 529·358 l or 529· 1820. 
fir.:~ 1siu!t':w::~ii.s27. 
.SSDRMW/D,c/ii,heot;S660/mo.1• 
833-S807. 1 bdim Ioli apt, .hare util; 
12 mo leaie; S180/mo, 3 bdrm, 2 
bo1h, w/di deck, S555/ma, 549· 
131S. 
....... :.. 
... , ....... . 
.. , . ,. 
. . .. . . ., ... 
. - , .. 
a1NTAL un OUT. C.Ome by 
S08W,Oak1opid,up lill,ne>dlo 
lronl door, in box. S29-3581. 
S250, Fall/Spring $770. 529-.1217, 
529-3833. 
C-DAlE, NEWLY REMODELED, fur• 
ni,J,ed bedroom,. clean non·,moking 
grod,/p,olenional, preferred. 5200· 
$250/ mo. 529,3723. 
~u'!!'i~e~!~~~"!,~ ;!:1; f---,---,....----..,.....~f---W!~~!l!l?:'c:-.,.,.,...~--'--=---'-I I! 
borh. 405 E. college. 529·22A1. 
u.• . • ••••• .. • 
LAIGI, CLIAN, P• IYATI room 
adjacenl lo corr-pus, coble & util incl. 
Shore kilchen, bath. I•• 
ternatlonal stu•e• .. 
welcome. 529°3246. 
ROOM IN YOGA HOUSE. Near 
campu,, vegelarian kilchen. S l 65/ mo 
util ini:I. Non·,mol.er. 4S7·602~. . 
A SETI IF YOU CAN AFFORD $600/ 
mo rent, you'll renl thi, 16.S0 J bed; 2 
both apt. Reference, required. 529• 
.!444. 
NEW. SPACIOUS 2 bdrm. Country 
,e1ting. 5 min from conpu,. \Vith many 
C>dra,. Sorry, no per,. 529·4500. 
LA• OI 2 IIOOM Apt. On Cali 
St., woad lbori, cledc, ,hady yard; 
$170/••· No pet,. 549-3973. 
fie· 'njo!Ja.ft ~oat w-~,tiivra. ·,rwi/ 
TIPS' 8· TBA'lf. 
SIIDPPI:: 
:• 811fE.11eill· 
FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM 
402i E. Hesta--:-·-
nvo ffEDROOM 
41iE.Free.;,an 
520 S. ~aham 
509¾.S. Hays 
402¾E.~_utu 
903 Unden 
515 S. Logan 
612 S. Logan 
612¾ s. Log1111 
, 404¾ S; University 
334 W. Walnut •2 
402¾ W.· Walnut• 
THREE BEDROOM 
503-S; Beviiridge - -
*407 W. College •5• 
THREE BEDROOM 
515 S, Lagan · -;; 
614 S; I,ogan 
505W.Ollk. 
300 N; Oal<land• 
503 S, Unlv,....ity 
402¾ W, ~eln.ut · 
FOUH BEDROOM 
501 S: Beveridge 
503·5, Beveridge 
110· W: College 
500S, Heys 
507S, Hays 
5US,Hi,ys. 
614 S, Logan, 
1505W,O• k. 
I 402.w, w..i_nulJ 
FIVE+ BEDROOM 
411 E. Fn,aennm 1 • 405 Si ~ridge 
511 S, Hays. 510 S, Beveridge 
3!6 Unda SL 512 S. Beveridge (Opan,• ;.S,10...SpJII) 1'11r.'IW',16tff.--1tt\ 903 Unden 710.W;Coltege' 
Ii 
' - =~~~"' 402.W; Walnut·· ~---1~~~·~~ --- . ·----~--•---- Best,Selections inJown1 I Available Nbwl;• 5294082 i 
•-• .•.T•'••~. •••"'Tr j .- • .-"'"' ~ •, • • •·•••••••✓ r,-"l"J"W·t-, • • •·• •• , .. • ,....,,_..._._•·• • • •,. • • • • • 
NOW RENTING 
:stop• by our office and pick 
I up our ljsting of rentals! · 
Bonnie Owen 
Property Mgt. 
529-2054 
816 E. Main 
IIINSIGNIA - .... -,:...aur:,.'Tc,(IJr 
~: 
ll.:.l1 
EQUAU HOUSING. 
OPPORT~N.IU 
• P.o(?I 
• Tennis ~urt · 
• Weight Room: 
• t.aundry. Room1 
~ Patios 
• Dishwashers. 
• Snu_1ll P.ets AIIQwed' 
• lllll111.1t~s,to,Cdmpus 
• Flexlt>le ~e~se T~rms 
•.F1.1rnlshedior 
Unfurnlsh~C,r 
•1',2,3·and1 
4· B,ed.rooms• 
Lewi's Parle Apart1De11t~ 
~~~,- .. , '. 
800 E. Crand 
457-044b 
Page!21b:,··• 
·1wOBDRMS22512x.55."1 singleor 1 MENTAL HEAllH DAY TREATMEN1 HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS, 
:tr:..~~;:i~~i. ~~t;·;;=~ d;n,~=~:-::;-:; .!,aft~ ;::~~:,,, "t.~· a1ft~k:-.:pply in 
:.:.~~ 13. 549·6612 or 549•3002 ti:~~~!io:::,:::r:~?::: DATA ENTRY OPERATORS/GOOD 
helot h 'red TYPIST needed for jobs in the Marion 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS ~~d re;~;::. ~~::.::,~r:~,j area, Hrs are 7am-3:30pm, 4pm-
~1=~~.fl~r~~i~dl t':i~~:b~ui~ coo,dinalor. JCCMHC 604 E. Cofloge, ~!:';.. 4e~0 ~~1~;~ 
avoiloble. Exaillen1 locolionl Silualed t..'.:•~1~~~-le,IL 6290l.Deod-
1 
_o_4_14_eoe_. ___ ----,--,---,-
~~!1J :ti =p~~ ~ _W_E_W--'-ILL-PA_Y_c_""l"' _ s _or_gan_':-,zol--:i-ons BARTENDER. Doy,. Female preferred. 
~:i~t~~i !!~!1:m,ii f~::~~!1.~t~~:::DA t° ..~T:~ ~~L4::3i: 
i:1 & coot:.; i, a llal ral~ of $50 per for Fall '94 dales. 
mon1h. 9 mo lea.o. No peb. 549·6612 -G-YM_NAST _ IC_S_&_D_AN_CE___ ~:';'&~~-
day, 549·3002 nigh1. INSTRUCTORS NEE~. Call Mo<f,ower T"""°rory Services al 
2 BDRM I0XSO, gos, w/d ind,$175/ Call 997-3505. .457-041-4. 
'"°rec.~06$2501/2 .. E S:,:"'.a-i's-~9't'u5~ -.. - ... --m.uc---•• -.-_-SEll_TR_IP_S, SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE 
EARN CASH & GO fREEIII Slud.nl COORDINATOR. ParMime/lull•limo 
FURNISHED TRAURS lor IWII or oole Travel Sc.vice i, now hiring eamp,. )'l'·R>und pooilicn awail lor SCHOOL 
near eampu,. Chari.. Walk,ee, No 3 rep, .. enlaliveo. LowHI ral"' lo AGE CHILD CARE COORDINATOR. 
Roxanne Court. "57•7995. Jan10iea, Cancun, Do)tono & Ponamo ~.:i,Ji,,nwi:,. ''!'i::t:~ ~~ t"ij 
2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, $1.40-200. CiiyS-,d,, Coll 1-800-6.48·"'849. ~- during !he SUIMllf mo._~ 
~:r \0 ~~ntm"'9~.U~-2;~ r~~ ~~gr~: ~~!~1:-n'.~! ~ ~ ;;.,,"'t:&~~ 
1539. ·lernship• & praelicuum, aloo ovoil, Par¼ Di>lrid'• lian..l .cl.,.,t age ch,1d 
2 BDRM, 2 &.\TH, e/a, firoploee, gas cheek with )<lur clopa,tmenl. Sound eare program, KIDS KORNER. 
heat, P•" ok, $350/mo. 549.5535 _ea_re_.i_57_·_56_4_1. __ .,..---,.---,- Appieanl', mu'1 be al lea,1 21 yrs of 
oher 5:30 or leave meuoge. GIANT aTY LOOGE i• hiring for lhe :zJ":t,'.!io~~:. =~~ 
SINGLE STUDENT HOUSING following pooilion.: SERVERS, an ad- 1h 
Fumi.hed, $185 for 12molec.e, $125 ~:tr: .. fo~~~~~kl'm~,":..:i ~,~Jo;' rid.-':':"~~,.~ 
~-;~1'. & lraJ, induded. No p•b. •ome experience is preferred. dHeriplian ore ava'il al I~• Park 
__________ , BUSBOYS, CERAMIC ~~:•~~-~t:".c~tn~~;,2i:l-
!,!,:g:\~i!~t, 
1
:2~~;.,~'\n:: ~~~E;!!!!i~~~~h~~,:_°CC:.°k: Filled. E.O.E. 
wol.,. and Ira.Ii. No pel•, 549·2401. ing uperienee is required. Looking lor lHE CARBONDALE PARK DISIRICT i,· 
• IIUMU, • IIIIMII, lho1 bmt 
represenl )'OU, SAME DAY SERVICE. 
.457-2058, o.l. lor Ron. 
lHESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
From f>"'po.al lo final drah. call A57-
2058 for a free CJA>I. AJr. for Ron. 
eci~?'~.a;.-::~,t~~ 
~r.'!~·=:1 .. \1lse9_ 
STUDENTS SA.VE UP TO SO'- on ooll, 
~= ~.7, ~~~97."ld, Bo• 368 
Wo•DI•...._~ 
T )'Ping and Word Processing 
C.o...,i.t. Resume Same .. 
Ediling: APA-Turabian-G. School 
I.mer, f"'1; 7 day./week 
457•····· 
nan 1• CAIi IIOCTOll Mobo1e 
meehanie. Ht m.,.. hou .. ea1i.. 
5A9·2.491, Mol,ilo 525•8393, 
vnncAL • IIUTUUI• .... cn•••• .......... ._ ... 
.. "'···· ......... ,:r,.. 
••perliaN.549-9198. 
--~.,. o. ~ ........ ,. .. ....., 
~.:,!iitu:"et" ~~J::ns~;',:: 
tK,n fm. Pug. & wiee mail [!:.ii f-J 
(6181325-2-453, OlliceASi'-1118. 
Fgvptian 
~Jed 
S.36-331:ll 
. You·n~e 
: .taking! a 
step i'n 
the right 
, direction 
t 
i: 
.... 
I 
The Word 
is Out! 
The D.E 
Classifieds 
1
Reaps Results! 
Call 536"'.3311 
GIANf SJ'EP UP IN1 
MOBD..EHOME _: 
LIVING · 1 BDRM, nicely furn, near campu,, sharp people who am worl. and will. ciccepling applicolion, for ..,b'1itule · WANnD1 We buy mosl TV,, VCR,, 
_rea;;:;;,o;;:;;nabt=e;;:;;,;;:;;no;;;;pel=•·;;:;;457;;:;;·;;:;;5;;:;;266=. =:;; I _co_ll_4_Sl_-4_9_21_. ----~ do:• care workers & fumbling '1areo,, """1)UIOn, air a,ndmo,,.,., 
- NEW COMPANY RECRUITING direct inslroclon.Applicalionmoybemodeol microwov .. worlingornol.-457-7767. 
WALK ro c.&M•u11 
p,1., .. .,, •u•••• •• •••• a 
... , ........... .,, .. 
• I Nl•cre .. Mull• N• •e 
P• rk, 1 000 I P• rlk SI. 
Price, • t• rt el $240/•• 
fw , o ••· I•••· Office 
heur• 12-S ••••·•••• 
Schllll• s ·····••J' 
M• 11•1••••• 549-o• •s. 
529-2054. 
marlteling a,nsubonl, & managemenl ~ i~.~~~i~i ~~:~•u~:li~:r WANnD • ltOKIN A/C'• ; 
~';,~~;,fj;:t• will 1,ain, Box E.O.E. ~&; c:":u =•~""."• aloo riding 
::::~1.:t~1:2;~57::j; :~:~~~yin ::.:~R!~~i~1 :1~•r r~H.I ~ •rP_OOI lo 
in penon al 1he Molly-0 Dopol, 1701 Penny Pub. Fri 1-4. cha:; t,:.:::.ro al '?dee,~ :.:~•, ';/;.; 
.,. 
.... Sli'.I I I 
Walnut, M'boro. HELP WANTED: QMRP, coTI game. CaTI 453-7705. 
KITCHEN HELP NEEDED, apply in per· 542'5421 for deiaib. BUY & SELL LADIES' & MENS' 
ES!~~~it!~~J~~: lllfoilfft:iH•fi(jm,11, ~L~~~5~;f9~~ Fa.hK,m. 
$363.60. Sel172 lunny a,llogo T-,hi,t, BUY - SELL· TRADE - APPRAISE 
- prolit $365.60. Ri,k-f,.,.. Choo,.. •ASIIIAIL CA•DI 
from 19 de,igno. Free cololog 1 ·800· EARN SOLID INCOME OlD • NEW· SPECIALlY ITEMS 
'i' ' NICE, SMAil. 1 penon, 8..:J0, doan, 406-S. Wa,l,inglon $140/mo, 529• 1820 or 529-3581. 
lWO IARGE AND 1 """"• o/c, omcll 
court, fumiJ..ed, rem.oncble, ihode. 
A57•2862. 
700-4250. A,si,tmg di>1nbu1K,n of wild, organic HUGE SELECTION • BEST PRICES 
product. Port-lime and eam enough lo $ $ INSTANT CAIN $ $ Wh 
FEMALE ATTENDANT fOR Di,obled relire in t,,,o yeon, musl be inleTiigenl, . en yo U 
woman. Wor\ morning, afle""'°~' & and employed or .iudenJ. ~'si~:.1f~os. . . 
Sol. 549-4320 leave meuoge. 1-800-700-923S. COINS pl ace a 
~Erf~~o~~~E~a~~a~;o; ~~1i~;~~~i;;~~ l~•tt·(t@llJilJWli 1~E,;~i:it1mEs, i • 'classified ad 
COUNTRY LNING 2 bdrm, 1 both, _22_4_1·----..,..,...,---,-.,, QUICK PRO TYPING, reo>onable 821 s. ILL AVE 457·6B3L with, the 
pe1,OK,3miSouthofC'dcle.S235/ CHILD CARE, 6 mo old boy, 10:15 price,,1hesi,,di.....-ta1ion>,rewmes,je1 
: : ~~::. on quiel .haded ;;;;~C: f~j f~mA;-"rM~0thur, ox• print..-, fa,1..,.ico. Colhy 457•4861. 
bt, w/d hoolup, fum, near Rec Or, no OUTDOOR WORK /.\!DIANO HILLS •~==, •-~~• 
pel>. 457-7639, golf eourse. Hours 7:00 om-noon. No 806 W. Main, C'dole, 529•3456 
16 X 60, BRAND NE\Y, fum. telq,honeeolb plea.... Divorce,, reo,onable feo•. Auto 
2 bdrm, 2 both, w/d hook-up. DELIVERY PERSON, mu'1 hava good accideni., ,lip end lofl,, ando1h..-
N0 PETS. $400. cor,owninwrance,neal,A""''\,lehoun, per.anal injury bo,ed upon recovo,y. 
12 x 54, 2 bdrm 205. All localed in opplyinpe,.an,Ouolro,Pizza, Tra:licanderiminalmoHen.licen..din 
,pociou, Reed •lotion mobile home 222 w. F,eeman. IL end /K)_ lnilial eonwbation free. 
pork. 10 mi_n. lo 9U. Wal..- & Ira.Ii FEMALE PERSONAL CARE attendonl DAN'S MASONRY & Wolerproofing, 
poid. lso,e. Call 457-8511, ,-ded for early morning, and nigh!,. Bo,emenl/foundalionrepoiripecioli!'•· 
529-3273 or 529-5480. For more info coll 549-720S. !!ricl, bloc!., concrele. Floon l,.,eled: 
WHAl A DEALI S165. 2 Bdrm,. ASSIS1AN1SWIMCOACHwontedlor 937-3466· 
Corpe!. Air. Nice Par¼. Hurry. Mu>I >oo. Monon Mo~iru Sw;m Team. s.,;mming POOLS by DAN lnground pools our 
549•3850. e,penence required, peviou, cooching ,peciolty. A.1>o alx,;e ground pool,. 
uperionee preferred. Salary Call 9J7-3.466, anyli!"", 
C'DALE,AVAllNOW, 1 bdrm, 1 both, ;,,"t!~~ =re;:•:~ 1:u;~ HORSE BOARDING al Shy•Moc Farm, 
~;,.m2•:'~~~';jJ'.'f"'I•• 1995. ,end mume, and let1er• of ~~tfo'_.iure, lOminfromeo"l"'s. 
rclerenees lo M,. Diane Richey, 518 S. 
1 BDRM, a/e, furn, cb>e lo eon-.,u,, 9 Mor1«'1, Marion, IL 62959. Af,plia,lion IAYI THOUIANDSII' 
mo. lecne. wah.-/lra"1 ind. deadline i, Sepl 9, 1994. The Morion Creel;, cords 7-12%. i,,...;.e>I ineounlry. 
$175/mo. 5"'9·8342 & 525-5334. Ma~ir., have c,,e, 100 ..,immers and Corrplelaca!obg. $5. Thecrodit .aurce 
troditionoRywinlhelrleogue60Chyear. TCS Box 15~ SI Ncple>, Fl3J939. 
Winneuonlynaedapply. DAYCARE IN MY HOME, b1, of nc, 
SOUTHERN IWNOIS CENTER for In· afternoo, openings avail, 1;,en,ecl, Coll, 
dependenl living i> laking >creening Kathy 549·0759. 
SMAU; Off-WHITE mole dog norn.J . 
Rog,; lame lell•leg. lo>l·around W 
Cherry. R-ard, upon rolurn, 5,.9. 
1310or529·3012. 
!1~ 
SINeUiDATIIINI 
· llieplaciliim-.-,_-
1~•00-a70-04'•bt 175, 
$2.00/min 2.4 fin Ti>uch1one 18+ 
AYOlon Comm (305) 525-0800. 
BIN OR seLL ko,1:..;;;;,n;;;,-;;;;;;;...,; 
African Ame<icon, &· Wi'dlife T-,.l,;rt, 
(newb:,m .1o aduli ex lijl._ 529-4S17. 
YOUNG LIFE ALUMNI REUNION 
Share sJ<?rie. from Co>l-or, Windy • EARN EXTRA MONEY, 
Sell Avon! 
5t2-5915. 
opplieolions of individual, inlere>led in 
pro"iding Personal Auis.tont, 
Hou,e~eeping, Transportation, or 
LIGALSIRYICIS ~, ;f;~,:C;uro::~r'~dc~~~~a:=; 
Div•••• fr• i,, $250; Mc,.. Kel10, Yl Director, TUESDAY, Reading Services 10 per~om~ wilh 
_H_O_M_I_TY-Pl-1-TS-,-PC-u-,-.,.-nooded--. I !~;t~- ~.::i';,g0i1,:!'!-~;i;,! 
535,000 polonliol. Delo~,. >lop by 9Cll at I 00 N Glen,;.,., in 
Call (I) 805 962·8000 ol. 6-9501. C'Dole belween 8:30 am-4:30 pm, M· 
DUI from $250. Car accident,, per· Aug JO, >wim, 4:30-5:30 pm; Supper, 
.anolinjurie,, seneral proe1ice. 5:30·6:30. Re,,malion,/direclion> 
ltO• l •T I; HUX, 549-6S39. I~ rain, reunion wpper 5-
A-ra• J III Lllw. 457-6!145. 
1
_
6
'_
30
_P"'""m_.l _______ 
1 
UTTLE CAESAR'S WEST now hiring _F·--------~ ti;;~~ :11~.3363_ NO.'/ HIRING DELMRY driv..-s, apply INTRODUONG LON COST .aliition r. within Wise Guy, Pizza, 102 W. day a,re, THE CHIIDCARE COOPEAA· 
College. TIVE NETWORK, i, a non-p..,fa ..,,;co 
PARK TIME PERMANENT mainlenonce SIOLLED 6_1CY_CUST IN, SH/J>E lo ride ::t:tt,:.a:,t,r;uporr •~~-· earo 
person for trailer court. Mu,1 hove JO 60 • ol dem 
axperience, lool•, and lrampo~olion. w~s ~: ~ J.';,. ~°';~m. · ton • To ioin call Ii'° al 529-A5SO. 
_529_•15_3_9_. ------a I _54_9_·3_98_7_. ------
EXPERIENCED RECEPTIONIST/ SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS, Murphy,boro 
~~R~~~~~~rl~oa;~iw: • Carbondale area, no e><perienee 
Mon•fri 10-3:30. 457;4813. ~;-~?;i./>i>ply al We,I Bu, Setvke, 
MCDONAIDS IN STUDENT CENTER 
now hiring, neal appearance required, 
apply~ penon. 4S3-8505. 
Let's Moke, O: Deoll' 
.......... < ,. 
Daily Egyptian 
2 & 3 bedrooms 
at 
714 E. College 
Featuring: 
Cent.ml Air 
Cable TV 
Washer/Dryer 
Natural Gas Efficiency 
Close to Campus 
NO PETS 
Call Carla 
ii s . 
Mt 3 ~~M'IHS-
uwe Lease For Less" 'I 
FREE Bus to SIU 
SILK SCREF;NING, MONOGRAMMING, 
SEW & PRESS ON;!£TrTERING; 
ENGRAVING, SANDCARVIHG. 
Shirts. jackets, hats, shorts, mirrors. banners, 
signs, glassware plaq(!es; trophies .; more. 
24 S.11.lll.OISAVE. O?E/1 M..f' !0-5 & SAl. 10-2 (61B)-!>49-4C'.ll B00--45S-.SILJC 
ACROSS FROM THE OLOTAAIN STATION 
L~mi~d; Offer-
SUGARTREE APARTM~NTS-
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONl;:>ALE AND 
1 LOCATION lN MURPHYSBORO 
529-451:li 529-46]:Jl -S49.-~61_Q; 
FREE Indoor Pool 
FREE Water & Sewer 
FREE Trash Disposal 
FREE Post Office Box 
Single Rates Av2ilable 
2 or 3 Bedrooms • 1 or 2 Baths 
August.26; l99-L:: ;, 
C' . ODllCS, 
Dail_, 1·.l!_\J)lian ,n111lwr11 llliJ1c,1, l 111\t·rsil{ at ( a,h.,11rl.1t. 
I CH~~R i 10.0 
~ I Cu\GEN~ 
. I I t _ ! I 
\-.JH:..T HE' W>..? 
C.QN7li:>!:R!cD lN TI-.: 
?ALE'? MAl':ATHON. 
~APang,9~Drl:k,dlttn~to 
tn..=·--•"U;wef.8!.&ug 
ge'IJ~t-,~AbcWoar,l'UIOl'I 
Prwa.oswo,horo: Ar 1 1 1 1-o=] 
IAn.---.lOl'T'OITt)w) 
YNt~O I~= ~~r~n:~~!- JV~OH 
SINGLE SLICES bv Peter Kohlsaat 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Mr Boffo 
-- Doonesbury 
Shoe 
THE Daily Crossword: 
By Florence C. Adler 
'~C.ta11>ase 
'csHgt· 
,CoWoodpnt !C<.(bl<tc 
ACROSS 
1 EleC.UOlt5 
5Weapon$ 
9 Footleos 
iiiiiiic""'r.::,;;:=r.':";14,!:-:-'"'" :~=lady 
SOGlln.eg 9Moslemc:al¥1 
51Prtht,i "IOScxner.lllSeUtn 
53W~ w,•urs 
creature 
13CeUic 
14 Genuine 
1SBowie'oI1st 
--~--r--t,,-;.£::-t;........i---t-t,-.....,11111::--t:--t:-1 r,=--lnJ g~ 
stand 
16 Oti,ecls cl stuay 
la,100 
19 ··- la 0ouce-- n 
20 Pnrire<'s p,ool 
21 Comp.air. 
22 Ol!spnng 
21 I.one Aaoger's 
59Soi:l""'81pece - . 
610Dl8':lc1staOy 15Ham,mtey 
lc,100 17uplc,ab0n 
~-+---._il::--t;........i-'---+'-+--1 :15=1.,·.tr ,at:f.sl'i? 
=-=-¼,-+-~111!!1! ... ~-'-f,---f-4 ,66-Pi;>e< 23Fi•edar:nrt 
----.,,..-r--lf--1 i~~: ~~~-,l)t'\ 
ar.. no,-!l) 
... ANO NOIQ, 7HE PRESlr:etr 
(AC- 7HI: {JNfTl:115TAT?3.' 
/ MY Fi3ll.aV , 
AMeRJCAN;;. 
/ 
by Mike Peters 
t;>Y ~oe Martin, 
rneno 
25 FOOi 
28 J10ran and 
70Angi>Sa1011 27Sta:M: 
,...,..~-+,--,'!l!IIIJ'.--r...l....! ' la!>Ct..- 29Twdlh$ 11/llJM 
l!'!'""!~--lir .. '-:-::,+-+-f!l!ll!-'-,-l,.-.-::-f--1--!!'!'!._ i 00\',!1 31=J• 
' ltMCJbrlr.z~ 321,1:llllr!JQ 
Landers. 
30Admo<>i""8d 
33Joumay 
351. G.,. 
~5t~T>dm.,,..,~i..-rn 
b-i-+--f"!~-+--i-.--1...-!'---+--+--+--- '2Sl'111l>t 34Coornoo~ Cl01t1iS!W 585-T~lg.'O.I) 
3~d~U.'t. 39~.x::s 52&.;:9ocu SOPrl,.-er>.:!n, 
cy1:0 :;=;::.• 4, >l~-."t•l !:2Hi,fl~~q 
Cl~!"'-.,:,,tf ,;M;1T1~ !5r:c:r!~"C! ~Fuss. 
s~:Lt~.m ,rH..r·•-r'l'fo-~.., ~IJ.l2aJ S.tS1.it-vv~ j~ ~:-.=~~~:r. 1;.,-t--t--,t---t,~la.'-:--t· 41 MA~!e 
r .PY Garry Trudea!! 
by Jeff MacNelly 
S NGE 
CHECKS CASHED WESTERN UNION 
• 1995 Passenger Car Renewal Stickers 
• Private Mailboxes for rent • Travelers Checks 
• Fast litle &.. Registration • Notary Public 
Service • Money Orders 
• Spanish Speaking Cashier 
University Plaza 606 S. llllilols, Carbondale 549•9000 
m- - -couPOB~ ONe, 
I! GET ONE 1 
I\ FREE! I ll BUY ONE REGULAR ORDER OF I 
PASTA AND GET ONE OF . 
l·,·1 EQUAi,; OR_ LESSER VALUE FREE., For people with · Does not include 
I~- a taste.for great salads. N?tvolid'.on Lu_nch I i ._ • •· , __ · .- Pasto,Spec1als, Italian Dinner : 
-~· Italian works of art. Pasto,S~iols or Mongie Bene 
I i . -_ • • .. ' . . Menu. One coupor per cus-. I • _1 Umvers1ty Man tomer. ~ood everyday. Grc~1ly 
L- _ '{$(~$.5'£5., _ and~s~~;;~j301 ~.,Jud_ed.J. ! 
-~-' ..... __ , --- -- ~' -- -· ... , ' 
FIRST WEEK STRESS RELIEF PRRTY TONIGHT! 
Mit D:, rin __ ks_, 
~l.75', 
YouKeep,th~ Cup 
* Lots of 6iveaway Prizes· 
APPETIZERS 
Pizza Slices: $1.25 
Full Menu Available All Nit>ht 
i. 
71a S. Illinois Ave • N~;1 ,,., ;~_::,;,.. 
457 -5 659 ~;;''.''.:~ ... _;._-· 
P.ige26 Daily Egyptian August 26, 1994 
Students to exit dorms 
to play in fields of 'Fest 
Passing\the ball: Friendly bantet 
abounds among.football's players 
Los Angeles Times points? know it's got to be an ea~y job." 
By Chris Clark 
Staff Reporter 
a home run derby. The teams 
that win each contest will 
receive championship I-shirts. 
ll1e Gr.mu ,\venue fields will 1l1e purpose of the e\·cnl is to 
he invaded Sunday hy over 30 acquaint new students with other 
teams participating in the 199-t students in their buildings. as 
Sport Fest. :in annual event well as other students on 
sponsored by the SIUC office of campus. 
in1rarnural-n.-crc:1tional sports. "Sport Fest is intended tc, gel 
111c teams taking part in Sport new students involved in intra-
Fest arc all made up of studcnts mural sports and to develop 
th:1t live in the same residence friendships hetwccn the pcople 
halls. They will compete in in the donns." Blakely said. 
rnllcyhall. sand volleyball. tug- "For pcoplc on the same tc:1111. 
of-w:1r. flag football and Sport Fest is good because ii 
modilicd 16" softball. allows cvcrvonc lo meet e:1ch 
"Modified softball has the othcr while ihcy play:· Allen II 
same rules as normal softball resident assistant Monica Hill 
except the games have been said. "lllc cornpctition with the 
shortcncd to four innings due to other teams also allows thcm to 
the large numher of teams :md get to know pcople from othcr 
short amount of time;• Matt areas." 
Blakely. gr:1dua1c assistant for Sport Fest will take place 
intramural sports said. No\'. 28, staning at 11 a.rn. :md 
For those who want '" show wraps up al approximately 6 
off their individual strength and p.rn. For more infnnn:uion on 
skill. there will also he a punt •. Jhc event. call intr.unurJI sports 
p:L,s and kick contest. :L~ well as at 453-1273. 
Memphis has been burned 
sc\·crnl limes hy the NFL's talk 
about expanding into the Tennessee 
city, and al least one rcsidenl scent~ 
to be striking hack. 
When Commissioner Paul 
Tagli:1buc enthused that it would he 
realistic lo think about putting a 
team in Mexico City after a Dalla~-
llouston exhibition game had 
drawn more than 100,000 10 
Azteca Stadium. columnist Al 
Dunning of the Memphis 
Commercial Appeal was not the 
lc:L~t surprised. 
"We wish to remind our ~lcxican 
neighbors thal the gringo in charge 
of the NFL sometimes talks a 
heller i;ame than he delivers," 
Dunning wrote. 
"We know: we just fell for the 
same kind of pitch !hat's beginning 
10 mesmerize Mc:dcans. So if the 
NFL cons Mexico City the way ii 
did us. Mexicans shouldn't take it 
pcrsonally and invade El Pa.~o." 
Trivia time: Whal is the NFL 
record for most consecutive extra 
Rams unlikely to stay in Anaheim 
Los Angeles Times interested and intrigued by some of "'The fact is we ha\·e a wonderful 
LOS ANGELES - Owner 
Georgia Fronticrc said Wednesday 
she remains open lo keeping her 
Los Angeles Rams in Anahcim but 
believes ii no longer possible, 
cspccially if Or.mge County fails to 
build her a new stadium. 
the elements of the proposal. . .. country that allows us to go where 
They said they needed lime lo we can make :1 living." 
analy,c it and they would gel h;1ck But Frontiere said any proposal 
to us in a couple weeks." that is intended to keep the team 
Shaw remained charJcteristically here will probably have to include a 
non-committal in a.\Scssing how the new stadium. And she said she 
offer stacked up against lucrative might he willing to accept a 
proposals from cilics such as minority partner to get one built. _ 
Baltimore and SI. Louis. "If somconc had thm much of an 
"\\'c had a prclimin:1ry nego- intcrcsl, I would be agrecahh: lo 
tiating meeting during which the selling a minority pan of the tcari1:· 
'Save the Rams· organi1.a1ion made she said. 
A laugh riot: Arc thcs.: guys the Then, when Taylor was qui1.1.ed 
next great comedy team? about Parcells' weight loss, he said, 
When retired New York Giant "He's looking light and doing very 
linebacker Lawrence Taylor visited well. I can sec he's not spending a.~ 
the New England Patriots and his much time at McDonald's. Isn't 
former coach, Bill Parcells. they that right, Twiggy?" 
staged a news conference that wa~ They mean ii in a nice way: The 
more Abbott and Costello than Hou,ton Oilers really miss offensive 
fourth and goal. lineman Doug Dawson, who is now 
Asked if Taylor was going lo with the Cleveland Browns. 
join Parcells' coaching staff, Taylor 
zinged. "I've seen Bill co:11:h. so I see BALL, page 27 
EARN EXTRA MONEY AS A GRADUATE 
OF THE H&R BLOCK INCOME TAX COURSE 
Thousands or peoplo learn how lo prepare income lax returns from H&R Block 
and !hon oam mon&y es income lax preparers. H&R Block, the world's largest 
income tax preparation service, offers its Income Tax Course starting Sept 14, 
1992. Morning, afternoon, evening, and weekend classes are available. 
Experienced instructors teach lax law, theory, and application. Classroom dis• 
cusslon and practice problems provide students with a thorough understanding 
of each lax topic Included in the course. Students learn how to handle increas-
ingly complex Income tax situations as the course progresses. 
Ideal for people who want to increase their lax knowledge, the course teaches 
students how to save money on their taxes and also prepares them for a reward• 
Ing career. 
The affordable loo Includes textbooks and supplies. Graduates receive 
Certificates or Achievement and continuing education units (CEU's). Qualified 
graduates of the course may be offered Job Interviews with H&R Block but are 
under no obligation to accept employment. 
Those interestod in more Information about the H&R Block Income Tax Course 
may contact the H&R Block office at 1400 W. Main or call 457-0449 or 
1-800-TAX•2000. 
_,,-, 
"It <l<~s comc down 10 stavinc in 
busincss: I \\'ouldn't drc"ant of 
!caving if I could sray in business." 
Fronticrc said on the dav the Save 
1hc Rams la.\k force rnaJe a fonnal 
pitch lo team managcment. 
·111erc is always hopc. but unless 
something drastically changes I 
don't sec how we can. You know 
when the bankers start saying this 
is it. you have to stan lisrcning to 
thcm." 
a financial proposal for keeping the St. Louis continues to be plagucd 
Rams in Anaheim," Shaw ~aid in a by an internal dispute regarding its 
one-paragr.iph statement. "We arc st.1dium lease. In Baltimore. Pctcr TH~ BJG QNE'_ 
reviewing their propos:1I and Angelos, managing partncr of the LJ 1 _,a.;., 
Arca officials and businessmen 
were given their hearing Wed-
nesday. In a two-hour meeting al 
the team's Los Angeles offices. 
Rar.i President John Shaw received 
a proposal from local represen-
tatives. including a remodeled· 
Anaheim Stadium and a new 
practice facility. 
Although the plan falls short of 
offering the new stadium the team 
covets. task force members 
nonetheless expressed optimism. 
"I was happy not to gel tossed 
out of the office," Orange County 
Supcrvisor William G. Steiner said. 
Added Newport Beach sports 
agent Leigh Sreinherg. thc group's 
co-chairman: "I thought ii was a 
productive meeting. They appeared 
c. 
0 :1 :I 
U:_.,,,, ••.~~ . 
Pl 
01 
anticipate othcr rncetings with the Baltimore Oriolcs. expressed an Large Deep Pan or Thin-Crust 
·save the Rams· organization:· interest in buying a minority Pizza with One Topping 
The Rams. who have suffcrcd interest in the Rams. Bui those and 4 16oz. Bottles of Pepsi 
more than a 35 percent drop in negotiations broke off when -
season-ticket sales while suhstan- Angelos insisted upon majority ~ ~ $ 9 89 
tially boosting their payroll with owner.;hip at some point in lime. E. 1 ' ~ • 
free-agent acquisitions. ha\'c Fronticrc insists she will not pan 1-~-===------...:IIE..:ZJE..;., ______ _. 
projected a S6 million loss this with the team she has run since her REAL IUEAL DEAL 
season. Fronlicre earlier cm- husband. Carroll Rosenbloom. lTA 
powered Shaw 10 explore the drowned in 1979. Medium Deep Pan urlhin Clust Pizza with 
possibility of mo\'ing the team in "That's the trouble.'' Fronticrc . One Topping and 2 l6oL Bottks of Pepsi 
time 10 play elsewhere next year. said. "From Day I when Carroll , , ~ $ 7 ~.19 
She reacted cautiously to Save died. people have hecn trying to E 
the Rams' efforts to prc\'cnl that buy my team. rm not going to sell l-....;~;;;:; ______ ..;.._JLlllll.----.;...--,1 
from happcning. a m:\jority interest in the team. no, 
"I don't know how real any of no. :1 thousand times. no." THE SJtlALL WONDER 
these things are. hut certainly they But she said she will considcr Small Deep Pan ur D1h1 Clust Pizza with 
have the rig hi intentions:· said selling a minority interest to one Topping and J 16oz. BoWe of Pepsi 
Wednesday's meeting. "I think as "I would want a partncr that I $ 5 -49 Fronticre, who did not attend facilitate a move lo another city. s 
long as negotiations :ire open. could get along with and work • 
again. whcre there's light. there's with," she said. "Right now I really 
hope. I mean we're exploring :tll don't have any idea where we're 
the options. going lo go." 549. 53 26 fast, free deliver)' 
C 
0 
u p 
N .. :1 
.... ,,,,.. : C-1Qoocl for $10 off sal•prlce on shoe parthase of$50 or more per pair. 
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INJURIES, from· page 28-------'--- FRISBEE, 
from pa_ge 28 -
some of SIUC's blue-chip 
freshman recruits. 
Cicero native Kevin Skinkis (6-
1, 255) has moved inlo second on 
the depth chart al offensive center 
behind senior Jeff Zoc1man. while 
red-shirt freshman J.D. Woolm (6-
4. 225) is seeing time at tight end. 
Newcomers Ryan Smilh (6-3, 
240), Arglista Scott (6-2. 210) and 
Greg Harrison (6-1. 230) arc 
helping to shore up the defensive 
front-seven as all three players arc 
listed as sccond-temncrs. 
"Outside of our injuries, and 
believe me. we have plenty of 
them. I like what I',•c seen:· 
Wa1~on said. "There have been a 
few surprises, although several of 
our new recruits have stepped in 
and indicated they may be ready to 
help us immediately." 
"That's precisely what we're 
hoping for a~ we're obviously thin 
at several key positions." · 
One area the Salukis do seem to 
have under control is the offensive 
backfield where senior quarterback 
David Pierson has been the starter 
all along. 
Senior back-up Matt Jones, who 
transferred to SJUC from 
Nebraska, started four games la~t 
year for the Dawgs and provides 
wlid depth at the position. 
"The quarterback position may 
be one of our strengths as David 
Pierson, Matt Jones, Jason Karnes 
and Chris Schullian have all looked 
good in recent workouts," Wal~on 
said. 
The Saluki ground attack is also 
in good hands with sophomore 
Melvin Dukes (5-11, I 83), who 
showed nashcs of greatness in his. 
freshman season at tailback. 
Dukes, a native of Largo, Fla., 
rushed for over JOO yards on two 
occasions in 1993 and elevated 
himself to one of the premiere threat~ 
in the Saluki offensive arsenal. 
Sophomore Dennis Dunn of 
Freeport is currently manning the 
fullback slot after seeing action in 
VOLLEYBALL, from page 28--
said the team ha~ come a long way 
since the bci;inning of practice. 
She also said the difference 
between last year's practices and 
chis year's was her personal 
summer training program. which 
prepared her physically and 
men1allv for 1he 1994 season. 
"La.~t vcar I was sore after evcrv 
prac1ice: but due to my sununcr 
training program. I am in much 
heller shape than last year," she 
said. ''I am more confident chis 
vcar in 111\' abilities and I chink thac 
iii:1ps in tl;e pr.ictices." 
Chappell said the team is like a 
familv to her. and that has been a 
big help at the pmcticcs. 
"We arc all friends on and off lhe 
court." she said. "Sometimes we 
get down in practice. but because 
we arc such good friends, we pick 
each other back up." 
Sophomore outside hitter Beth 
Diehl said the team probably would 
ha\'e been close friends regardless 
of whether or not they -played 
\'Olleyball logether. 
''llle friends I have made on this 
team arc the best I ha\'c ever met." 
she said. "Even if we didn't have 
volleyball, we would still be 
friends. Volleyball is just an 
a\'cnuc we happen to share." 
Diehl said much of the team's 
respect comes from being a 
sca~oncd squad, but team work is 
what is needed to win a conference 
title. 
"We all know we have a job to 
do this year. and that is to win the 
Mvc:· she said. "That goal has 
brought us together and made us 
push during the practices even 
though we were tired." 
BALL, from1 page 26---~ 
JuM listen: "A Int of Houston- run down 1he street and eat the all-
area businesses arc going to be hun you-can-cat Chinese buffc1 for free 
without Doug promoting them by ai1,· more·· 
wearing their caps and T-shirts on Said c~nter Bruce Matthews: 
tele\'ision:· cuard KeYin Donnallcv "J\lr. (owner Bud) Adams will ha\'e 
said. - • to find somcbodv else to do his 
"Doug migh1 have to pay for a gardening. Doug\ his uwn man. 
few meals, now that he's 1he and he's not afr.i.id to show it. He'd 
enemy. He's nnt going to be able to kiss up to whoever he had 10:· 
Add Dawson: Actually, Dawson 
was quite popular in Houston. 
Manhcws explains why: 
"I have a lot of fond memories 
aboul Doug. The thing I remember 
most was the time la~t year when 
it was pouring rain. To collect a 
bet. Doug belly-flopped in• the 
waler on the pr.i.cticc field." 
all IO games last year as a 
freshman. 
SIUC is loaded at wide receiver 
with Jermaine Gray and Reggie 
Fowler penciled in as the starting 
nankers, while Dave Smith, Woolm 
and M:chigan transfer Damon 
Jones handle the tight end duties. 
sport is spreading throughout 
the region. 
The event will be held on 
Saturday ::nd Sunday starting 
at JO a.m. on the rugby fields 
west of Abe Martin Field. 
-'"·---~ ---~---~2~~~ ~ C~l:IQ U,-.uQ . 
--OPEN 24 HOURS 
Try Our New 
Flame Broiled Burgers 
sz.,s 
· 600 s~ Illinois · 549~2022 
SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE. 9Ae,~•1· . ! . IS STILL THE BEST WAY. . I 
r2 Piece Thigh & [~ Snackl . 8,PTecti,c en Only 
1 $1 99 : ~5 49 
I. Leg & Thigh • 1/J//f!ii': . • 1//// .. ' 
I: Individual Mashed KFC I 4 Thighs KFCT 
I: Polatoeswilh Gravy Qtl.,&p.-. I • 4 Legs OfforE...,_ 
a;.1~~e~~~c,:!'~.,,._8:;_·~·~.J,_ _ _, __ ---~ecx ... :io,_J~ 
~_.F'=-~~&ml:Jlla "5lY.~KFCC!lo<mrn,.=a~a-rm.tD!tBS.Ta' 
•:::: ~•-:"' . ' ··. Oi;~,"qood ;:,: "1p follow•ng locat•:;"-
~ ~ ... .. :~·! ;_;;,. ·- ;·· .. ··. _\1_,/\. 
BOOKSTORE 
Back~ To~stboot: Specials 
11:0· Sc,uth, IUln'ol's •ve. • 549~1304 
Dr~· 
Chat,· 
710 Book Store 
Price 
$9495 
'te~41s·, Inttngpelits 
CIIJ.cqlators 
1'1•30~$talt 
$995· 
r Aeaa~iiifo: Planner$~ 
1!2·-Month ealend~ 
lncludes,Sections for, 
l)1Telephone Numbers 
i> Qu .. lz .... R.ecorde_r. $' -2· .591 3),Memos . • , 
4)~h;dul~ ofCl~ses, · ' - . 
~=t!or 
f».11:111u.tjn;, 
Fanaltare;. 
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- ciialn: -
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Pd~f! • 
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Minor inj:uries pester fOOtball Sal1uki·s 
Practice slows 
.to give players 
healing time 
By Grant Deady 
Sports Editor 
Just when the Saluki football 
team was ready to switch pre-
season practice into high gear. 
some nagging injuries have forced· 
the Dawgs into cruise control until 
its Sept. 3 opener against 
Tennessee-Martin. 
After making it through two-a-
day drills virtually injury-free. 
SIUC has experienced a rash of 
health problems the pa~t week that 
ha~ put severn.l players on limited 
duty. 
Saluki head coach Shawn 
Watson said his troops will have to 
prnctice smart this coming week in 
order to heal it~ wounds. 
"We simply will be doing less 
hittin!! from here on in:· he said. 
"Wcfust have to take an intelligent 
approach to preparing for our first 
game and unfortunatelv that will 
not allow us to do ll Joi of scrirn-
n1aging.-· 
Stepping up to fill in for some of 
the knicked-up veteran players arc 
Staff Photo by J, Bebar 
J. D. Woolm, a Saluki football second string tight end; gets sophomore· in· an undecided' major from: Ft. Myers, Fla: and 
wrapped prior to practice by Michael Byers, a, graduate has played, with the Salukis for two years. Players are 
student in exercise physiology from Macomb. Woolm is a, routinely_ wrapped prior to practice for safety. reasons. see INJURIES, page 27 
Auburn: heads- colleg~ football! prediction listingt 
Los Angeles Times 
TI1e predicted best and worst of 
the 1994-95 college football 
season. Clip and save and amaze 
your friends come January. 
Best Guess of a Top 25 
I. Auburn: 2. Nebraska: 3. 
Arizona; 4. Notre Dame: 5. Florida: 
6. Florida State: 7. Wisconsin; 8. 
USC: 9. Alabama: 10. Miami. 11. 
Tennessee: 12. UCLA: 13. 
Colorado; 14. Michigan; 15. 
Virginia Tech; 16. Illinois; 17. Penn 
State; 18. Washington: 19. Texas: 
20. Boston College. 21. Arizona 
beginning his 12th prickly year at 
East Lansing. must produce ·'an 
outstanding sca~on" ... or else. 
McPherson forgot to mention 
any specifics. leaving Pcrles. who 
ha~ four years remaining on a JO. 
year contract. to twist in the wind: 
Perlcs isn't a big fan of twisting, 
which is why he sent a few verbal 
zingers back to McPherson. 
Asked to define an "outstanding" 
season. Perle.~ said, "I don't have to 
because I didn't make the 
statement. And what happens if we 
don't have an outstanding season? 
"Only the Shadow knows. 
State; 22. North Carolina; 23. Best Perles Defense 
Michigan State; 24. Clemson: 25. This from Iowa Coach Hayden 
Texas A&M. Fry, who. by the way. might also 
be starting his final season: 
Worst Off-Season Warning.,_ "Maybe the (Michigan State) 
Michigan State President M.-·"Board of (Trustees) will' go public 
Peter McPherson announced that and say. 'Mr. President, your 
Spartan Coach George Perles, graduation rate better jump by IO 
percent.· and see how he react~."= Craig is so good 1 he led, the No, 2 
. Worst Conference for Aspiring Auburn offense to a victmy against· 
Quarterbacks the Auburn No. I defense in the 
The Pacific JO: Every starting spring game. Crnig won't start the 
quarterback from last• season, sea~on. but he will finish it. ... The 
returns. carlv season schedule is as soft as a 
down pillow. The Tigers should be 
Best Reasons.to Pick Aubumi "'O when thev travel to Florida on 
No, 11 · · · · · · ,.Oct. 15. ... • 
Fourteen starters - nine on - Cornerback Fred Smith; who sat 
defense. five on offense - arc out- last season because of. a knee 
back from an undefeatcd 1 team that injury. is back. Smith. was 
wants to prove last year's record Auburn's defensive player of the 
wasn't a,fluke .... Terry Bowden. year, in, 1992 ..•• The best punter 
consensus national coach of the in the game, Terry Daniel( also 
year in, only his first- season, in, returns. Daniel. who averaged· 
Division· 1°A, squeezed an• !11-0 46.9 yards. so exasperated 
mark out ofan Auburn program on, Mississippi, S~ate <::oach,Jaclde 
probation. Think what he'll' do in Sherrill; that Sherrilbccusedi him 
his second' year. and with some- of ki~king helium-filled' footballs. 
thing to play for, like a national· ... Twenty-two consecutive 
championship. victories in• one of the country's 
Running back Stephen Davis-is a- most difficult conferences can't be 
chip off the ol' Bo. ... Redshirt ignored: ... The Tigers. still' on. 
freshman quarterback Dameyunc NCAA probation; are back on TV. 
Worst Reasons to Pick 
AubumNo.1: 
The 11-0 season was a fluke .... 
NC::AA probation prohibits Aub~ 
from postseason play. which isn't 
exactly a selling point to 
Associated Press voters. . .. There 
are new starters at quarterback. 
fullback. halfback and kicker; ... 
Starting cornerback Calvin' 
Jackson. who helped give Auburn 
the Southeastern Conference's best• 
secondary, flunked out.... ' 
The Tigers travel to GaincsviHe 
to play the Gators. to Starkville 
for Mississippi State. to 
Birmingham for the Crimson 
Tide. Docs anyone really think 
Auburn, can- beat Florida, 
Mississippi State and· Alabama• in 
consecutive years, this time on the 
road? Well; now that you mention 
it. ... 
see PREDICTIQNS, pa~ 2':> 1 
Ultimate funi found! in1 Frisbee : Sil.JC volleyball: tearmi ready 
to, battle, for: MVC's top: sµot By Doug Durso Senior Reporter 
A growing club sport will 
feature some of the Midwest's best 
as area clubs will be coming to 
SIUC for a two-day tournament of 
ultimate Frisbee. 
The SIUC ultimate Frisbee 
sports club will be ho~ting the 
eighth Annual Dennis Drazba 
Memorial ultimate Frisbee com0 
petition. 
lan:.weidner, who is a member 
of the team; said eight to IO coed 
teams will·be competing in,this 
year's tournament _ including 
several teams from various areas of 
the country. 
"We have teams coming in from 
Kentucky, Ohio, Champaign, 
Chicago; St~ Lo,uis and: Ten-
nessee.:; Weiprsaid. 
~ • ~tt:\ie s(fos, president of the 
club; said! the tournament was 
named after Drazba. an ultimate 
Frisbee player at SIUC who was 
killed in a car accident. 
One of the teams in the com-
petition will be an SIUC alumni 
team made up of players who 
played with Drazba. 
He said the game is a different 
combination of several sports. 
"Ultimate Frisbee is a com-
bination of soccer, football and 
basketball," Sitos said. 
The sport takes place on a 70° 
yard field that has seven players on 
a side trying to score in· their. 
opponents' end! zone. Players 
cannot,walk with the Frisbee and' 
when it is intercepted or knocked' 
down the possession changes le;> the 
other team. Each game is played to 
15 or. 17 points and'each,score is, 
wonh one point 
Sitos said, the game has really 
become· more popular since it 
began .30 years ago. 
"Ultimate Frisbee is really an 
underground: sport that is self-
officiated, so a lot of JJCOple don't 
know about, but over the years 
people have started playing it more 
and the sport has taken,off," he 
said. 
Sitos said the SIUC club has 
grown in size over, the Yell!S and' 
has around·40·people who•are 
interested in panicipati!)g, 
Tara Huber, SIUC sports club 
supervisor, said' ultimate Frisbee is 
a, sport that has become 
increasingly popular at SIUC over, 
the last few years. 
"The sport is fun and exciting 
and more people are coming out to 
sec what it• is andl getting, 
involved," she said, 
Huber. said: there will be over 
JOO players participating in the 
tournament; which shows how tJi_e 
i:,y Sean,Walker The team, began practicing 
Staff Reporter, - Aug. 12 with, three hour, prac-
After two wed,.s of rigorous 
training, the Saluki volleyball 
team, is almost prepared: to do 
battle for, the. top spot in the 
Missouri,Valley. Conference. 
Head, coach· Sonya Locke, 
who isjoined by a,veteran crew 
of two returning seniors and -six 
juniors, said' the team· has, 
worked hardi these past two, 
weeks and! is coming along 
nicely. -
"The veterans have come 
back with great recall;" she said, 
"They brought back great, skills 
and1 their- knowledge of, the, 
offensive and defensive sys-
tems." 
tices twi~ a day on their home 
court at Davies Gym. Due to 
: J~i[ ~h:~ pt~~~:~ ' 
practice a day. 
Locke said• the team has 
ca_ught on to the system changes 
from last, year, and l!R! handling 
the adjustmt:nts well! 
"The players know what they 
are doing, but• l,'ve s)owed 1 
things down•for now,'.' she said; 
")just Wl!llt to ma)(~ s~ we are 
all' on the same page of, the 
game plan:" 
Rebekah, ChapP,Cll; a sopho-
more defensive specialist, 
